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LOCAL AFFAIRS.
NEW

Deposit your

high school of Great Earrington. Mass., was the guest over the
Fourth of Miss Harriet Rollins.

ADVERTISEMENTS THIS WEEK.

Dr. Harry W. Mason, of Stonington,
spent the Fourth and a few days’ vacation
with his parents, C. W. Mason and wife,
in Ellsworth.

Railway

money with the old
I
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structor in the

Bank.

Coiutfjy^pjs

Eastern Me
Co— \nnua! meeting.
G A Parcher—ArnoM's balaam.
J A Haynes—Cash market.
E G Moore—Druggist.
Augusta, Me:
Petition for pardon.

Only

I

SCHEDULE OF MAILS.
AT ELLSWORTH POSTOFFICB.

Deposits

In

liabilities more than ten per cent.
exempt from municipal taxation. Has been

above

Resource!

are

MAILS RECEIVED.

From West—*6.55

business thirty-five years and will pay Its Seventieth
semi annual dividend on June i.
Money

Deposited

on

or

before June i, begins

p m.
From East—12.20

drawing

interest irom that date. Home savings banks for the

asking.

C. W. & F. L. MASON,
First National Bank
Main Street.

B1«lg..
Ella worth, Ms,

SALE

20.J10 leet of land situate on »oiith side anil at loot of Sen street. Northeast
Maine. This lot of land la on the shore and title given to ww.wnter nue K.

Harbor,

>

Farm With buildings In good repair. Acres flue shore property. Hast Bluehlll. Me.
One I 1--'story house newly shingled amt jialhteil. New stable >v:i£ New hennery l’x-l_’
with Six acres of land more or leas all tree Irom rocks, with never-falling well or w ater at the
door. Wood house and carriage-house onioicoted with the house, cuts fiv.-tons ot bay. This
Is a very desirable location for summer home, or for a market Harden, taring easily acessihle
to Bar Harbor markets. Situated at Lamolne, Maine, aoont two miles from I', n. Coaling
station.

BOXDS FOR
cost less and
j

yield larger

C.

W. Si F. L. Mabok.

INVESTMENT
remarkably low prices.

O. W. TAPLEY, Ellsworth, Me.
Insurance

Real Estate

Investments

IS THE SOAP THEY LIKE!
It’s the best laundry soap that

m.

POSTOFFICE.

struck town. Makes
washing wonderfully easy: whitens and preserves the
clothes and does not injure the hands. And you’ll be surprised how much quicker you can do the washing, too.
Look in the window and see the generous size cake of this
superior laundry soap I’m selling for 5 cts. Why not try a

Mrs. Susie Murch Nichols, of Andover,

Mass., formerly

“Cash Down” Grocer and
Market Man.

UAVtlCC

Ralph Garland and family, of Bar Harbor, were here to spend the Fourth. Mr.
Garland returned Sunday to Sorrento,
where he is employed. Mrs. Garland and
children are visiting relatives here this

of

is

j

They
spending her annual vacation here and in panied by two of the Wellesley girls, who
near-by towns.
will be their guests here.
Miss Helen Eldridge, of Bangor, was
A democratic caucus will bfc held in
the guest of John P. Eldridge and wife Hancock hall to-morrow*
evening at 7.30
over the Fourth.
o’clock to select six delegates and six
Miss Margaret Grady, of Bangor, was alternates to the State convention to be
in the city a few days last week the guest held at Bangor July 15, and also to nominate a candidate for representative to the
of Miss Mary Doyle.
Miss Carrie, daughter of E. F. Redman legislature from Ellsworth.
The fire department was called out Satand wife, of Bostou, is the guest of her
urday noon by a grass fire near the railuncle, John B. Redman.
road. Several of these fires have been
Harry Torrens and wife, of Bangor, were
started by sparks from the locomotive reguestb over the Fourth of Mrs. Otis W.
cently, and the fire which destroyed C. E.
Kent and other relatives.
Sinclair's stable

j

Laffin, George Downiug

Hawkes are at home from
N. Y., for a week’s vacation.

and

tributed to the

few weeks ago

become

popular

for machin-

Friday, Aug. 28—Examination of teachrough work. The ers
for State certificates, beginning at
factory will be located in the H. M. Hall 8 a. m.
house on Birch avenue. Already part of
Wednesday and Thursday, Sept 16 and
the machinery has been installed, and the
17—North Ellsworth fair.
building wired for electric power and
COUNTY.
lights. The factory will start on a modest
June 29 to July 17—Summer school for
scale, with five factory sewing machines,
with separate electric motor drives for teachers at Castine normal school.
each. The gloves are cut out by dies, and
Tuesday and Wednesday, Aug. 11 and
then sewed on a maebin°. A glov* turn- 12
Annual conference of Unitarian
ing machine is also installed. The glove churches at Bar Harbor.
will be known as Dirigo. They will be
Tuesday, Aug. 18, at Bluehill Mineral
made in all regular sizes. The factory
Spring—Field day of Hancock Pomona
or

for

wear

for

—

will employ at the start about half a dozen
grange.
girls, but there is a big demand for these
Tuesday, Wednesday and Thursday,
gloves, and the industry promises to be a
9 and 10—Fair of Hancock County
growing one. It probably will be started Sept. 8,
agricultural society at Mountain park,
up within two weeks.

is at-

same cause.

Swan, who is
visiting relatives here for a couple of
weeks, has kindly consented to be the so-

James

Woodward and

Joseph

his

bride

Bluehill.

re-

turned from their week or more wedding
Thursday, Sept. 24, at Arden Young’s
musicale for the benefit of the journey, on the Morse Saturday. On the
grove, Otis—Field day of Green Mountain
in
the
found
themselves
dock
here
hill
of
the
imthey
Bridge
division
Village
hands of quite a number of their friends, Pomona grange.
provement society, on Thursday, July 16, and
yielded with smiling gracefulness to
Tuesday and Wednesday, Sept. 29 and 30
at the high school building.
the inevitable—a pony ride, with escort,
Fair of Northern Hancock agricultural
diminutive
little beast from Stafford’s I society at Amherst.
A
The annual reunion of the Ellsworth
attached to an equally tiny vehicle, I
stable,
high school alumni association will be both horse and rig draj^d in white, was in
Wednesday, Sept. 30—Orland fair.
held at Odd Fellows hall next Tuesday readiness, and into the team the bride and
evening. There w*ill be an informal re- groom were helped. To prevent the pony
atrtjertiprTnmtfc.

Brooklyn,

loist at

a

<

Bullard and wife, of Boston,
are spending the summer at Bayside with
Gilman E. Wakefield and wife.
Charles E.

—

McGivern, of Holyoke, Mass., is
spending his annual vacation here, the
guest of his aunt, Mrs. William Goggins.

j

a

recently

have

ists

Mabel Monaghan

Mrs.

Fred

A

stay.

Bayside,
visiting
week.
relatives in Ellsworth and vicinity. This is
ployees of the company presented him
A horse owned by M. M. Moore and
Mrs. Nichols’ first visit here in eleven
with a handsome roll-top desk as a token driven
by Eric Moore became frightened
Willis Ayer, of Dexter, is visiting his years.
of esteem. Mr. Richmond is one of the
by the breaking of one of the thills near
D. H. Tribou, of the County Supply ,Co., pioneers in the wood-turning industry in j
aunt, Mrs. J. P. Eldridge.
! Pond spring Thursday evening, and ran
George R. Caldwell, of Boston, was in has bought out the interest of F. T. Doyle, New England, and has had forty years’ away. Mr. Moore was thrown out and his
in that company. Mr. Doyle will take an
ElLworth over the Fourth.
experience in the business. His son, who head badly cut. It required several
extended vacation
before engaging in
is also an experienced man, will have
Miss Blanche Hopkins, of Bangor, was
stitches to close the wound.
other business.
charge of the mechanical end of the
in Ellsworth for the Fourth.
F. F. Simonton to-day appointed factory.
Mayor
Mrs. Parsons, of Boston, is the guest of
Drowned at Seal Harbor.
Walter J. Clark as the republican member
The commissioners Appointed by the
her cousin, Miss Mary A. Greely.
Seal Harbor, July 8 (special)—Murof the board of registration. The board governor to investigate the present system
dock McNeil, of Nova Scotia, was drowned
Mrs. E. B. Bennett left yesterday for a is now in
session at the aldermen’s room of taxation and report recommendations here last
evening while bathing. It ic
visit of several weeks in Portland.
the
lists.
to
the
next
were
in
session
reviewing
at supposed the shock of the cold water
poll
legislature,
proMiss Effie E. Davis has been at home
the
house
in
court
Ellsworth
G. Nixon Black, of Boston, accompanied
yesterday duced heart failure. The body wall refrom Gardiner for a week’s vacation.
for
a
8.
P.
public hearing.
covered.
by Mr. Pitman, arrived in Ellsworth a few afternoon,
George 9. Foster was at home a few days days ago, coming over the road in a hand- Stock bridge, chairman of the Ellsworth
McNeil was twenty-two years of age
last week, remaining over the Fourth.
board
of
and
E.
some Packard touring car.
Bunker, and unmarried. His parents are living in
Jphn
assessors,
They expect
of
Bar
I
first
selectman
Harbor, appeared Nova Scotia. McNeil was employed by
Edward E. Brady is attending the dem- to be here about two weeks.
ocratic national convention in Denver.
The seventeenth annual session of the before the board, and some pertinent President Charles W. Eliot, of Harvard
to the man- j
university, at his country place here. He
There will be a children’s day service at Hancock County Conference of
Uni- questions relating principally
tarian and other Christian churches will ner of assessing taxes on real and personal | had been here about two weeks.
the Methodist church Sunday evening.
1
were
discussed.
of
matOne
the
property
Mrs. E. E. Morgan, of Aubiirndale, be held at the Unitarian church in Bar ters
brought up by Mr. Stock bridge was1
Harbor Tuesday and Wednesday, August
COMING EVENTS.
Mass., is the guest of Curtis R. Foster and
the desirability of having assessors elected |
II
and
12.
V
wife.
ELLSWORTH.
for three years each, the term of one to
The new pews for the Methodist church
Lawrence and Forrest Treworgy were
each year, as is the case with mem- i
Annual reexpire
Tuesday
evening,
July 14
have been shipped, and will be here in a
at home from Bangor over the Fourth and
This would union'of Ellsworth high school alumni
bers of the school board.
few days. Soon after
are inpews
men
exyie
of
at
least
two
assure
the
association.
9unday.
presence
stalled and other improvements at the
perienced in assessing taxes on the board
Roy C. Haines, a teacher in the schools church
Wednesday, July 15, 6 p. m., at Baptist
the church will be forcompleted,
seemed
to
each
The
commissioners
year.
of Porto Rico, is at home for the summer
vestry—Conundrum supper.
mally dedicated.
favor
the
suggestion.
vacation.
Thursday; July 16, at high school buildMisses Grace C. King and Paulene Foster,
C. W. Pierce and A. L. Friend are the
Rev. P. A. Hayes, of St. Joseph’s Cathoing-Musicale for benefit Bridge hill diwho have been spending three weeks with
of a new industry soon to be
lic church, is visiting his mother in
promoters
vision
Village improvement society. Mrs.
a party of other Wellesley college girls at
established in Ellsworth—the manufacture Mabel
Quincy, Mass.
Monaghan Swan, soloist. Tickets,
the Elm house, West Harps well, will arof
canton flannel gloves like those which 25 cents.
Miss Elizabeth Crippen, of Boston, is rive home this week.
will be accom-

Pierce

cake iu your wash-tub next Monday?

I

furniture.

Fred S. Richmond, of Livermore Falls,
has been made superintendent of the Ellsworth hardwood factory in place of Fred
L. Kent, resigned. Mr. Kent, w ill give his
attention to his life-insurance business
Lpon his leaving the factory the em-

day.

Mrs. B. F. Joy and daughter Eleanor
returned Friday from Westbrook, where
they have spent the winter.

ever

J. A. n A Into,

age of

who is spending his vacation at his old
home in Franklin, visited his twin brother,
Carlton S. Donnell, in Ellsworth yester-

m.

—

interest than for twenty years.

I have some first-class Komis at

6.42 and 11.07 p

Edward F. Doyle, of Bangor, spent the
Fourth here.

We will sell for you.

to

*12.08, 4.30 and *6.22

♦Daily, Sundays included.
No mails dispatched to or received from the
east Sundays.

We will rent for you.
We will buy for you.
We will certify the title.
We write all kinds of insurance.
Write us and we will ca II on you immediately

Apply

m,

Going West—11.50 a ra. *2, *5.15 and *9 p m.
Going East—6.15 and 6.45 a m; 4 and 5.40 p

ELLSWORTH, MAINE.

s

a

a m;

MAIL CLOSES AT

Hancock Oounty 8avings) Bank,

FOR

effect June 22, 1908.

The members of the Congregational
Sunday school are requested to be present
next Sunday to make arrangements for
the annual picnic.
Henry M. Hall’s place at the corner of
Main and High streets has been greatly
improved by the grading of the grounds.
The work was done by Reuben S. Sargent.
Clifton Donnell, of Lawrence, Mass.,

evening it registered 77 at Parcher’s drugELLS WORTH FALLS.
store. One prostration was reported—
Ernest Lyman, of Bangor, spent SaturRichard Hawkes, who was overcome while
and' Sunday here with bis parents,
j working on the power line. He was day
David Lyman and wife.
taken home, and is out of danger.
Ralph Hamilton, of Brewer, was hone
Curtis R. Foster has purchased of H. B.
over Saturday and Sunday with bis
pa*
Saunders
th^ building and lot on the east rents, Hiram ilamifton
and wife.
side of South street, formerly occupied by
the late F. M. Rowe for a carriage factory,
Llewellyn L. Cooper, of Augusta, joined
and will move his marble works there from Mrs. Cooper, who has been here for soon
Franklin street. The building will be put time, to spend Saturday and Sunday with
in good condition, and painted. There Mrs. Cooper’s sister.
will be a storage room, a cutting and polMiss Bernice Lord, of Portland, cams
ishing room for marble and monument home Saturday morning, returning on the
work, and a show* and sales room. A part Sunday afternoon train. Her brother
of the building will be used for the stor- George returned with her for a week’s

from running away, or perhaps as escort
ception at 8.30, followed by a business of
ceremony, at the animal' head walked
meeting. Monaghan's orchestra will fur- Otha Jellhou on one side and Dr. Hincknish music, and John H. Leland will be ley on the other. From the wharf up

Mrs. Harry C. Woodward, of Manchester, N. H., with infant daughter Margaret,
is visiting her mother, Mrs. W. H. Dres-

Main street to the residence of the

the caterer.

ser.

CO. D. EXPRESS.

couple

the procession moved, gathering enthuC. P. DeLaittre and wife, of Minneapolis siasm and additions at every step, and
daughter, Miss
Florence MacGown, of Augusta, formerly Minn., recently arrived on their annual wreathing every face with smiles. Mr.
Woodward looked happy and the bride
The Ellsworth office of the
of Ellsworth, visited friends here last visit to Maine. They report a pleasant
was as charming and happy as could be.
been
on
two
weeks
the
week.
way,
trip, having
The little incident was very pleasant inAmerican
Express Co. has
Miss Bessie Miller, of Machias, an in- visiting in Washington, Philadelphia, deed.— Bar Harbor Record.
New York, Providence, Boston and PortCentn
1
been
instructed
to
A tip was received in the Maine
strictly
land. At present they are guests of Capt. station in Bungor Monday that within
3hbcrtisnntnts.
Mrs. Eldora

Foss and

«*

Agricultural

Addison

Lime

few days a fast new train would be put on
the line between Mt. Desert Ferry and
Boston. It will be the fastest train since
the Pine Tree limited of several seasons
ago, and will run practically on the time
that that train did. Nobody in authority
would confirm the rumor Monday night.
According to the “tip” the new train will
cover the distance between
Bangor and
the Hub in six hours and forty minutes,
and
9.50
a.
at
arriving
in.,
leaving Bangor
in Boston at 4.30 p. m., in time to connect
with the Merchants’ limited leaving Boston at 5 o'clock and arriving in New York
at 10 o’clock. A steamer would leave Bar
Harbor to connect w'itb this train at 7.30 a.
m., the train leaving the Ferry at 8.10 and
arriving in Bangor at 9.40. Time would
be clipped everywhere, and would accommodate not only a great number of
Bangor people who desire to go to Boston
during the day, but would allow Bar Harbor visitors to leave there at 7.30 in the
morning and arrive in New York the same
night at 10 o’clock.—Bangor News.

Maddox.

Henry L. Russell has been called to
Warren by the death yesterday of Mr.
Russell’s sister, Mrs. William Herrick.
Mrs.

for

Mrs. Herrick leaves one son, aged four
Mrs. Russell, accompanied by her
daughters Carrie and Lillian, left to-day
years.

Liming of Soil and Spraying

for Warren.

They

w?ill visit

in

Warren

vicinity several w eeks.
Village improvement society has
made a proposition to the city government
to contribute $100 toward the expense of

and

The

practical

treatise for

Farmers and

Specialists.

A

extending the concrete walk on the north
side of Main street from Oak street to the
railroad. It is estimated that the walk
will cost from $400 to $500, and it looks as
if the city would not be able to undertake the work this year.

C. W. GRINDAL,
Water Street,

The

I

Ellsworth.

SKEETER SKOOT
peculiar preparation. You can nib
ilooany part of the body and it doesn t
b

SUBSCRIBE FOR THE AMERICAN.
ELLSWORTH

‘■WO

FAT,

MO

WASH**."

°.f. ’ydry

work done et ehort notice.
“°ody called tor and delivered.

MTBY
..!?•H1HI,

*«.T
***T SSO

A CO.,
U.LIWOBT*

NOW SETTLE PLEASE
Haying about closed out my old
stock, 1

prepared to
settle and collect ell bills.
1 have In stock a
line of Fruit
Sweet Cream every

*jjd

am

now

H. W. MORANG

and

specifications

in Ellsworth this year,
for which will be opened at 2 p. m.,
July 25, call for grading, draining and
macadamizing 2,000 feet on High street,
from Beal avenue to near Card's bridge.
The specifications, as submitted by the
State highway commissioner, call for the

The Ellsworth

State road work

Burpee’s Sweet Pea Seeds
(

/OR SALE AT THE

ELLSWORTH GREENHOUSE.
Collection of eight choice varieties.for

Twenty-five
Long distance

telephone,

cents.

43.

ELECTRICAL

WIRING.

Fall Line* of

•

irritate. Besides this it has a rather
agreeable odor and not objectionable in any
way to either those who use it or those
*
around them, but
even

Black
Flies and Punkies \

Mosquitos, Gnats,

will remain where there is even ■
*
fence el it in the air.
Use tune Rexalt Skeeter Skoot on your
Saturate a piece ol cloth
next fuhiiq trip.
with Skeeter Skoot and leave it about your
deepu^ apartment, in the camp or on the
piazza or lawn and you will be poutively
bee ol those troublesome pests. Good to
rub on hones, dogs and pets too. Put up in
bottles convenient to carry anywhere. 25c.

Not

one

ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES
AND FIXTURES.
Estleslseh* WW«g sag Sappllw Chsarfally dlna.
ANDREW M. MOOR.
Ellsworth.
Laundry Bldg, (vest end bridge),

Moore’s Drug Store,
Cor. Opp. P. O.,

Ellsworth, Me.

work to be done in the most

which will be

improved

minor

of

schools,

given at the School street
Thursday, July 23. The

repairs

including

new'

on

nearly

all the

re-

be

buildings,

blackboards where needed.

The doors of all schools will be made to
open outward. The matter of providing
lire escapes on buildings where needed is

being

investigated.

At

the

Ellsworth,

school somethings like $1.50 will be
expended for repairs. There will be some
improvements at the high school to provide better light and ventilation, but no
definite action w'as taken by the school
bo^rd, pending action of the city government. Supt. Scott has purchased ten new
flags for the schools, ana all the schools of
the city are now provided with flags.
Falls

at

Augusta.

Yesterday was the hottest day within
the recollection of everyone of Ellsworth's
oldest inhabitants. Early in the morning
the thermometer registered nearly 80, and
kept climbing all day, remaining around
100 nearly all day. At 9 o'clock in the

1

met last

sehoolhouse
board discussed at some* length needed
pairs on schoolhouses. There will

The annual examination of candidates
for State certificates will be held at Ellsworth, Friday, August 28, beginning at 8
o’clock, a. m. All intending to take the
examination should register before August
20, by sending in preliminary examination
reports, blanks for which will be sent on
application. Those desiring further information regarding the examination
should send for circulars to Payson Smith,

superintendent

board

Hawkins—How’s Henpeck getting on
marriage! He used to vow that
no woman could ever get ahead of him.
Hagg—Oh, he’s still leading, I suppose;
but she’s behind—holding the reins.
since his

|

packages

the office

teachers for the
evening,
fall term deferring this until after the examination of applicants for vacancies,

manner.

State

school

the

C. O. D.

rule

regarding

on

which

examinations is allowed. Such
packages can be taken from

but did not elect

bids

I

Steam Laundry and Bath Rooms.

plans

for the

enforce

j

of

only by deposit

the full amount of bill jmd
express, and can be held for

twenty-four

hours

only

for

examination.

HOT!
Got

Cold Drinks
and

Delicious
Ice Cream

~

of

M.M. MOORE,
ELLSWORTH FALLS,

ME.

dtontiMmtnu.

lilntnal Brntfit (Column.

CHRISTIAN ENDEAVOR.

EDITED

Pr*yr Meeting Topic ror the WeeW
Beginning July 12, 1908.

BY

! yards

from his house. Two boys, who saw
him enler the woods, heard cries, and
later saw two men running away from
the place. The boys found Pinkham lying on the ground unconscious. He died
before the doctor's arrival. A widow and
four small children survive. Arthur Wiley has been arrested in connection with
the death of Pinkham. It is understood
that Wiley admits he struck Pinkham
with his fist during a quarrel, and that
drunkenness was responsible for the

3mong tl)r (SrangtrB.

“ADNT MADGE”.

is devoted to the Grange, esthe granges of Hancock county.
The column is oprn to all grangers for the
discussion of topics of general interest, and
for reports of grange meetings. Make letters
short and concise. All communications must
be signed, but names will not be printed exAll c6tncept by permission of the writer.
This

coiumn

pecially

“Helpful and Hopeful.”

to

Its Motto:
By REV. S. H. DOYLE.
Topic.—Character and courtesy.—I Pet.
The purposes of this column are succinctly
lii, 8-12.
stated In the title and motto—It Is for the mutual
Character is what a man really is ns benefit, and aluis to be helpful and hopeful.
God sees him and not what he seems Being for the common good. It is l#r the comto be to his fellow men. The latter is mon use—a public servant, a purveyor of inmunications will be subject to approval by
the editor, but none will be rejected without
reputation. Character and reputation formation and suggestion, a medium for the interchange of ideas. In this capacity it solicits
are in many instances synonomous, for
good reason.
and its success dej>ends largely
people are really within what they communications,
on the support given it in this re*i»ect. Commanifest themselves to be without. munications must be sinned, but the name of
DATES.
Their inward lives square with their writer will not be printed except by i*ermlsslon.
Tuesday, Aug. 18—Field day of Hancock
inundations will be subject to approval or
outward lives.
In many other cases Coro
Pomona at Bluebill mineral spring.
rejection by the editor of the column, but none
this is not true. The reputations and will be* rejected without good reason. Address
Thursday, Sept. 24—Field day of Green
all communications to
characters of men are dften wide
The American.
Mountain Pomona at Arden Young’s
Ellsworth.
Me.
The
outward
lives
belie
may
apart.
grove, Otis.
If we
their inward and secret lives.
Saturday, Sept. 19— Meeting of Green
THE
HOUSEWIFE.
THK
MOAN
OF
honorable
God
and
are true and
with
with
Greenwood
Mountain Pomona
for
the
to
is
well
It
all
sing
very
poets
not
in
a
our fellows, we will
appear
grange. East brook.
the
and
the
The
beauties,
charms,
that
pleasures
Proof
is
inexhaustible
false light, but will manifest in our
of spring;
outward lives the real principles of our
Lydia E. Pink ham's Vegetable
SCHOODIC, FRANKLIN.
They can set in their bowers, or bask in the
Inward lives. Moreover, we are al! deCompound carries women safely
Scboodic grange held a regular meeting
sun.
sire good reputations, we will see to it With never a thought of the work to be done. through the Change of Life.
July 2, with a good attendance, and visithat our characters also are good.
To the harassed housekeeper spring has but
Read the letter Mrs. E. Hanson, tors from Greenwood and other granges.
one meaning
Courtesy should be one of the ways
304 E. Long St, Columbus, Ohio, The third and fourth degrees were conIn which we manifest our character The winter is passed—she must do the springferred on three candidates. One applicawrites to Mrs. i*inkham:
cleaning.
It comes from the word “court" and
Chiltion for membership was received.
I
was passing through the Change
suggests the manners of those in kings’ Now beating of carpets obscures the sweet
of Life, and suffered from nervous- dren’s night will be observed at the next
courts, which all know must be genial
song
All children are corness, headaches, and other annoying meeting, July 16.
and affable under any and all circum- Of the birds, and the flowers are covered ere
symptoms. My doctor told me that dially invited._
long
stances.
The courtier cannot manifest
E. Pinkham s Vegetable ComWith a layer of dust, w hile the grass is made Lydia
CUSHMAN, GOULDBBORO.
was good for me, and since takanger or ill feeling or neglect to be
pound
black
feel so much better, and I can
Cushman grange held its regular meetit
I
kind and obliging, nor should those
ing
By the soot which the chimney-sweep leaves
again do my own work. I never forget ing Wednesday evening, with twentywho are courtiers in the kingdom of
in his track.
to tell my friends what Lydia E. PinkChrist, especially since we are always And the plaint of the husband resounds
eight members and visitors from John
ham's Vegetable Compound did for me
in the presence of our King.
Dority and Lamoine granges present.
through the air
during this trying period.”
After business a class of four was inCourtesy should be a most fragrant As he searches in vain for his favorite chair.
flower of character. It should begin In In earliest ages of Paradise fair
FACTS FOR SICK WOMEN. structed in the third and fourth degrees.
thought We should think kindly of Had they any spring-cleaning? No! (Would
For thirty years Lydia E. Pink- Next Wednesday evening a program will
all men, even those who may be our
I were there!)
ham’s Vegetable Compound, made be furnished by Flora.
When Adam and Eve were first living to- from roots and
enemies or who may have wronged
herbs, has been the
M AS8APAQUA, SOUTH BLUSH ILL.
gether
ns.
Existing in the mind and heart,
standard remedy for female ills,
to
do
but
the
They'd
nothing
enjoy
spring and has
Massapaqua grange met July 2. After the
cured thousands of
courtesy should manifest Itself tn
positively
weather;
usual business, the worthy lecturer prewomen who have l«en troubled with
speech and action. Nothing costs so I And now their descendants with
cleaning
sented as usual a tine program: Reading,
little as kindness in speech and action.
ulcerainflammation,
displacements,
must grapple
Nothing adds more to the happiness of Because our first mother partook of that tion, fibroid tumors, irregularities, Lula Maddox; recitation. Myrtle Bradthose about us.
On the other band.
apple!
periodic pains, backache, that l>ear- ford; songs, Roy Henderson; reading,
Vietta Duffy. By request of patrons who
In no way can we do ourselves more
—Bertha F. H. Paul, in Ladies’ Bome{Maga- ing-down feeling, flatulency, indigeszine.
harm than by discourtesy.
We may
tion, dizziness or nervous prostration. were unable to attend the last meeting,
the history and prophecy were repeated.
forget the unkind word, but the one to Dear Mutuals:
Why don’t you try it ?
“Which is more profitable, to
whom it was spoken does not.
We j I had
Mrs. Pinktiain invites all sick Question,
just settled myself to write the
may forget an unkind deed, but others column when a
women to write her for advice. make butter or sell the cream?” was diswarning voice called:
1
thousands to cussed by many. Reading, Beulah Eaton.
will not. We may not seize the many
“Now don't tell the M. B. s you have not She has guided
opportunities about us to be thought- ! finished hous—And I said: “Oh, no!” health. Address, Lynn, Mass.
ful of others, to bear with their InKITTKRY TO CAR I HOI.
and I'm not going to. But 1 said: “Listen
flrmities and to be helpful and oblig- to
this poem that S. J. Y. sent,” and you
Conrepontmuf.
Guy Murehie, formerly of
Captain
ing in their times of need, but if we do will find that
poem at the head of the colCalais, has been appointed by Gov
d^
not we shall reap the reward for such
Is
umn.
With it came a letter from our busy
Prohibition A Failure?
of Massachusetts, as aide on his staff.
neglect In the kindly spirit of Christ, sister, which
New York, May 25,1908.
says:
The post office at Mil bridge was entered
"be courteous"—courteous in the home,
“Enclosed you will find a little poem that Jo the Editor of T c American:
courteous among friends, courteous to
by burglars one day last week, and nearly
was sent to me for the column, and 1 should
I have the honor to ask each reader of f1,000 in cash and stamps were stolen. The
strangers.
have sent it before as I suppose it will be a
BIBI.E READINGS.
little out of season now. but have been so The American to write to me an answer safe was blown.

Dr. Clark In Berlin.
A very notable one was the visit of
Dr. Clark to Berlin.
Dr. Clark is so
well knowu in Germany by reason of
his books and messages that each Endeavorer there wished to see him face
to face, so that, although there was but
little time to announce the meeting, the
hall was filled tg overflowing before
the meeting began.
When Dr. Clark
rose to speak the whole audience rose
In their seats, waving flags and sing
Pasto:
lng their welcome to him.
Blecher voiced the hearty welcome o;
German Endeavorers to their belovec
president and spoke of the pleasure ii
was to them to know that he was
Dr. Clark
strong and well again.
brought with him greetings from Scandinavia and told of the interest and enthusiasm which the message of the
German emperor had aroused through
all the world. The emperor has also
sent his thanks for a message of greeting sent to him by German Endeavorers on the occasion of his sliver wedding. Many of the Berlin Endeavorers
testified how much Christian Endeavor
had been to them and expressed their
personal gratitude to Dr. Clark for his
messages and for the work in which
God had so greatly used him. Pastor
Stieglitz, a member of the German
Christian Endeavor council, spoke of
the personal esteem in which Dr. Clark
Is held.
Scarcely any churchman of
the present day has received as much
honor and love as Dr. Clark, yet be
still remains the same simple, faithful,
lovable and indefatigable servant of
Christ, always giving to Him all the
honor.
On Feb. 2 Dr. Clark commenced a new society in the American
church of Munich, where he has been
working during the past months.

Secratary Shaw's Loving Cup.
A beautiful and large silver loving
cup was given recently to Secretary
Shaw by his own Christian Endeavor
UDion, that of Andover, Mass. The
Inscription, below the C. E. monogram,
Is as follows: "Presented to William
Shaw. General Secretary of the United
Society of Christian Endeavor, by the
Andover Christian Endeavor Union,
1907.”
The Andover union consists of six
societies of average size and quality,
part of them in the town and part in
the country.
Every member of the
union gave his share toward the purchase of this cup.
That fact shows
two things. One of them is the universal honor in which Mr. Shaw is held
at his own home.
The other is the businesslike way in which they do things
in that union.
Practical Endeavor.
At Sholapur, India, the Christian Endeavorers repaired the church wails
lately. The women of the society earned money to buy whitewash, the boys
doing the whitewashing during their
holidays, while the girls cleaned the
benches and oiled them. This is practical endeavor.
No Prosperity Without Christ.
Again and again we need to come
back to this fundamental thought: The
Christian

Endeavor
movement
can
prosper only as Christ Is In the memi'Ors and its members are in Christ.—
»•▼. Francis E. Clark, D. D.

busy have neglected to do so. i am glad the
reunion was postponed. I'm afraid if we
should attempt a reunion in Bangor that
there would be likely to be more shopping
done than reuning. I think it would be nice
to have it after haying if there Isn’t too much
company to hinder.
It seemed good to see a letter from Aunt
Maria to-day. Am sorry, though, she has been
ill so much, but she doesn't forget to count
her blessings—a good example for us to follow. Have enjoyed reading the letters
lately
from old friends as well as new. Regards to
all the M. B.'s.”

summer

to this

question: Is prohibition in Maine a
If so, why? Can you suggest any
plan for dealing with the liquor

Two

failure?
better

purpose in this is to ascertain the
exact facts
concerning prohibition in

The poem you sent follows:
BEFORE IT IS TOO LATE.

If you have a tender message.
Or a loving word to say.
Do not wait till you forget it.
But whisper it to-day;
The tender words unspoken.
The letter never sent.
The long-forgotten messages.
The wealth of love unspent;
For these some hearts are breaking,
For these some loved ones wait;
So show them that you care for them
Before it is too late.

legislation

is

ineffective”;

“prohibi-

that

July 1,

tion does not prohibit”, and that “prohibition in Maine is a failure”.
am willing to be guided by the facts.
prohibition is a failure in Maine, where
it has been tried for nearly three score
years, it probably will fall short of suc-
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those lines something like this?

•There is many a rest in the road of
If we only would stop to take it.”
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Steamship Cornpaw.

AVOID THE KNIFE.

HOS. WILLIAM T. COBB and CALTIS

and it

could not be found, however,
generally accepted that she had

She

was

AUSTIN, Rectivm.
Mount Desert ami Kluthiil I)i\i»ioo

with piles—the cause is within, entirely
out of reach of surgical instruments, ointments or suppositories. The only cure for
is internal, and the only guaranteed
internal remedy is Dr. Leonhard * HeraSIX-TRIP SERVICE.
Roid. it has cured Wb per cent, of oases,
Commencing Monday. May 4, steamer J T
days’ treatment is sold for flat | Mori* leaves Bar liar nor at 1 50 p m, weet
E. G. Moore’s, under positive guarantee. days for Seal Harbor, Northeast Harbor, SoutaOr mailed by Dr. Leonhardt Co., SlationB, west Harbor. Brookllo, Deer Isle. Scdgwkfc,
Snrgentvllle, Dark Harbor and Rockland,codBuffalo, N. V. Write for booklet.
nectl'-g with steamer for Boston.
.steamer leave* BluehlH st 2 p ra, week da?*
lor Sooth Bluehlll, stoning ton West TreaoBt
North Haven iBd
Monday* and Thursdays
Rockland, connecting with eteamer for Bomb.
RETURNING
Steamer leave* Boston at
p m, weekday*
for Rockland.
Leave Rockland at 5.30 a m. or on arrival of
is what your money will earn If
steamer from Boston, daily, except Monday,
for Bar Harbor and BluehM, v'.a Intermediate
invested in shares of the

piles

and'24
1

Banking.

landings.

First clasa fare, Bar Harbor
way; $8 round trip.

to

Boston,

R.25

one

All freight, except live stock, via steamer*of
this company, la Insured against tire and marine rffk.
F,. 8. d. Norsk. Aren».

par-

A
ts

now

MEW 8EKIE8

open. Short*. 81 taeh: monthly pay
ments, 81 per short*

WHY PAY

SWwrtismmt*

RENT

wheu you can borrow on your
shares, give a first mortgage and
reduce it every month? Monthly
payments and interest together
will amount to but little more
than you are now paying for
rent, and In about ten years you

leaped overboard.
William E. Pinkham, of Port Clyde,
was murdered
Friday night. Pinkham
was about forty years old and was enOWN YOUR OWN HOME.
gaged in lobster fishing. In going to his

home from the shore he had to pass
part, 1 pledge a fair and impartial
a piece of
woods about sixty
consideration of every letter and every ! through
fact sent to me. Iam not a member of

For

[Send

model, sketch

free report

on

or

prot.

patentability.
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1
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w
A. W.
King. President.
tr

Pauper Notice.
contracted with the City of Ellsto support and care for those who
assistance during the next five
may
years and are legal residents of Ellsworth. I
forbid all persons frosting them on my account. as there is plenty of room and accommodations to care for them at the City Parm
house.
M. J. Diummit.
worth
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Harvard—Yale Flyers.

accounted

equally

as

speedy. They

have

Well, well, when I
“hopes”, it occurred to

of the

through sunshine and through

wrote

the

word

that the senti-

the last stanza was a little too
for a column with a “hopeful”
motto, still, some tired reader may find
it “helpful” to know that another traveller
had an experience like her own.
ment of
doleful

I always think of one of the many helpful hints that Ego gave us long ago, at
this season. It was: Bake your berry pies
in a hot oven.
Pib— Juice and

grated rind of one lemon.* one cup sugar,
yolks of two eggs, a scant haM cup of cracker

crumbs rolled fine and a cup or little more of
sweet milk.
Beat whites of two eggs to a
froth, add a little sugar and frost pie, browning in oven.
(Berwick Sponge Cake—Three eggs beat five
minutes: one one-half cups sugar, beat ten
minutes: one-half cup warm water, two cups
of fl<rur, one-half teaspoonful soda and one
of
cream tartar or two spoonfuls of
baking

powder,—C*s receipt.

I

the

traveling public required

in order to feel satisfied

to

\

know-

that the promises

Metropolitan Steamship Co., regarding the new express passenger and
service
between Boston and Newfrieghl
York have been fulfilled. The sumptuous
furnishings and extraordinary conven- ;
iences and accommodations of the Harand Hale, together with excellent
cuisine and service in general, are points in
connection with the new express turbines

j

vard

which

appeal to

all.

The leaving time, both from Boston and
New York, is 5 p. m. daily, Sundays included, and the ships are due at the port
of destination on the following morning
at 8 o’clock.

Delay

in

commencing

treatment

for

a

slight irregularity that could have been cured
quickly by Foleyrs Kidney Remedy may result in a serious kidney disease. Foley's Kidney Remedy builds up the worn-out tissues
and strengthens these organs. Commence
taking it to-day.—G. A. Parcher.

1

grslarTRADE-MARKSt;

particulars inquire of
O. W. Taplev. Sec’y,
First Nat’l Bank.bldg.

Fourteen hours and twenty minutes is
the record of the new triple-screw steel
turbine steamship Yale of the Metropolis
|
tan steamship line between Boston and
j
New York. Her sister ship, Harvard, is j

Marching as if we trod a field of battle
O’er hopes and fears that never come again,'

ing.

Filling For Open Lemon

4 |a
••••

each

“Oh it is sometimes hard, this onward march-

me

434

-•

s“«dt»

Hut they make you miserable.

she sat

the

and upon going back he could not find
her. The matter was reported at once,
and Capt. Ezra Curtis ordered a thorough

own

averaged twenty-one knots, and on
almost every trip thus far this season nave
covered the distance between New York
and Boston on the all-the-way-by-water
route well within schedule tune.
This fact once established was all that

Forever on,
rain.

5 45

....

banoor to bar

Little danger in itching skin diseases,

bidder

He
left her in her stateroom a few minutes
while the boat was at Bucksport landing,

own

the results

on

with satisfaction, I am glad
rest and enjoy it. What are

of that labor

B.«n

Any itchiness of the skin is annoying.

no

A Revelation.
ert,
appreciated accordingly. I un- any anti-liquor league or temperance soci- !
It is a revelation to people, the severe cases
derstand how much the nieces find to do
ety. Neither have I any sympathy with i of lung trouble that have been cured by
at this season. Perhaps “find” is not the
Foley’s Honey and Tar. It not only stops the
! the saloon. I seek only the truth, what- cough
but heals and strengthens the lungs.
best word to use there, for “find” implies soever
L. M. Ruggles, Reasnor, Iowa, writes: “The
the truth may be.
a search, and I am certain the
said I bad consumption, and I got no
majority of ! Letters should be addressed to me at my doctors
better until 1 took Foley's Honey and Tar. It
housewives do not have to search for work
stopped the hemorrhages and pain in my
country place at Stamford, Connecticut.
to occupy their time just now.
lungs and they are now as sound as a bullet/’
William Willard Howard.
—G. A. Pakchbr.
If, to some of you, after the efforts put
forth and labor gone through, like S. J. Y.,
there

a

.* 'I
i5.
iff..

People Say of It.

liquor,
apparent
pure cussedness, Joseph Dudand for

good health, and her son was
ticularly solicitous for her comfort.

may be in his local
send to me the plain facts,

facts in his

but

ith

been in

endeavor.

your letters and
in a barren des-

11 0

12-53.6-2?.
1-00.Ig—
...JS.

This Hardly Expresses Wliat Ellsworth

tons of

The body of Mrs. Carr, who leaped from
the steamer City of Rockland while traveling with her son Willard, of Dexter,
from Bangor to Boston, was washed
ashore at Searsport.
Mrs. Carr had not

election district. I desire to
hear from men engaged in all honorable
callings—farmers, school-teachers, blacksmiths, carpenters, lumbermen, merchants
and workers in all other lines of human

and

B

(,*

Very Annoying

steps of her home in Veazie. Dud- ;
ley, who lived in the same house as the \
girl’s family, stood on the steps behind
her, placed a revolver at her back and
firtd. The girl is in a critical condition.
on

he

he knows them to be

600 to 700

nineteen-year-old Eva

ing made for the enactment or ratification
of prohibitory laws, would accept as conclusive the verdict of Maine, which has
stood for many years as the political and
ethical barometer of the nation.
I want only the facts. I desire to obtain
these facts, uncolored and unfiltered,
direct from the people—the men and
women who make up the everyday life of
Maine. Therefore, I ask each reader of
The American—no matter how reserved
unassertive

w

ley, it is alleged,

have just returned, prohibition is too new
to be accepted as fair testimony. I feel
certain that the public generally, particuare

From

On my

S. J. Y. and Sadie,

clippings

Crazed
reason

in any other part of the United States.
In the southern states, from which I

in those states where efforts

1909.
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cess
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used.
The company’s
paper will be
bid was $4.32 per hundred pounds, about

I
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On my return home to New York, I was
met by the assertion that “temperance

and
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The Eastern Manufacturing Co., of CUTTING WONT CURE PILES
INTERNAL
Brewer, has been awarded the contract to
TREATMENT NEEDED.
furnish the government with all paper 1
A gardener doesn’t kill w eeds by cutting
for postage stamps from July 1, 1908, to their
tops. He attacks the root. Just so

Maine.

larly

8 20

....

An..
J 5.
JJ. 4 36

a railroad section hand, and at
West Kennebunk, Edward Waterhouse,
of Sanford, aged thirty-two.

My

....

RAson^*-

....

Isa bell,

traffic?

If

Dear Aunt Madge ana Mutuals:
Hello.’ How do you do this lovely morning? Wish I could see you all to-day. Hope
to sometime.
When is the reunion going to
be, and where? Wish I could meet with you,
but it will be impossible if it is at Contention
Cove, for I can’t get so far away from home as
that.
Why not have it in this part of the
ounty, then perhaps N. L. H. and others of
your big family, who have never been there,
can attend?
I wish to thank all who have sent me postcards since I wrote before, and especially N.
for views of Mt. Desert, and Joan for a
lovely
view of Mt. Desert Rock, which is something I nave always wanted. Joan wrote' me
that her John was very ill. Hope he is well
before this. Love to you all.
Sadie.

Most
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were killed by lightning in
Thursday—at Auturn, Frank

men

Maine last
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“Who,” asked the minister, “gives this i Sull'n
MDE 7 00 11 40
1 50 5 08 *9
woman away?”
“Hold on, mistaire, if ; Week
7 07 11 47 4 .17 5 ,»
you plis,” said the titled foreigner, “zis Hen ;; is 11,50.5
Ir R
*22.A ,.
woman iss not given away; it iss a trade.” i
w Jc 17 31,12
ELL8:7 37 12 21.
2 23
1
Ell* F 7 42 12 21.3
N'lc'n 7-85 12 37 .B
Or 1. 8 01 12-48 .0
13
Pkll L 8711
Hld'n ‘3 I*
Br Jc 6 38 1 13
Ben ,8 M; 1 21 -3 ro 8 55
1,

j

I Kings, i, 28-31; Luke X. 5-8; Rom.
Xll, 10-21; Matt v, 43-48; Acts xxvi, 2426; I Cor. iii. 1-10; Jas. ill, 1-8; Eph. iv,
1-3; Col. ii, 1-7; iv, 5, 6.
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had always lieeu distressingly
capable and competent.
"I don’t believe Beatrice ever had a

s'.unnol

She

terminal.
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was to devise some
smoke from one
bT which the
|*> w hisked out of the tunAs
train entered.
Itefore another
to the
underground passageway
constant use. this
(_„! js in almost
of supplying an
f„r some means
..tie of fresh air In quick
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problem

headache or

spell like you
girls have,” Ilenry Dalton had remarked one day to his two sisters, absorbed
by bon lions and new novels uml wrapped iu Indifference and silk negligees.
And the tone In which lie spoke was

“rou’ld
1

a

nervous

entirely complimentary. In fact,
distinct note of personal Injury rang
through it, for how can u man assume
an attitude of protective
chivalry toward a giri entirely capable of doing
for herself?
not

a

both 3,,lP3 of the tunnel are
ventilating duets with cross air
the tracks. About 300
„a™, under
terminal portal of the
the
tTnli,
1(
rocco" turbine fans were
nel two S
these
railed <0 force alr trough
rate of 21.0,000 cubic feet
fts „ the
These fans blow the
,lr per minute
tunnel at the rate of
out of the
feet of nlr per
,fbalf a million cubic
less time than it takes
nute. and In
has been supplied
tell it fresh air
the entire length of the tunlong

‘tej

Beufriup

never dropped
her fan or
handkerchief, nor came into the
room
with
her glove unhut*
drawing
toned. %or gave opportunity for the little services which other women seemed to have demanded of Henry Dalton
since he had risen to the dignity of
kn leker bookers.
Yet withal Beatrice Craig was nothing if not feminine. She wore the
softest and most clinging of fabrics.
She played golf, but did not court Imre
arms and tan.
She wore tailored suits,
hut she softened them witli delicious
froufrou bows of lace at her throat.
She was ruffly olid fluffy, but she never
tore her ruffles und then asked for a
pin to make repairs.
And If all these things she was before her father's failure and death she
was doubly inaccessible and impregnable after reverses overtook her.
Before that she had simply fenced with
Dalton.
Now she donned nn armor
that seemed well nigh Invulnerable.
Directly the estate was settled up
and the smallness of their inheritance
was made known to her Beatrice Craig
had turned breadwinner. Investing the
pitiful little heritage In a smart shop
where layettes of the most superlative
flueuess and beauty were sold.
In the front room, with Its exquisite
fittings and scented presses, she exhibited wares selected to suit the mutrous
among whom she had grown from girlhood to womanhood. In the rear room
she gathered the most expert needlewomen her purse could command, and
all work was done under her direct su

her

•oagh

of peculiar design,
[be fans are
120 inches In diameter,
ter are only
th sixty-four narrow, slightly cuparound the
i blades running parallel
conference. It is these blades that
of air for
llrer 260.000 cubic feet
of the fan drum,
try H'> revolutions
here Is found the
tglneers say that
of subway venlution of the problem
ation In cities and also of the probventilation, for which the
B of mine
Ifocco" fans are now almost eiclucoal
rely used in the deep, gaseous
orkings of tireat Britain.
*

Finding a Herasshaa.
rbere Is a man who has a very poor
a of the horseshoe as a brlnger of
lod luck.
-I found one In the road some time
[o,” he remarked. "As a matter of
ict, another old gentleman found it
We both
» about the same time.
anted it. and there was a tussle for
“I got the shoe, a black eye. a torn
tger from a rusty nail in tbe shoe
id a summons for assault and batry.

"It wasn't a very good start, but I
lougbt I'd give It a fair trial. Of
mrse la nailing the shoe up above the
ont door I managed to smash my
iiraili and fall from the steplndder.
“Then 1 sat down and waited for
le luck to begin.
That shoe seemed
be endowed with the power to atlet trouble In every form.
“Duns, bailiff*, the landlord, measles
id poverty were rarely out of the
tuse. and my faith was shaken.
“Then oue day. when the rate colttor was standing on the top step,
atihoe a me down with a crash”—
“Ah:" Interrupted the sympathizer.
Lock at Inst!”
“Not a hit of it.” sighed the unlucky
«.
"It missed him by a foot."—LonM Answers.

pervlslon.

Her delighted clientele said that her
was founded on this personal
oversight. Her doctor said that nervous prostration would Inevitably result
from her pefslstent close confinement
to business. Her mother wept in sheer
loneliness at first and luter drifted
from their tiny apartment back Into
the old bridge playing, novel reading
And
circle of gray haired frieods.
what Henry Dalton said la not for
repetition here. for. having no nieces
or nephews, how could he offer a decent excuse for haunting a layette
shop? And only at her shop was Beatrice to ho found—save the cruelly few
hours when outraged nature demanded
rest and refreshment
And now today, with Henry Dalton
Brains.
thrust into the dim background of the
“A man stood ou his head twenty
life when her mother made all things
dilutes In order tc win a wager. He
lovely for her well shod feet to walk
lied the next day.”
upon, she was standing before her
“What killed him? Congestion of the chcval mirror
preparing for a returnbrain?"
just a brief return glimpse—to the old
“No; If h had had any brains he life.
wouldn't have done It.”
Cleveland
Her mother had wept to some purPlain Deaier.
The doctor had said certain
pose.
sharp things that were more effective
Specified.
than maternal tears, and so Beatrice
“When In trouble." said the eminent had
accepted the De Haven Smiths’
lecturer, "refrain from worrying."
warm invitation to spend the week end
“But. doctor." asked a woman in the and
perhaps a few days more at their
mdience. "how can we?"
lodge in the Catskills.
"re“Anyway." replied the lecturer,
Beatrice surveyed with critical eye
frain from worrying other people.”
her smartly tailored traveling suit and
tlieu cast a smiling glance at the suit
Woree Still.
case where rested a delightful matinee,
She—You'll lie glad to learn, dear, product of her own workroom,
it
Suit I’ve got out of visiting our relawould be good to lie abed mornings
Bve3. He—Grand! Splendid! It hung and drink her chocolate In a love of a
Ifer me like a cloud.
How did you matinee like that.
And she should
rannag- 't? She—Oh, I asked them read a couple of new hooks and wear
berel-Life.
the white crepe de chine, newly made
Old times
over for the trip, to dinner.
Masting the Situation.
—yes. she was strong enough now to
“I won Vr if tliere's
anything serioU9 stand an occasional dip back Into old
*:w<"
t!. ,t tail girl and the little times.
Captain';"
"Beatrice, here's a C. O. D. parcel
"1 think there Is.
She has had the from Mason's. I picked up a love of a
oHt of al! her shoes lowered."—Fliewaist for $Ui.T5. Have you any monWhip Blatter.
ey V”
Beatrice readjusted her veil to a
more fetching angle and murmured us
JtiQrrtianntnt*.
well as the pins In her mouth would
success

>

—

permit:

"Yes, mother, there’s a roll of hills
Take
in my bag. the "large pocket.
what you think will last you until 1
come back.”
An hour later Beatrice leaned buck
luxuriously In tile pallor car, her unseeing eyes fixed on the Hudson panorama.
it was good—Just to do nothing
And when the call for luncheon came
she felt hungry—and smiled The doctor had said a change was all she need

>rint

\ltia'■ k** °^# P,w'e Imported Ginger and
^ VonrT 1°% ^*®ou> tprag et Millia, Mas*.
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cd. and here she was hungry already
for the first time In weeks.
The obsequious darky in charge of
her table gave her the perfection of
service, with one eye perhaps on the
beautiful pigskin hand hag that rested
against the window. That tmg lmd
been one of Dalton's gifts, and at that
very moment the giver himself was
sitting at a table behind Beatrice,
watching her every move with hungry
to
eyes. He knew that she was going
(he De Haven Smith lodge. Mrs. Smith
had boldly held this out ns n bait in his
invitation, but somehow he felt, that
the psychological moment for making
his presence known had not yet arrived. He noted roiuetimes a n w
droop ill her shoulders Occasionally,
too. she leaned her head on her hand
between courses

1

....-,

This

c.-es
...

the

reac—•

tlon which the doctor had predicted,
but Henry Dalton did not know this.
He thought only that she was slowly
but surely killing herself by reason of
her pride, and ne must stand idly,
dumbly by simply because be was so
disgustlng.y rich that she would not
listen.
And upon these bitter thoughts rushed the psychological moment.
Miss Beatrice Craig, the independent
and competent, opened her hand bag.
the darky keenly observant, and slip
ped her hand Into the large pocket.
Her finger tips touched naught but pol
Ished leather. She tried the small pocket and drew forth some cards. She sat
up very straight and dipped into her
change purse to find a dime, a quarter
■ ml an old German coin, souvenir of
Henry Dalton's student days in Berlin.
Her face turned scarlet, then white.
A horrible nervous tremor swept over
her. Frantically she turned everything
out of tiio bag to find almost anything
a
businesslike yet distinctly feminine
person might own except money.
Like a flash she remembered her
mother's request. She had kept it all.
every penny of the flatly folded bills,
‘‘Take what you think will last you
until I come back.”
Fateful words!
Beatrice sent for the dining car con
ductor and explained the situation
lie
was polite,
but behind the mask of
courtesy she read amusement, or was
it distrust?
She became haughty.
“My host will meet me at the depot.
Until then—well, here are my rings or
my watch"—
The darkles had gathered at the tn
ble opposite Henry Dalton with heads
together, lips parted in ironical smiles.
He summoned Ids waiter sharply.
"Anything happened to the lady?”
"Seems like she ain’t got the price of
her lunch."
Just at the instant Henry Dalton
rose precipitately. Beatrice came down
the aisle, her head high, but her face
ghastly. It was not the attitude of the
conductor nor the grinning darkles, but
a
sudden faintness, a realization that
for once her business ability, her supreme tact, her resourcefulness, had
She did not read this as
failed her.
Her one grim
physical exhaustion.
thought was that she had lost her grip
on herself.
And then came Henry Dalton with
a hand outstretched and the love of her
shining in his eyes.
"Beatrice, I am the most fortunate
of men.”
“Oh, Henry," she said, with a queer
break in her clear voice, “will yon

please’’—
Henry Dalton carried her back to the
stateroom in the parlor car.
Henry
Dalton took firm possession of her
luggage and firm control of the situation. Henry Dalton all but lifted her
into the De Haven Smith wngonette
when they left the train. And Henry
Dalton read the telegram, for which he
paid, though it was sent C. O. D to
Beatrice Craig.
“Forgot to put money back in purse
What shall I do with it?"
"Buy flowers for yourself—every
body," wired Henry Dalton to the flrsl
amazed and then understanding mother
"I am taking care of
of Beatrice.
Beatrice and always shall."
And that was why the smartest layette shop In all New York passed to a
new owner and love came into its own
Ant* and th* Wsathar.
“When you go out on a cloudy morn
lug and Uinl the ants busily engaged
Id clearing out tbelr nests and dragging
tbe sand and bits of eartli to the surface, you may be sure that, no matter
how cloudy it is, there will be no rain
that day, and the probabilities are for
several days of good weather,” says a

gardener.
"On the other hand, if you see the
ants ubout the middle of a spring or
summer afternoon hurrying back to
the nest and a sentinel out trotting
round in every direction looking up
stragglers and urging them to go home
as soon as they can get there you may
figure on a rain that afternoon or
When the last of the wandernight.
ers is found the picket hurries in, and
the nest is securely scaled from the
it is
Inside to keep out the water,
very seldom that ants are taken by
surprise by the approach of a shower,
hut once iu awhile when belated or too
far away to get home in time they
mount a shrub and ensconce them
selves under the thickest, broadest leaf
they can find, aud (here they stay and
hold on until the rain is over. When
an ants’ nest is washed out and the
ants drown an examination will always
show that the disaster was due not so
much to lack of preparation as to accident, a stream from an unexpected di
rectlon flowing down between two
bricks or a downpour that caused a
fail or the washing away of the bank
In which tbe nest

was

placed

Dangerous Ground.
“Bless me, Marthy!” exclaimed Uncle Cyrus, looking up from his magazine, says the Youth’s Companion
“We’re getting a navy that don't need

do the work for them. They can hire all
their work done and still have big profits.

LONGMONT, COL.

Notice to Mariners.
The (J. S. lighthouse board announces
the following change in Isle au Haut light,
located on Robinson’s point, northwesterly side of Isle au Haut:

THE CITY OP LONGMONT.

INTERESTING

j

DESCRIPTION

BY

Now regarding the city of Longmont as
FORMER ELLSWORTH MAN.
a home, it is
certainly as good a choice as
auy in Colorado. We have four public
BEAUTIFUL CITY ON THE HIGH PLAINS | school buildings,
employing fifty-one
teachers. Schools are well equipped and
OF COLORADO—ITS HEALTHfirst-class. We have one business college,
GIVING CLIMATE.
and are within twenty minutes’ run by
train from the State university at Boulder,
[Written by Dr. Atwater L. Douglass.1
children every advantage in securI have been asked many questions rela- giving
ing a fine education.
tive to this section of country which I
There are no saloons in the city, and we
have selected for my home. One of the
have eleven churches. All the churches
principal questions, and the important here have
large memberships. We have
one to me, was
regarding the climate here two hospitals, four weekly and two daily
in Longmont, and its effect upon tubercupapers, one library, three banks and three
losis and kindred lung troubles.
hotels. Our tax rate, cdunty and city, is
Upon careful investigation I find that forty-seven mills on one-third valuation.
the climate alone will certainly cure
We make our own ice and furnish our own
tuberculosis and asthma, but this must
coal at $4. Considering everything, it is
be qualified to a certain extent. The
one of the best cities for one to select for
amount of lung tissue involved or the
his home.
length of time that the disease has existed
Longmont is a beautiful city in spring
does not seem to have anything to do with
and summer. Although she rests on the
the results, but rather the way that the
plains, all the streets are lined with large
patient conducts himself after arriving shade tree?, mostly elm and cottonwood.
here. If he shuts himself up in a close If the sun is
too hot, all one has to do is
room, away from our life-giving sunshine, to
step into the shade of one of these trees
and worries over his trouble, he might as
and there find it cool. The nights are
well have remained at home

where

he

among friends and relatives, for
he certainTy would die here. But on the
other hand, if he will get up with the sun
and go to bed at sun-down, and during
the day breathe in the pure out-door air,
it would not take long for him to get good
red cheeks and lips, and grow strong and
I talk almost every day with healthy,
robust, middle-aged men, who came here
in their youth on stretchers, expecting to
die any minute. To-day they are perfectly
well. I could never believe half that was
said about Colorado air and sunshine, but
I find that too much cannot be said in
its favor.
I arrived in Longmont March 11, and
that day it was 80 degrees in the sun, but
cool in the shade—just cool enough to
have the effect of a tonic but no chill. In
two weeks we removed into our new
house, and evenings Mrs. Douglass and
myself would sit out on the veranda until
9 p. ra., without a suggestion of a chill or
discomfort, while our thoughts would
roam back to our many friends in Maine
still feeding their furnaces. We have 325
days of sunshine out of 365, and our death
rate is only ten to the 1,000.
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sixty

to
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one
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largest

inhabitants is also the most important
grain market and flour milling centre in
Colorado. Besides that we can boast of

pea-canning factory in the
turning out 20,000 cans per hour,
draws its supply from 3,000 acres.

largest

the

world,
and it
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Beef,*:
Steak,

Pork,*.
Chop,
Ham, per *
Shoulder,
18
Baoon,
Salt
OgglO
Lard,
20*22
20340
14*80
12*16

Roasts,

Corned,
Tongues,
Tripe,

a

men

and
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After
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measuring
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"Mercy sakes." cried Aunt Martha,

with arrested spoon, for the first time
impressed with these interesting statistics. “! hope to goodness onr cavalry ’ll keep away from the share!"

10@U
16325
10[gi3
IU3IS

A bushel of Liverpool salt shall weigh 60
pounds, and a bushel of Turk's Island salt shall
wetgb 70 pounds.
The standard weight of a bushel of potatoes
in good order an 1 lit for shipping, la GO pounds,
of up pies, 44 pou nds.
The standard weight of a bushel of beaos in
good order and At for shipping, is 60 pounds;
of wheat, beets, ruta baga turnips and peas, 06
pounds; of corn, 56 pounds; of onions 52,
of carrots, Fnglish turnips, rye and
ndtan meal, 00 pounds; of parsnips, 45 pounds;
of barley and buckwheat, 48 pounds; of oats
32 pounds, or even measure as uv agreeme nt.

He that hopes to build a trade
Must not be of print afraid.
He that wants
Has to call his

to

catch the crowd
aloud.

Founds;

wares

He that would new ventures float
Must induce folks to take note.
All this means, without disguise,
He who’d win must advertise.
—Sinne M. Best, in Fame,

I1
!

an

Apt Pupil.

Mr. and Mrs. Jason were engaged in
their usual evening debate. Said he, for a
clincher, “Well, there’s no use arguing
with a woman or a jackass.” “I wish I
had known that at the start and saved my
breath,” said she.

was up iu the children’s
for the fifth tune on the charge of
chicken-stealing. This time the magis-

colored hoy

The

awjcrtisemnua..

court

decided to appeal to the boy’s father,
H’oman's Home C' mpanion.
“Now, see here, Abe,” said he to the old

trate

says the

boy of yours has been up in
many time for stealing chickens
that I’m sick of seeing him here.”
“Ah don’t blame you, sah,” returned^the
“Ah's sick of seeing ’im hyah,
father.

darky,
court

“this

so

too!”

why don’t you teach him how to
Show him the right way, and he

1 65

To Look

Young

feel young and stay young
—keep the blood pure, the
stomach right, the bowels
regular, the skin clear and
the eyes bright with

“Then

act?

won’t be coming here.”
“Ah has showed ’im de right way, sah,”
declared the old man earnestly. Ah has
suttenly showed ’im the right way, but he
somehow keeps giitin’ caught cornin’ way
wid dose chickens!”

BEECHAMS
PILLS
Sold

In boxes 10c. and 25c.

Everywhere.

So you can see that there is a demand
for all that the soil will produce. There
an income to the farmers from the
tops; after clearing their £50 to £75
per acre on beets, they get £3.50 per acre
from the stockmen for allowing them to
turn their cattle to eat and fatten on the

KINEO RANGES

is also
beet

beet tops. Pea vines are made into hen
•
food, so everything is utilized.
Owing to irrigation the farmers get their
water just when needed, therefore no crop
failure. Forty acres under irrigation is as
good as 100 acres in the East. Farmers do
not work themselves to death here; they
take it easy and let the horses and steam
Best Tlie

Bake

Well,
Well,

Look

Well.

World Affords.

unbounded pleasure to recgives
ommend Bucklen’s Arnica Salve,” says J.
of
\V. Jenkins,
Chapel Ilill, N. C. “1 am
convinced it’s the best salve the world
affords. It cured a felon on my thumb,
and it never fails to heal every sore, burn
25c. at E.
or wound to which it is applied.
G. Moore’s drug store.
“It

Work

me

F.

B.

AIKEN,

Agent,

ELLSWORTH, MAINE.

NOYES & NUTTER Mfg. Co.,

Bangor, Maine

<4

seat

uavai affairs.
“Just listen to this. Some fellow has
Any half doz
been making estimates
en
of our big cruisers have engine
itrength equal to the pulling |>ower of
all tbe horses in the liusslan cavalry!
The engines of one of our big battleships are strong enough—if they could
be fastened somewhere—to pull the
hull United States cavalry into the

12*20

LAW REGARDING WEIGHTS AND MEASURES.

for any of them
European nations." Aunt Martha V011tlnued placidly measuring out the in
gredients of “mountain'' cake and
manifestly was not unduly excited over
take

to

16318

Fresh Fish.
00 Clam 9,

Cod,
Haddock,
Halibut,

He that has some goods to sell
To the world the news must tell.

$50 to $75 per
seventy bushels

beet sugar factories in the world—capacity
1,500 tons per day. This little city of 7,000

Chickens.22928

Fowl.
18820
Bay.
Bent loose, per ton.15918
Baled.log 18
Straw.

Cracked corn,

can

INDUSTRIES.

Longmont

Poultry.

j
1

bleed and

Not

We have in

Creamery per ft....35340
Dairy.
18925
! Bggs.
i Fresh laid, per doz .....25323

He Who’d Win.
He who seeketh after fame
Has to trumpet forth his name.

one-third

There are great chances for farmers who
understand raising garden truck, such as
water-melons, celery, onions, strawberries, etc. The city market is not half supplied, for the old-line farmers will not
bother with that, and yet ten acres of garden truck will yield better than $2,000 profit. One man cleared $4,000 last year on
strawberries alone.

|

25
qt
06
25
Mncserel, each
124118
the move, and 1
i Salmon, lb
25@10
at 12 o’clock a cellar 25x35 feet and three Lobster, ih
25
j
Floor, Grain and Feed.
and one-half feet deep wras dug, and at
75
Oats, bu
1 o’clock two loads of rock were landed ! Flour-perbbl—
6 0536 51 Shorts—bag—
1 mi
and now' (the middle Corn,
on the dirt pile,
1 65 Mix. feed, bagl55@l 65
j
100*oag
165 Middlings,bag 150*165
of May) a $3,500 house is ready for plaster. Corn meal,bag

beets alone is

runs

three

minutes

than in any other part of the country. The
clear

nose

across

will not al-

of the soil.

beets to the

more

j Batter.

gets frightened, and | VwH:
! Steak,
a very few have to go where it is lower.
ttoasts,
103.15
Just one word about how they build Laiub
10325
houses out here.
Sitting at breakfast I Limb,
ou
Tongues, each
one morning about the first of April, I |
little

FARMERS.

and

•

dread to come out here for a pleasure trip
even, and my advice to them is to forget
all about altitude and come along, for it is

A large majority of the farmers buy milk
and butter for their own table. They cannot afford to bother with milking, for that
requires regular hours. They are ploughing and sowing now day and night every

moonlight night,

ELLSWORTH MARKETS.
The quotations below give the range of
retail prices in Ellsworth.
Country Prod nee.

Yellow-eye
10912
makings very beautiful picture, especially
Pea.
10
when the sun goes down. One gets a difFruit.
25 360 Lemons dox
Oranges, dot
ferent picture every night.
25335
10 Strawberries,
Cauteloupe.
12a 15
Before coming out here 1 had heard so
15 4 JO
rtueapple,
much about the ill effects of the high altiGroceries.
tude it was almost with fear and trembCoflee—per ft
.069.08
Bice, per ft
Bio,
.169.25Vinegar, gal
20925
ling that I strolled up 17th street in
35 Cracked wheat,
Mocha,
J»5
Denver upon the morning of my arrival
36 Oatmeal, per ft
Java,
.20
ft—
.04
Buckwheat, pkg
there. But I soon found that I was on the Tea—per
.iM
Japan,
-459-65 Graham,
same old earth as before, and all the dif.808 65 Bye meal,
.04
Oolong,
lb—
Granulated meal,ft 02H
ference I could detect was that the light, ; Sugar—per
06 Oil—per gal—
Granulated,
bracing air caused me to breathe deeper
Teliow, C
.05)4
Linseed,
658.70
O89K
12
Powdered,
Kerosene,
and lift my feet higher, and I could not
Molasses—per gal
*
detect the smell of salt in the air.
.35
Havana.
Porto
.60
Bloo,
I feel it my duty to write this, for I
.60
Syrup.
know that there are many people who
Meats and P

healthy.

low anything to interfere with that, for it
means money to them.
W’hen the crops
are all in they will take it easy until time
to cultivate. Finally
harvesting time
cornea around, and they then work at all
hours till the last is gathered, sometimes
night and day. After that they take life
easy until February, when they prepare
for the next year’s crop.
Fertilizer is not necessary here; one
season of alfalfa makes the ground rich
for beets or wheat the next season. They
can raise three crops of alfalfa in one season.
All of the old farmers are wealthy,

[

15
Vegetables.
20 Onions, lb
Potatoes, pk
Q54O8
or
always cool. Sitting on my porch, look to New potatoes,pk 4f@ 45 Parsnips, tb
ft
02
Green peas, pk
30
the west aud see Long’s peak towering I Turnips,
New turnips, bunch 05 Bunch carrots,
10
over me; it is sixty miles away, but seems
Bunch beets,
08 Cabbage lb
05
Jfi
Squash, lb
04§05
about five miles. On the south Pike’s peak Spinach pk
15
Cucumbers,
05g0d Tomatoes, ft
looms up, and between these two there are String beans, qt 08(a).0 Asparagus, bunch
25
05 410 Beans—per qt—
numbers of smaller snow-capped peaks, Lettuce, head

could die

THE

About July 80, the color of the upper sixteen feet of the tower will he changed from
brick-red to white, and the dwelling from
grayish-white to white, making the color of
the whole station, including the bridge,
white, except the lower twenty-four feet of
I the tower, which is a dark-gray granite, and
the parapet and lantern, which are black.

Mokes Bread that Combines'
HIGHEST

FINEST

COLOR.

FLAVOR'.

ASIC

GREATEST

NUTRITION. ^

YOUR. GROCER,

——--

Lucky

or

WEDDING BELLS.

GOSSIP.

COUNTY

I0llsu)oi1h American.

unlucky (?) Ocean\ille!
automobile last week.

It

MESICK-WOODWARD.

June 21, at the home of the bride*
556 Garden street, Little Falls, N. Y., ocearnest
Monday. curred the marriage of Miss Blanche Isora
Haying began in good
AT
On old fields the crop is reported a? light.
Mesick and Joseph Hunter Woodward.
for
cutting a The ceremony was performed at 8 p. m..
ELLSWORTH, MAINE.
The grass was really ready
HT THE
the
prejudice Rev. C. E. S. Rtfsay, rector of Emmanuel
week or two earlier, but
HANCOCK COUNTY PUBLISHING CO.
against haying before the Fourth pre- church, officiating, the impressive and
F W. Rollins. Editor and Manager.
vented much cutting.
simple ring service of the Episcopal church
W. H. Tirrs, Associate Editor.
being used. The house was handsomely
viswere
six
a
Of*
lor
of
the
00
fl
sections
county
Some
year
Subscription Prlbe—12
decorated, and the ceremony was permonths; 50 cents for thr^e months; If raid ited
on Sunday.
showers
much-needed
by
formed under a wedding bell of ferns and
strictly In advance, $l ,V\ 75 and SS cent*
respectively. Single copies 5 cents. All ar- Showers passed both sides of Ellsworth. daisies, suspended from a canopy of
-oarages are reckoned at the rate of t‘2 per Waltham and Mariaville on the north
ear
green.
a liberal rainfall, and the Reach
The bride was given in marriage by her
>dvertislcg Rater—Are reasonable and will be having
shower.
known
on
a
made
slight
application.
towns getting
brother, Alton B. Mesick, her only attendits first

saw

A LOCAL AND POLITICAL JOURNAL
rmiBHKD
RVSKY WEDNESDAY AFTERNOON

On

sister, Miss Irene Mesick.
The Eastern yacht club started on its The
groom was attended by his brother,
annual cruise from Boston Saturdaj’, and
George P. Woodward, of Boston. The bride
will visit the Hancock county coast as was
very charming in a princess gown of
usual. The daily runs hV’e been schedwhite chiffon over silk, trimmed with
This week’s edition of The
uled as follows: July 4 to Isles of Shoals;
lace, ard veil fastened with white flowers.
American is 2,450 copies.
July 5 to Peak’s Inland, Portland harbor; She carried bride roses. The bridesmaid
Booth
Linekin
Harbor;
bay
6,
bay,
was also handsomely attired in white silk
2,430 Ji^y
Average for the year of 1907,
July 7, to 8?al Harbor: July 8, to Isl^g- and carried pink roses.
at
lie
over
will
the
squadron
boro; July 9,
About forty of the relatives and imWEDNESDAY, JCLY 8, 1P0S
Islesboro; July 10, to Swan’s Island, out- mediate friends of the two families, from
HarBar
11
to
and
side Vinalhaven,
July
whom the young couple received a host of
Business communications should l*e addressed
%o, and all checks and money orders made payable to The Hancock County Publishing
Co., Ellsworth. Maine.

REPUBLICAN

ant

bor.

NOMINEES.

NATIONAL ELECTION, NOV. 3,

190s.

William H. Taft,
OF OHIO.
FOR VICE-PRESIDENT,
OF NEW YORK.

At Southwest Harbor a fourteen-year-old boy had his hand and arm

Woodward left on the evening train for
New England, and after short stops en

cannon
shattered by a
cracker, and
received other injuries. He is in a critical
condition. At Penobscot a bottle conta*naccidental y exploded, and
ingpowder

route

boy had his face terribly cut by flying
glass. These are the most serious accidents reported in Hancock county, but

Little

deaths.

there

STATE ELECTION, SEPT. 14, 1908.

her

glad wishes, were present.
Immediately after the ceremony a
ding supper was served. Mr. and

_

a

James S. Sherman,

being

Hancock county provides its quota of
Fourth of July accidents, but fortunately
no

FOR PRESIDENT.

many minor accidents.

were

GREEN LAKE.

STATE TICKET.

are

at Bar Harbor for the

Several good catches of salmon,
bass and trout

Poland.
M. FERNALD,
For State Auditor,
CHARLES P. HATCH, of Augusta.
of

Miss Qivreu
their cottage
Another

For Representative to Congress.

jjerch,

reported.
entertained a large party
were

over

motor

the

at

Fourth.

boat

has been added to

fleet here, owned by Ben Kirstein.
Mrs.
Galen Snow and wife visited
Snow’s mother, Mrs. Wilson Gilbert, Sunthe

(Third District)
EDWIN C. BURLEIGH, of Augusta.

day.

COUNTY TICKET.

ana Mrs. Morse baa as guests over
Fourth Mr. and Mrs. E. Clark, of Bar
Harbor.

Mr.

For Senators,

wedMrs.

summer.

attractively attired in a
going-away tailored gown of Copenhagen
The

bride

was

She is

blue with hat to match.

Falls' accomplished and most popuyoung ladies, and is a graduate of
For two years she has
Pratt institute.
been a teacher of
kindergarten at Bar
Harbor, where she is highly esteemed.
Her many friends at Little Falls w ill regret
permanent departure,
wishes for her future happiness
will go with her.
Mr. Woodward is the youngest son of
the late btepben B. Woodward, of Ellsworth, and is a young man of sterling
qualities. He is in the employ of Lyford
& Woodward, furriers, of Bangor and
Bar Harbor.
The bride and groom received many
beautiful gifts.
and many

cordial

the

WILLIAM A. WALKER, of Castine.
LUERE B. DEABY, of Eden.

Mr. and Mrs. Gross had

For Sheriff,
FORREST O. SILSBY, of Amherst.

ence

after

For Register of Probate,
TIMOTHY F. MAHONEY, of Ellsworth.

arms

the

ELLSWORTH.

NORTH

Hamlin Maddocks is working
funny experieight-pound salmon, which telephone line.
into
the
hjing hooked, jumped right
Mrs. Cora James has returned
of Mrs. Gross, and slid through to visit
to her daughters in Belfast.

with

a

on

the

an

bottom

of

the

Mrs.

boat.

from

a

Gross

Ed Phillips, of Lewiston, spent the
promptly sat on the fish and made good Fourth with his
parents, J. H. Phillips
its capture.
and wife.
Friday night brought the largest crowd
Mrs. Mitchell, with daughter Lettie,
Green Lake has ever seen at one time.

For County Commissioner.
MELVILLE L. ALLEN, of Mt. Desert.
For County Attorney,
WILEY C. CONARY, of Bucksport.

Every

available camp and cottage was
hired for the Fourth. In the evening there
were some fireworks which, viewed from
the water, were beautiful. Arrivals were:
FOR REPRESENTATIVES.
Miss Gould and friend, Amos Hardy,
From Eden,
Master Pierce and Hutchins, Mr. and Mrs.
G. Raymond Joy, of Eden.
Murch, Mr. and Mrs. Harlow, Eugene
Worn Brooklin,
Castine, Brooksville. Danforth and family, Ben Kirstein, Miss
Augusta Kirstein, Miss Sara Kirstein,
Orland, Long Island, and Aurora.
Miss Penney and three friends, Mr. and
Herbert T. Silsby, of Aurora.
From Bucksport, Penobscot, Dedham, Otis,' Mrs. Gorham and son Charles, Mr. and
Mrs. Levensellsr, Mr. Lowell and daughMariaville, Amherst and Verona,
ters, Gladys and Ruth, Mr. and Mrs.
James H. Jones, of BuckBport.
Morse, Mrs. Thayer, Mr. Chase, Mr. sud
From Sullivan, Winter Harbor, Sorrento,
Mrs. Nutter and family, Augustus BabFranklin, Gouldsboro, Eastbrook. W'ai- cock and
family, Mrs. Stevens, Capt.
tham and townships and plantations
Chapman and family, Mr. Noyes and wife,
I
7, 8, 9,10, 21, 33,
| Mr. and Mrs. Benedict and family, D.
Edward E. Braodon, of Sullivan.
Maberry, wife and mother, Alex Maberry,
From Cranberry Isles, Tremont, Mount Joe Stuart and wife, Mr. and Mrs. Plaff
Desert and Swan's Island,
and children, Miss Helen
Miller, Mr.
Oliver Bowley, of Swan's Island.
Crowell, Mr. and Mrs. Crowley And son
1
From Bluehill, Surry, Hancock, Lamoine Mark, Mr. and Mrs. MacNamara. J. P.
and Trenton.
! Webster and family, D. Webster, Ernest
Frank P. Merrill, of Bluehill.
I Gross and wife, John T. Clark and family,
J. Viking, wife and son, Mrs. Nelson, J.

For County Treasurer,
ROBERT B. HOLMES, of Ellsworth.

ji

Congressman Llewellyn Powers, of Bodge,
the Fourth Maine district, recently

Mr. Curran and

many

others.

Blows

Up.
unanimously renominated for the
Southwest Harbor,
Me., July 7
position by the republicans of the dis- (special)—A gasoline launch, owned by
trict, has sent his withdrawal from Isaac E. Ralph, of Northeast Harnor, and
the nomination to the chairman of
the district committee.
Congressman Powers’ continued ill health is
the cause of his withdrawal. Already
there are candidates in the field, Col.
I. K. Stetson and Col. Frederick H.
Parkhurst, of Bangor, being among
those prominently mentioned.

Launch

has gone to

Tremont for

a

week’s

visit to

sister, Mrs. L. Marshall.
Among summer visitors to arrive this
week are Amos and Joseph Reeves, of New
York, at Charles Sweeney’s, ^Nicolin lake.
The pure air, beautiful scenery and good
fishing in this vicinity attract more
people each year from the hot and dusty
her

cities.

society
church aid,

the ladies’
was organized Friday afternoon at
“the
camp parsonage”, and
officers were chosen for the ensuing year
as
follows:
President, Mrs. Nancy
Miss Helen
Mitchell; vice-president.
King; secretary, Mrs. Emma Carter; treasurer, Mrs. Francis McGown. The object
of this society is to provide means for
carrying on the Church work here and
any other religious purpose. It was voted
to meet at the camp every Thursday afternoon until further notice.
Picnic supper
will be served at 6 o’clock.
A

to

be

known

as

George Fullerton and wife gave a picnic
July 4, at their home, Valley Form.
Blanche Stone, o? Lawrence, Mass.,
visiting friends and relatives here.
Mrs. George Day is at Partridge Cove
visiting her daughter, Mrs. Everett
Miss

is

by his brother, John C. Ralph, Tinker.
place, was blown up to-day while
Mrs. Sarah Harrington, of Waltham,
Mr. Ralph was starting up the engine.
Mass., is visiting her parents, Fred MilliMr. Ralph was thrown some distance and
ken and wife.
seriously injured. The launch was burned.
Mrs. H. D. Hodgkins and Oswald Ells
It was valued at f2,000.
and wife, of South Brewer, are visiting
Democrats Renominate Havey.
relatives and friends here.
The democrats of the class towns of
Fran»c Garland, who has been away at
Sullivan. Franklin, etc., have renominated sea for the
past year, is visiting his parAndrew P. Havey for representative to the
Obadiah Garnder, by the nominaj ents, Adel be rt Garland and wife.
;
! Mrs. Howard Moon, of Bar Harbor, who
tion of whom the democrats hope to legislature.
has been visiting her brother, Everett
offer a tempting bait for the large
CHURCH NOTES.
Webber, has gone to East Surry to visit
grange vote, is a resubmissionist.
being

used

of this

UNION CONO’L, ELLSWORTH FALLS.
He tries to excuse himself for this in
Rev. J. D. Prig more, pastor.
the eyes of his farmer friends by saySunday, July 12— Morning service at
ing he believes the people should 10.30. Sermon by pastor. Sunday school
have a chance to vote to reaffitn the at 11.45.
Evening service at 7.
j
prohibitory law, or “vote for somePrayer meeting Friday evening at 7.
thing else”. What does he mean by
METHODIST EPISCOPAL.
The farmers of
Rev. W. F. Emery, pastor.
“something else.”
9
Maine undoubtedly have a warm adj Sunday, July 12— Morning service at
miration for Mr. Gardner personally, 10.30. Sermon by pastor. Sunday school
j
Junior league at 3.
but they are very much in earnest on at 11.45.
Evening
this prohibition question, aud when it .service at 7.30. Children’s day service.
and bible study Tuesday
Prayer
meeting
comes to voting, they are not of the
evening at 7.30.
class to sacrifice principle for the 6ake j
BAPTIST.
of friendship.
Rev. P. A. A. Kiltam. pastor.

relatives.

turned home.

j

Thaddeus Pinkhain, who has spent the
past

w

home.

inter in
He

was

Lynn, Mass., has returned
accompanied by his cousin,

Ralph Alexander.

1

As the presiding officer would say,
we have the very great privilege and
honor of introducing Hon. Bert M.
Fernald, the next governor of Maine.
“Farmer Fernald” some call him,
rightly, for he is one of the leading
farmers of western Maine. If to live
on and carry on a farm of 200 acres,
part of which was cleared from the
forest primeval by the great-grandfather of the owner, if to cut sixty
tons of hay, put in 120 tons of ensia'ge, pick 200 barrels of apples, keep
a large herd of registered cattle and
numerous blooded swine—if all this
is to be a farmer, Bert M. Fernald is
For the first time in a long while
one.
the farmers have a candidate of their
own for governor.
Not only is he a
practical husbandman, but his extensive business interests are for the
most part connected with and based
upon agriculture.—Portland Press.
Mrs. Slammer—My poor woman, does
your hasband always drink like this?
Mrs. Hogan—No, ma’am. Sometimes I
gets out of work.

Sunday, July 12- Morning service ai
Sermon by pastor. Sunday school

10.30.

j at 11.45.

Christian Endeavor

meeting at 7.

i Evening service at 7.30.
Prayer meeting Friday eveuing

at

7.30.

LAKEWOOD.

Lawrence Moore

was

here

He

has been employed for some time in
Rev. R. B. Mathews, pastor.
Sunday, July 12— Morning service at Bangor.
10.30. Sunday school at 11.45. Evening
Lewis McFarland, of Trenton, spent
service at 7.30.
a few days with his uncle, James Garland,
last week.
Prayer meeting Friday evening at 7.30.

The Lakewood baseball team
the philanthropic tourist pursued his
saw many things that he felt
needed sympathetic attention. One day,
says the Youth’s Companion, he stopped
to gase at a bareheaded man who was
turning a windlass which clumsily
hoisted a bucket filled with sand. uMy
friend,” said the philanthropist, as the
man paused to mop his forehead, why do
you not cover your head? Thia hot sun is
likely to affect the brain.” “Brain is ut?”
said the man, staring at him. “D’ye think
if I had any brain I’d be here h’isting this
backet?0
As

course he

schedthe Fourth
was

play the Surry team on
Ellsworth, but as it did not appear,
the team was matched with the Stoningtons, with whom it played a four-inning
game, defeating them 13 to 3.
uled to

at

The true glory of kindness consists not
much in some signal acts of generosity
charity as in those kind offices and unpretending services of love, whose constant Influence is like a healthy atmosphere-unseen, yet indispensable to our
happiness. It consists in those “sweet,
small courtesies of life, which sweeten the
cup of existence as we drink it”.—Ckarlet
so
or

9

■
Capital Stock,
Surplus and undivided nr„*,.
M* I
H
Demand Deposits.
Savin#* Deposit*.
!5I-’l*'-5l H
Demand Certificate, of
■
den,,..
Bank Deposits.
'"Mia H

52.119 47
674.799.23
3.069.98
46l.ot2.02
12 300.00
10.099.00
#6,715.44

_unamB

91.363.420.34

•'"Ki.taji I

_

John A. Peters, President.

Henry W. Ccmhman,
Vice-Prest.andt
I-. M. Moor«. Assistant Trca-urer.
lrea*'Jrer.

H

Kugeue Hale,
w a Hav«y.
Frank L. Ifmigkins,
Barney B. Havey.
L. King Holmes’
Arno W. King.

William F. Campbell.
Dr Fred A. Chandler,

Henry W.Ctishm»n,

Alfred B. Crabtree.
LucUlti* A. Emery,
John R Graham.
Myer Gallert.
Henry H. Gray,

I

H

DIRECTORS:

Altert R. Hu,
•Mm A.C.Nw*'
pH-rK»Ott M.
Henry w
Klmer p HDOITS’
J""“"

pgjri

Elias P. Lawrence,
K<lwtn O. Merrill,

WbK'^

FOUNDATION

SECURE

/rist

The Eastern
A Hanking To. was organized on that secure foundation on which all genuine
financial strength is based.
It stands to-day as a veritable Stronghold for
money.
It is an institution which is carefully managed
and renders the Best Hanking Service to its Depcsitors
and Clieuts.
Your account, subject to your check, is invited.

EASTERN TRUST & BANKING CO
MAINE.
BANGOR,
Capital, ft75,000.00.
Surplus anil Profits (earned!, $419,lol.ti2.
Deposits, over f3,34l*,000.(>0.

Mother Carey’s Chickens.
two explanations of why the
stormy petrels, which follow ships at sea,
so frequently are called “Mother Carey's
Chickens”. Each name seems to be as
authorative as the as the other.
Perhaps
the one most commonly accepted is that
“Mother Carey” is a corruption of “Mater
Cara,” Latin for “dear mother,” as
the Italian sailors speak of the Virgin
Mary, the protecting aaint of seafarers. |
They are generally seen as forerunners of
The

s

are

j

storm.

for Sau.

,

WO—One il.r4m.cn
I'prifttpum
fine condition. One good
black xc.
chamber Ae
One cabinet bed. CarnetT
Moat be sold at once, m
am about tok
town.
K. T. blows, cor Frauklio and f
ata.. Bllaworth.

PM

At., desirable homeland fi*nj
at good trader also
stock!
mining property in Colon
owned and managed by rehanle. well-kn
business men.
Write for pmunlin
^rma. W. E. Bbaodon, R. E. Agent
GRASS
Field cuu aooai
tona.
Inquire cf Fain L. Maso.v. I
worth. Me.
Prank 1 in
SEVER

promising

STANDING

—

WOOD

HOUSE—My

THE

Surprise Coming.

A horse was standing along Chestnut
street the other day anchored by n::
Iron weight. The horse, not knowlu,:
what else to do to pass away the time
was Industriously chewing the strap
A newsboy happened along, and af.er
watching the animal for awhile be
grinned a cluster of grins aud turtle I
to a man who was standing near
“Don’t say a word." he gleefully re
marked. "Old Umpire here is going to
have the surprise of Ills life in a few
minutes."
“What is the matter with him?" ask
ed the man. glancing first at the kb1
and then at the horse.
“Nothin’ Is the niat-er with him
was the happy rejoinder of the news
boy. "He may eat the strap all right
but when he gets down to that weight
be will think lie has struck a board In

house."—Philadelphia Telegraph.
A

“Washing" Mission.
Tlie visiting liousek-s-per recently described In tbe New York Sun rmisf I-.
a stout armed angel or site would inhave lived to write the entry in Indaybook quoted below:
“Washed the sick woman In l*ed
washed and dressed four cbildreu. <:i :
the washing, scrubbed two floors
washed the dishes, washed the win
dows.”

from Wash-

Sunday.

»Oh

LUMBER—A

discriminating glance at this en
Moore is visiting at Trenton.
try will disclose tbe fact that sh
Mrs. Estella Allen is home for a few ‘washed about everything In tbe hoes,
weeks' vacation.
How the heat! of tbe family escapee
the wash rag is not stated
Reuben Moore has been in Bangor unPerbaps
there was no bead.
dergoing medical treatment.

CONOREOATIONAL.

1

LIABILITIES'

9 63.184.30

HOUSE

Nora

been teach-

IIUOUIvIS.

Demand Loans.
Real Estate Loans.
Loans and Discounts.
Overdrafts.
Bonds and Stocks owned.
Real Estate owned.
Furniture and Fixtures.
rash on hand and ou deposit.

My houve on Elm street. B
The other explsnation is given
by
worth; also a farm o' *0 acres,
Changed tha Name.
Yerrell, the ornithologist, who says that 1 tags tn East sorry Prices lu* vitbbei
Haut
He had given up town life, with Its he believes the term was tirst used
by tba Ciabtisi, Ellsworth.
cares and dissipation, and was living sailors of
limited quantity of ivahi
Capi. Carteret. Capt. Carteret
in the country.
planed spruce sod pine boai
was
Sir George Carteret, an English etc., Joist,
at reasonable prices.
M. C. km
“What a charming cottage!" exclaim
captain and admiral, who died in 1H80. Cunicnlocus Park_MUIs. Kgypt, Me.
ed a dainty lady visitor from London
Bailable for finest paper pg
Yarrell says that the name “Mother Carey”
What am I offered for poplar, spre
“What have you called It?"
probably referred to some hag of that and Ur, by the cord in car loti,
delivsraii
“1 have called It the Nutshell." Lie
Franklin Road station. Maine* M. C. At
name.
told her. and she exclaimed:
Ttn, Egypt, Me.
It may be interesting to note the origin
“Oh. bow delightful!”
of the name “petrel.” It came from the
house on Frinklin street,
After tea and cakes she took the
rooms and bath, large stable, dae<
scriptural
story of Peter's attempt to walk
train back to London, where she to
meat cellars under house usd stable.boon!
on the water when commanded to by the
fine repair; price low. terms reasonable, k
mained for six months. Then she “ran
Saviour. The peculiar habit of the birds dress (Jioioi H. Gbant. F.llswortb. Me.
down" to see him again.
in apparently walking on the water gives
"As sweet ss ever!" she told him
TIOUH shares of stock of the Buck'* Bar!
them this name.
r Granite Co Par value. 125 per tha
“But you have changed the name
Gao. H. Gbant. Ellsworth. Me.
Why is it now Chez Nous?"
Vaudeville at the Boston Theatre.
“Why?" he responded, with sor.n
For the second week of vaudeville on a
warmth. “Because I was tired of IkSpecial Outlets.
large scale, inaugurated at the Boston
Ing Jollied! Because I was tired of theatre by B. F. Keith,
RASTKKN
maim:
kaii.ay ay com pay
grand opera will
being kidded! There Isn't a l»oy for a be
Annual Meeting.
presented on s scale hitherto believed
mile round who hasn’t stopped and
annual meeting of the ■♦barebolden
impossible in vaudeville. For this week
the Eastern Maine Railwav Comp*
rung the doorbell every time be passed the
Romany
will be held upon the flr< Wednesday mi
opera
company,
presenting
ask
If
to
the colonel was In!”—Loudon
Gounod's “Faust ", will be the attraction. gust neat, at twelve (12 o'clock, noon, att
Iflt. Desert Reading Room in Bar Barba
Telegraph.
On Monday, Wednesday and Friday matiHancock county

A

Harry Rollins has returned
ington county, where he has
ing.

Esamlnar April as

Boots

to

"

Ellsworth. Me

successor

of

\

Mrs. Frank Swett and son Norman, who
have been visiting her daughter, Mrs.
Lionel Stewart, of Bar Harbor, have re-

TRUST OOMPANY
UNION
to the First National Bank
of
mado

as

chimneys

the sc,
lion of a pump. There is not so much
harm in these expressions, except that
they are liable to lead u.» away from
Put in truth
the true state affairs.
Sucthere is no such t dug as suction
tion is merely partial or entire aboeu e
of pressure in oue place which enables
the greater pressure of air or tiuld l *
In the «•••.
another place to rush In.
of the chimney the heated air in t
does not weigh so much as an eqii...
Told me of cold uir. and if the air i:i
the chimney, the air in the room an 1
the outside air were all the same te:::
perature there would l>e no tendency
But when the air In
to any motion
the chimney Is hot it doe* n«»t pr
down word so much as the colder suf
rounding air presses upward. Consequently an upward current is started
and will continue if the air In the
chimney is kept hot.—A. 8 S Ackerurtn
in London Express.

^

the

of the condition o(

Suction.

People often speak of
"drawing.” We also s|>eak

"

STATCM CNT

lug.—Atlantic.

A

MOUTH OF THE RIVER.

<

Do You Romombor?
And the other fishing days when yon
got up liefore dawn and s'ole downitalrs to the dim kitchen—a drink of
milk, a doughnut and a triangle of pie.
then you stole out quietly to the Kim
and got the spading fork; then the
search, armed with fork anti tomato
tan, under the broad leaves of the rhubarb bed. I wick of the henhouse and
down by the cow barn until you had
enough worms for the day’s sport
Then of course you left the fork stick
ing in the ground—you never would
learn to put things away—and started
off; through the garden and orchard,
stopping long enough for a handful of
currants and a |>» ketful of sopsavines
—over the pasture lairs. eating a handful of huckleberries or low bush blackberries here and there; into the wood
road—very dark and still in the dawn
—where you stepped along very quietly
so as
not to disturb the bears (you
knew perfectly well there were no
bears, but you rather enjoyed the
creepy sensation*; theq our through
the deep wet meadow grass to the river. where the sun was now beginning
to burn away the wi<ps of mist and
the red winged blackbirds were mak
ing a tremendous fuss over their housekeeping. You reached the river bank
at the pout hole or the big rock or the
old willow (of course you know the exact place*, and then you started tisb

of

one

lar

her

For Go ,-ernor,
BERT

Ibbrrtmtnmti.

'"

—"

Smugglers’ Philanthropy.

At Broadmoor nml IVrtli. England
the criminal lunatic* have a free
sup
ply of the most exquisite pipe tolmrh,
clears aud cigarettes, in fact, the;
smoke far finer sniff than tlie nverag,
rich man
Yet ail this gi>d tobucr,
*osta the government
uoihiug
smugglers or EnglanJ pay for hi,
of
the
smoking
crimina! Insane. It ifrom her confiscated smuggled tobacco
that England fills the tobacco boxes
Perth and Broadmoor

“Faust”.
On

Tuesday, Thursday

According to Chinese law, a wife
who la too talkative may be divorced.

and

Saturday

matinees, and Moudav, Wednesday and
Friday evenings the principals will be
Florence Quinn as “Marguerite ", Ettore
Campana as “V alentine”, and Luigi Cilia
as “Faust'1.
The rest of the vaudeville will be in
keeping, one of the best features being
Laddie

Cliff,

the

young boy comedian.
and Foster in a sketch

Others are Foster
called “The Volunteer Pianist
there is

comedy

and

in

w

hich

piano playing; Estelle

Wordette and company in*

a

sketch.

“A

STATE OF MAINE.
EXKCLTtVK DihAHTMEST.

(

June!).IW-I

Al’ucsta

is hereby given that a Petition!
the Pardon of Lester F Hall, a conn
in the State Prison under sentence for t
crime of larceny is no-a tending beforet
Governor and Council, and a hearing in*'*
will be granted in the Council « bamber
Augusta, on Thursda;. th*. thirtieth u»y
July next, at ten o'clock a m.
J. F. Al EXANDBI.
Deputy >ecretary of 3t«*

NOTICE

TEACHEKV
is

EXAMINATION.
g'.w-n tbst ac eisnil
w.M be given st tu

hereby
for teacher-*
>roTICE
I ll
Me..
>n

worth.
July 23. 190“ Tbe ex»nn»«
will be given at tbe school street sew
and is for tne benefit of those j-ersona
a*
may wish to appl? for such vacancies
hools dannf
occur in tne Ellsworth
J
ensuing school year.
bools, ki. ortk
rtuptEllsworth. Me.. July i. ; -—

rc0J7'

~

Honeymoon in the Catskills;” Goddsuiitt
brothers, acrobats with some clown dogs;
Herman and Kice, comedy acrobats; Yiora
STATE ROAI> WORK.
" A""|,zi:l
and company of gypsy
dancers; Cieo OIUdIxG lliaiMM'
Desmond the ballad singer, and others.

Mrs. Vick-Senn’seyes Hashed. “Johnny
doesn’t get that weak chin of his from my
side of the house!” she

exclaimed. “No,
my dear.” meekly responded her husband.
“Johnny has my chin, but he inherits his
mother's tireless capacity of
keeping it in
motion.”

State

**

Ohio, city op Toledo,
t
8S*
Lccas colmty.
^
Frank J. Cheney makes oath that he is
senior partner of the firm of F. J.
Cheney A
Co., doing business in the City of Toledo,
County and State aforesaid, and that said firm
will pay the sum of ONE HUNDRED DOLL.Afor each and every case of Catarrh that
cannot be cured by the use of Hall’s
Catarrh
C“reFRANK J. CHENEY.
sworn to before me and subscribed in
my
presence, this 6th day of December, A. D. 1886.
A. W. GLEASON,
seal
Xotary Public.
Hall’s Catarrh Cure is taken
internally, and
acta directly on the blood and mucous
surfaces of the system. Send for testimonials
J- CHENEY A CO., Toledo, O.
Sold by all Druggists, 75c.
Family Pills tor constipation.
ok

s—w-w

fr£*_TakeilaH‘g

3U&trtuwnunt&.
LATEST THING OUT.
Your name or town tinselled on 5 handsome
embossed i*ost cards for 10 cents. Write
BOSS CHARLES.
M) Sliawinut Ave., Boston. Mass.

Spttlal Monica.
TAKE

Not Her Abode.
ineome is small." said a rather
dilatory lover, "and perhaps It is cruel
of me to take you from your
father's
roof."
“But I doD’t live on the roof," was
the prompt reply.

“My

Per order of the Directors,
Luciuti A. Fmbit, Clerk.

nees and Tuesday, Thursday and
Saturday
evenings, the principals will be Mary
as
Obey
“Marguerite”, George Natansou
aa “Valentine”, and Marcello Rosemini as

NOTICE.

besides Maine laws for close
is from *1.000
THEtimepenalty
*5.000
thirteeu
to

or

*“te prison; Sunday,, (3.000 to
K,°,2ih*or fifteen
•7,000
months’ imprisonment, in
each and e.ery case of
trespass in Cuniculocus park from this date.

An*. 21, 1907.

F.BTX AUST.N.

SPECIAL NOTICE.
trespass in Cnnicnloeos Park. I
demand protection to life and property
irom the counter of Hancock, the %tafe of
Maine, and the United States of America

DO

not

Mary o. Frbtz Austin,

Notice

to

Contr
fur bi

proposal"
SEALED
State road about 2,Wo

j

ictors-

JfijL

t lu
he receM*ta
until I P- •.«

wil.

the City of Ellsworth
Frank F. .Simonton, Mayor,
25, 19(18. at which time ami p*ce they
publicly opened and rea.i
*0*®
Plans may be seen, specification*.
fl
h.-usks waj
contract and proposal
au
tained at the office of the Mayor,
on»
mad<
posal will be considered
proposal blanks.
Mia «i
Each bidder must accompany his
a certified check payable to lb*
t
cen
urer of Ellsworth, for 10 per
amount of his bid.
aired
he
The successful bidder «.
irt
furnish a bond iu the pens! sum
the amount of the contract
,.„rand»
The right is reserved to
**T
Frank F. Simontos,
bids.
H. C- Jordan.
Ira B. HaoaN, J»« B.

Jj{ y0(

rejoi

reject®^*

NOTICE.
proprietor, of Moant
,t»t t
Corporation are hereby ootiSM, ^
annual meeting of .aid
on t!

THE

[r‘l'°rct

held at ita toll house in
».a
0
second Monday of July uext »t2
for the following purposes, ni-■
corpofl
sal
First. To choose omcer" for
tiou for the ensuing year.
tab
>»»“ M
Second. To see what action
to repair the bridge.
bu,inMi
bu
other
auch
Third. To transact
may legally come before
clerk
.,

sa^d

Wot Eden, Me.. Jane

22.!««■____

Kit".
NOTICE TO TAX-PAk
^
«
board of assessors will
„ ,ort
each
of
»
second
Saturday
the
purpose of transacting
uifl!*1
tn
come before them relating to
jrBj*a
of taxes.
8. P. 8tocxbbidge,
Ellsworth. June 17. 19Q8.___
THK
TBE NULLIFICATION OF
OF
STATUTE OF THE STATE
shooting
and
was hunting
^
F*
on Sunday in Cunicnlou*
ea|Di(yj
1907. The State of Maine must
ej
in the sum of $3,000
sud
thousand dollars) for nullification« mUSt
“close time” law. A like
tbe $
paid to ms for each and
of A®1
Decalogue by the State ot
era! goyeroment

THE

any,bu 1,

,.

Jl>>(

THERE

ig*e®

JhC'o!

»“»Oiationof*
*Jnd
*Iatn,f,ftie

Subscribe for Thk

AkkkJcA|

FOURTH

OF JULY.

AT ELLSWORTH
JIIO CROWD
CELEBRATION.
OF THE DAY—
rSTBBESTINO EVENTS
OF FIREWORKS SPOILED

DISPLAY

by

dense foo.

Fourth of July celebration
big crowd, and in spite of disapand unavoidable delays which

Ellsworth's
drew

a

pointments

affairs of this
,rea|w ays attendant upon
seemed satisfied. It is
kind, the crowd
were 3,Ago people on
estimated that there

10 o'clock in the forenoon.
Main street at
as if everybody was here with
It seemed
friends met friends they
his family, and
had not seen for years.
of music to llven UP
There was plenty
and Ellswortb
the day, with the Machias
Milford fife and drum
palls hands and the
The bands gave concerts at
oorps.
intervals during the day and furniahed
cieellent music.
THE PARADE.

The parade started about 9.30. City
Marshal Brann and Special Policeman
Elmer L. Kingman rode at the head of the
line. John B. Redman, Curtia R. Foster
and Henry E. Davis were marshals; Percival Cushman and Ludike Hall, aida. The
Ellsworth Falls band, Milford fife and
drom corps, the uniform rank company of
Ponaqua lodge, K. of P., of Ellaworth, and
followed In the order
a (ew mounted men

!

I

named.
Then

tain

came

were

the

missing.

Following the carnival display

came

the

Machias band. There were bat a few in
the trades parade. O. W. Tapley, insurance, and C. 8. Johnston, contractor, had
teams in line.

The Ellsworth fire department brought
up the rear, with two hose wagons, the
hook and ladder truck and Ticonic engine
in Line.
The people of Ellsworth did not decorate very liberally, and few bouses or
places of business made any display except for flags and window decorations.
C. L. Morang’s store was a notable exception. The committee awarded first prize
for decoration to John O. Whitney, whose
house on the Falls road was decorated,
and second prize to C. L. Morang.
The committee on minor sports had a
busy day, and Rev. P. A. A. Killam, its
chairman, was one of the busiest men in

an

uncer-

Robert Lowrie, B. G. Archer and Frank
Rowe got away in the first division. Rowe
got hung up on the first rips, while Lowrie and Archer made a good run
through
the quick water and were
having a close
fight for what looked like an easy victory
over Rowe, but they got into an
eddy and
shoal water. In the meantime, Rowe
got
his log clear, made a good run through the
second rips, passed the other two and won
the heat.
In the second division John Cook, James
Clark and Otis Giles started.
They
shipped more or less water, but all were
on their logs at the bridge.
Following is
the time of the six men:

First money
and

third

was won
was

money

by Cook,
equally divided

second

CANOE RACE.
two starters in the

race-Everett

canoe

Royal

only

were

in

Arthur

Royal

Quinn

canoe, and A. L.
Giles
in another.

one

won

and

Allan

Friend and

Quinn and
easily; time-9 minutes, 15

seconds.
The boat race did not fill, and Robert
Lawrie and Frank Rowe, who intended
to start in the canoe race but were not on

start,

were

sent away in
Allen's time.

a

If
against Quinn and
they beat the time, they were to have
a prize equal to first money, and if they
beat the second canoe time, they were to
have the equal of second money. They
covered the course in 8 minutes50 seconds,
thus beating the time.
race

were

two

park during

the

OTHER

uniform

expected to

meet in

companies

race—Joseph Willett, first; Everett
Archie Stuart, Reuel WhitRoyal, second;
*

comb.

Two-hundred-tw’enty-yard dash—Martin Jellison, first; Arthur Jordan, second;

Will Foster, third.
Five dollars in small change mixed up
in a bag cn bran gave a dozen
boys a
scramble for the coins which amused the
crowd.
THE LOO RACE.

The log

race

interesting

furnished

and

exciting

one

of the most
of the

day.

There were six entries, and the
men were started off in two sets of three
each.
The logs were started near the
foot of the dam, and the finish was at the
Main street bridge. There are two short
stretches of quick water, and eddies and

atmrrtiBfmnilB.

—

A Xatfabrj.o.iyarOe., l*ow#n, Mass.
of

yi

A"\

also

aasauAfcOtursrs

SAtSABAtlLLA.

*±yerssir^

High school,

as

School,

visitiug

are

Staples.
Bowrgault and Stanley Goddard,
of Bangor, are at J. D. Weed’s.
Chester Thom and son, of Greenport, L.
Mrs. R. B.

Eddie

are visiting Mrs. M. J. Haskesl.
A. G. Haskell has completed his boat, the
Lillian M. Haskell, aud^gone fishing.
.,

was injured quite badly
w’orking on the wharf.
Diana Hatch is building her a

while

Senator Hale Hose Co
John A Scott,
G St C Merriara Co,
John A Scott,
Ernest D Giles,
Atkinson. Mentzer St

#

John A Scott,
town of Orland,
Leaman P Franklin,
Elwin Treworgy,
Mrs L PCrockett.

land

Lena

Maude

ROLLS.

Highways.
8idewalk*.
Rock crushing.

$1,895

09

617 65

469 94
30 93
18 00

New Shore road, east side.
State road.

$3,031

TEACHERS’

61

SALARY ROLL.

Nearly all the farmers in thi9 vicinity
have begun haying. On account of
drowth, the grass i9 drying up, and a‘poor
hay crop is the result.
July

help

committee on streets.
The matter of having the way leading to
the residence of Isaac Davis accepted by
the city was referred to the committee on

it

of Hancock hall any two
select for dances.

use

may

Marguerite Hutchins, Alice Dora Patten,
Ouida Mae Soper, Christine Wood and

■■

Canton for burial.
Besides
the mother, one sister, Miss Elsie, surtaken to

July

SARGENTV1LLE.
Fred J. Sargent purchased
Rockland parties last week.

a

horse

of

C. B. Mason and wife, of Watertown,
Mass., are guests of A. C. Dodge and wife.
E. P. Kingsbury aud wife, of Scrautou,
Pa., are spending the summer at D. G.
Eaton’s.

]

Sargent aud wife.
Among arrivals the past week were: A. j
H. Lee, ot Buffalo, N. Y.; Mrs. H. A.
Knapp and daughter Miss Alice, Miss |
Mary Logan, Miss Dorothy Bissel and J

|

We all want to do some great thing—
to do what prophets, saints, heroes and
matyTs have done. But the small thing,
the commonplace thing, the little trivial
duty, the thing that has to be done out of
everybody’s sight in the routine of business, home or school—that seeniB poor
work to do for God, but it is what he
wants us to do.—C. J. Perry.

Richard

being a picnic at Webb’s pond,
where Wilson Googins and others have
recently built a fine sporting camp. A
dinner

fish

Adjourned.

Mias Hannah Williams is quite ill with
trouble.

served.

A tine

time is

made

L.

C. Church and wife, of Bangor, Mr.
and Mrs. Pachen, and Mr. and Mrs. Gray
and daughter Mamie, of Sullivan, spent
the Fourth at Arthur Varnum’s.
T.
July 0. _

came

Stonington

from

J. 8. Gr^ndle is at home from StoningHe expects to go to Canada to work

ton.
on

stone.

Henry Black and family,

L.

The procession of low prices is moving
right along, headed by advertisers in
THE AMERICAN.

O. Fowler

Saturday, returning Monday.

Georges pond.

Mrs. Marjorie Wilbur is expected home
from Ellsworth to-day.

H.

BROOKSVILLE.

eye

being

was

reported.
July 6.

NORTH FRANKLIN.

are

1

Harbor.
WEEKS—BROWN—At Cnstin?. Jr*'
28. bv
Rev R C Douthitt. Miss Georgia M Weeks, of
Castiue, to toward T Blown, of Brauley.

the
the

of

guesta
Fourth.

of

Surry,

Sew all Peters and wife

were
over

Fourth was spent quietly in this
section. The Brooksville cornet band gave
The

a

concert at South Brooksville.

Mrs. May Wescott and baby Thelma,
accompanied by Miss Bertha Douglas,

bottle

Commonwealth Hotel
Opposite State House,
BOSTON, MASSACHUSETTS.

Offers

with hot and cold
and
rooms

rooms

water for

with private
per day
up;
th for $1.50 per day and up; suites of two
&00
and
bath for $3.00 per day and up.
rates on rooms with hot and cold
water and shower baths, $6.00 to $0.00;
rooms with private baths, $9.00 to $12.00;
suites of two rooms and bath, $15 to $22.

rooms

I

Weekly

ABSOLUTELY FIREPROOF
Floors, nothing wood but the doors.

Stone

Equipped with its own Sanitary Vacuum cleaning plant.
Long distance telephone in every room.
Strictly a Temperance Hotel.
Send for booklet.

STQBFR F, CRAFTS Manager.

Teeth Feel
Just Right
As natural a* life” —when our Cast
Metal Plat.* is used for art. flc'al teeth
Wonderfully easy; perfect in fit; Of unequalled wearing qualities. Our patrons
are loud iti their praises of these plates;
the best yet.’’ they declare
Let us make
you a set this way. Moderately priced.
—

DIED.
ABBOTT—At Bucksport, July 2. Margaret A,
wife of Capt George W Abbott, aged £8
years.
CRANE—At Bucksport, July 2, Nellie Hayes,
wife of George D Crane, aged 54 years, 10

i l mi o. d. i

57 Main St.,

Bangor, Me.

Evening and Sunday appointments at residence. Telephone 3113.

days.

M’NEIL—At Seal Harbor, July 7. Murdock
McNeil, of Nova Scotia, aged 22 years.
POOLE—At Orland, June 30, Cecil Starr, son
of Mrs Josie A Poole, of Canton. Mass, aged
5 years, 9 months, 20 days.
SOPER—At Oriand. June 30, Albion K Soper,
aged 82 years, 6 months. 24 days.
WITHAM—At Orland, July 2, Mildred Maude,
infant daughter of Mr'aud Mrs Edward
Witham, aged 3 months, 8 days.

WINDSOR HOTEL
W. T. BRUBAKER, Manager.
Midway between Broad St. Station
and Reading Terminal on Filbert St.

European, $1 per day and up.
American, 52.50 per day

Gilbert isratctus.

and up.

EUGENE

SIMPSON,

(Successor to H. & E. Simpson.)
SULLIVAN, MAINE.

j

\

The orfy modsfate rriced hotel of reputation aud consequence m

|

PHILADELPHIA,

CEMETERY WORK
iu Marble and Granite.

j

Send postal and I will be pleased
call, show new and artistic
designs and give lowest prices.
Satisfaction guaranteed.
Highest

THE—=

to

CLARION.

references.

Whether it's

range or a fur-

a

nace—if it is a

Free! Free!

“Clarion”, it ia
sure to meet every requirement.
Made by tbe Wood Bishop Co.,
Bangor. Sold by

J. P.

ELDRIDGE,

Main Street.

Free!

parents, Alden K. Haslem and wife.
The Fourth passed quietly here, the only I

attraction

mistake

Don’t make any mistake, hut remember tbe
name, ft warn n-Root, Dr Kilmer's Swamp-Root
the address, Binghamton, V. Y., on every
bottle

JORDAN—KINCAID—At Lakewood. July 3,
by G D Garland, Miss Beulah E Jordan, of
Ellsworth, to Howard W Kinoaid, of Otis.
Mrs. Evie Kimball and children, of NELSON-NEWMAN-At
Stonington. July 8,
j
by Rev J P Simonton, Miss Harriet ElizaBangor, are spending the summer with
beth Nelson to Willard Isadore Newman,
Dr. aud Mrs. W. L. France.
both of Stonington.
Mrs. Augustus Robbins, of Cambridge, I PALMER—JORDAN—At Aurora. Julv2, by J
H Patten, esq. Miss Amy Palmer. of’Aurora,
1
Mass., is spending a few days with her
to Howard Jordan, of Plantation No. 21.
PENDLETON—CANNING—At Bar Harbor.
sister, Mrs. Frank Harding.
June 30. by Rev J D O'Brien. Miss Blanche
Miss Flora L. Bowden returned home
Peudletou to Louis L Canning, both cf bar

j

no

and

I

from Hull, Mass., last week.
She was |
accompanied by Miss Rachel Bowden.
|
Prof. Herbert Roberts, wife and daugh- i
!
ter, Miss Aletha, and Mrs. Daniel Johnson,
of Northfield, Vt., are guests of H. W.

make

by mail nome of Swamp-Root
free, also pamphlet telling you how to find
out if you have kidney or bladder trouble.
Mention this paper when writing Dr. Kilmer
Sc Co.. Binghamton. N. Y.

COOPER-STOVER-At Bluehill, July 3, by
Rev W H McBride, Mrs Lillian A Coooer to
William C Stover, both of Bluehill.
DEAN—LEE—At Newcastle, June 30, Miss
Grace Emma Dean, of Boston, to Rev Frederick Crosby Lee, of Bar Harbor.
FARLBY—PONE—At Bar Harbor. July 4. by
Rev James D O’Brien, Miss Annie Farley to
Antonia R Pone, both of Washington, D C,
HOPKINS—DAVIS—At Lamolne, June 29. by
Rev G F Jenkins, Miss Barbara Louise Hopkins, of Trenton, to Harry Lee Davis, of
Bar Harbor.

D.

6.

can

siz-J

sample

MARRIED.

vives.

sick you

and is sold on its merits
by all druggists in fifty-g
and one-dollar
es.
You may have a

Cecil Starr Poole, the five-year-old son
of Mrs. Josie A. Poole, died at the home
of his grandmother, Mrs. Matilda Starr,
Tuesday evening. Little Cecil had alsuperior.
ways lived in Canton, Mass. He was a
bright, intelligent child and the pride of
BORN.
his widowed mother. A short time ago he
suffered a severe illness, and by advice of BULDUC—At Bucksport. July 3. to Mr and
Mrs Jerry M Bulduc, a daughter.
her physician, Mrs. Poole brought him to
DEVEREUX—At Omaha, Neb, June 28, to Mr
the home of her childhood, hoping that
and Mrs George H Devereux, a son. I John
fresh country air might do what medical
Herman.]
aid had failed to do. They arrived here FIFIELD—At Stonington, July 1, to Mr and
Mrs Charles Hatch Fifleld, a son.
only last Sunday. Very heavily does the HOWARD—At Castine, June 21, to Mr and
Mrs Charles Howard, a daughter.
blow fall on all the immeaiate family, it
No-th Penobscot, June 3d. to
being only one of many sad deaths they RANKINS—At
Mr and Mrs Roscoe M Rankin^, a daughter.
have been called upon to bear in a short
SMITH—At Bucksport, June 28, to Mr and
time.
Funeral services were held ThursMrs Guy R Smith, a daughter.
day. Rev. Mr. Morgan, of the Congrega- WILLIAMS—At Amherst, July 2, to Mr and
Mrs George W Williams, a
daughter.
tional church, officiated.
The remains
were

are

cent

Dr. Edward Everett Hale, in Womans
Home Companion, gives three working
rules for conduct of life: Live in the
open
air as
n^ch as you can, touch elbows
with the rank and file, speak every day
to someone whom you know to be
your

Charlotte Cotton.

George Stanley and wife, of Brewer, and
and wife, of Mach fas,
the Raymond Haslem
with their
the spent Saturday and Sunday

streets.

Good cat ches of perch

6._Mum.

evenings

The

in

If you

by first doctoring your kidneys. The mild
and the extraordinary effect of Dr. Kilmer's
Swamp>Root, the great kidney remedy is
soon realized.
It stands the highest for its
wonderful cures of the most distressing cases

BUCKSPORT.
At a meeting of the Elm street Congregational church Sunday, the pastor, Rev.
Frederic Kenyon Brown, read his resignation to take effect early in the fall. He was
obliged to take this action on account of
his health, as he has a bad throat trouble,
and believes that a change of climate will
be beneficial to him.

Gregory, Mary

■'

over-working in pumping thick, kidneypoisoned blood through veins and arteries.
It used to be considered that only urinary
troubles were to be traced to the kidneys,
but now modern science proves that nearly
all constitutional diseases have their beginning in kidney trouble.

this week.

Mrs. Bessie Hanford, with two children,
Boston, is visiting her parents, J. A.
Hamblen and wife.

Willis Dunn, Lewis Morrison, W. J.
Ellsworth over the Fourth.
Moore, Eugene Blaisdell, Harvey Morang. :
Mrs. Harriett Curtis and Mrs. Sarah
Ticonic Hose Co.—F. L. Heath, captain; j
are in Surry for a few days.
Owen Treworgy, first lieutenant; George Young
j
Miss Alice Newey, of Winterport, is
Austin, treasurer; Charles Joy, clerk; Eu- j
Frink Haslam,
Charles '■ working for Mrs. W. B. Hastings.
gene Clough,
Mrs. Rebecca Hastings, of Somerville,
Gerry, John McCartney, Almon Jellison,
Bernard 8. Jellison, J. D. Prigmore, Ira Mass., is with her son, W. B. Hastings.
Hagan, jr., Charles W. Smith, steward.
P. Giles, wife and family, and Benjamin
The question of assisting the Ellsworth Willey and wife visited friends in TrenFalls band toward the expense of band ton the F’ourth.
concerts was brought up. The board did
Philip Giles and family are remodeling
not feel that it could make a cash approtheir residence, adding a piazza and makpriation, but voted to allow the band the ing other
improvements.
free

»"

employed in

of

5 50

•3.137 04
COMMISSIONER’S

Hutchins,

10 50

33 25
2 25
5 00
12 50
Mrs H H Emerson,
32 75
E E Springer,
10 00
9 00
Morrison, Joy & Co,
10 00
Harry L Crabtree,
N Ellsworth Farmers' club, 8 00
6H&UR Power Co,
8 75
Fred H Dodge,
4 50
Walter J Clark, jr,
1 00
7 50
Loring. Short & Hannon,
town of Hancock,
17 00
Fred G Wescott,
13 50
9 00
George S Wasson,
Edward P Lord.
139 25
129 34
Sidney P Stockbridge,
W O Emery,
3 00
FCBurrill,
55 50
Morrison. Joy &. Co,
8 92

STRKBT

in their power to

Barbour, who

Portland, is home on his vacation.
Miss Margaret Hinckley and Hugh
Barbour are spending a few days in Rock-

Crossman Wood, Inez Annette Perkins,
Minnie Eldessa Jordan, Nellie Irene
Drummond, Edith Frances Cotton, Olive

25 68
5 00
45
15 00
4 35
5 00
5 00
5 00
14 00

Whiting Bros,
Percy Ouptill,
Cecil E Moore,
Elmer L DeWitt,
Emery Patten,
W W McCartney,
Clara I Carter,
Schoolhouse. A W Curtis,
Edward Haney,
Mary A Hodgkins,
Library,

Archie

the good time along. Those present were;
Lillian Emma Partridge, Hallie Hall
Hutchins, Veloro Mae Dorr, Kathryn
Louise Partridge, Pearle Frances Drummond, Ella Augusta Facteaux, Grace Adele

5 00

Gertrude Maddocks,
Rodney L Salisbury.
Ralph L Maddocks,
Edgar A Jordan,

Contingent,

gan, who did all

20 00
3 12
5 00
5 00
5 00
34 29

R. B. Staples and Frank E. Hardy, jr.,
home Wednesday night. Their
yacht, Felicia, was at Stonington.
H.
July 6.

Life in the open, a vacation twice a year
the woods and the mountains, a throwing off, for the time being, the cares,
anxieties and perplexities of business
turmoil, is the most effective panacea for
the ills of life ever discovered.

All the blood in your body passes through
your kidneys once every three minutes.
The Kidneys am your
bloo*purifiers, they filter out *he waste or
impurities in the blood.
If they are sick or out
of order, they fall to do
their work.
Pains, achesandrheumatism come from excess of uric acid in tho
•
»0
blood, due to neglected
kidney trouble.
Kidney trouble causes quick or unsteady
heart beats, and makes one feel as though
they had heart trouble, because the heart is

Mrs. Fred Eaton, of Deer Isle, is visiting
sister, Mrs. Greely Small.

Miss Bessie Rattray, of Bangor, a gue^t
at Frank Buck’s, entertained a
large party
of small girls at the Buck home on the
Fourth. Games of various kinds were enjoyed. A delicious supper was spread on
the lawn, and was one of the chief attractions of the afternoon. Much of the success of the party was due Misses Jennie and
Carrie Buck, Miss Judson and Mr. Mor-

10 65
3 33
3 87
20 00
22 62
16 00
10 50
70
5 50
16 23
12 00
5 00

question of having the streets of
city properly marked was referred to

to

Unhealthy Kidneys Hake Impure Blood.

her

Maude Mildred, infant daughter of Edward and Ora Ames Witham, died Thursday. Thejittle one had never been well.
The young parents have the sympathy of
all.

18 41
2 96
200 00
3 30
9 00
6 54
44 25

cottage, to be known as the
Arbor cottage.
William J. Sylvester and wife, of Bantheir team last
gor, drove down with
Sunday, and are at J. D. Weed’s.

“Uncle Aleck, what are you doing this
“I’se
winter?”
book-keeping, boss.”
“Book-keeping?” “Yas, dat’s it. De ole
woman takes in washin’ an’ I keeps de
count o’ de pieces.”

days.

Stinson and wife.

Logan, of Scranton, Pa.; Roger
of Brookline, Mass.; Miss C.
High school.
$178 33 Mannering,
j
Common schools.
439 00 P. Latimer, Miss C. E. Langford, of Brook- |
lyn, N. Y.; Mrs. R. B. Sargent, Miss Ethel
•617 33
Sargent, Malcolm Sargent, of Melrose, j
THE FIRE COMPANIES.
Mass.; Mrs. Miles and children, of Brat-;
did not materialize.
Chief Engineer Goodwin reported the tleboro, Vt.; M. Gray and wife, Misses
The members of the general committee
following roll of firemen, which was re- Caro and Elizabeth Gray, Miss Mayberry,
were: B. T. Sowie, chairman; L. M. Moore,
corded :
Miss Trickey, of Bangor; John Gay of
j
O.
J.
assistant
treastreasurer;
Whitney,
Senate* Hale Hose Co.—L. W. Jordan, Philadelphia.
H.
W.
H.
Dresser.
C.
Leland,
urer;
Sim.
captain; Charles W. Joy, first lieutenant; j July 6.
j
Oriu Clement, second lieutenant; H. C.
WALTHAM.
Austin, secretary and treasurer; A. F.
NORTH DEER ISLE.
Miss Leota Hardison is working for
Leo
Arthur
Stockbridge,
Wardwell,
Charles White and daughter Harriet are Studer, Edward
Card, Clare Clement, Mrs. Ida Jordan.
here for the summer.
Walter Dodge, Albert Joy, Carl Carpenter.
Miss Bessie Johnson, of Amherst, is the
Hook and Ladder Co—Eugene Brann. guest of Mrs. Asa Colby.
Mrs. Jerome Gray, of Chelsea, Mass., is
captain; William Wood, Henry Billings.
visiting Mrs. G. C. Lowe.
C. E. Martin and wife visited friends in
Kane and wife, of Rockport,

Over-Work Weakens
Your Kidneys*

Prof. H. R. Roberts, of Norwich uni-

last week

M Gallert,
Otis S Young,
F B Aiken,
Mrs D M Higgins,
Emma B Holt,
Austin H Joy,
Harold Spillane,
Ernest D Giles,
John A Scott,
Harold E Treworgy,
Myra F Cottle,
Edward Haney,
Chas O Wormell,

fine display of fireworks in the evenspoiled by a dense fog, which hid
even their brilliance.
The committee had
gone to great expense to make this the
finest display of fireworks ever seen here,
and the many people who gathered at
points of vantage were greatly disap-

Charles

gbbtrUttmtntf

few weeks’

Mrs. W. F. Eaton and daughter Jennie,
Sedgwick, are at Mrs. J. H. Billings’ for

f*w

a

Mrs. Eunice Ashe returned from Brewer
and is now with friends in East
Orland for a few days.

follows:

Grover,
M Gallert,

was

were

The bast kind oi a testimonial
ior over sixty years.”_

Text-books,

A

Mrs.

aMBM^_gold

passed

Whiting Bros,
Edw G Moore,

FIREWORKS.

summer

This was because
Ayer’s Hair Vigor is a regular
hair medicine. Falling hair is
caused by a germ, and this
medicine completely destroys
these germs. Then the'healthy
scalp gives rich, healthy hair.

of

Ira F. Gross spent the Fourth in Bangor.
Miss Frankey Gray is improving after a
severe attack of tonsilitis.

5.
Name.
Amount.
Police,
Eugene D Brann,
*14 25
Eugene P Warren,
45 00
Andrew M Moore,
35
Austin H Joy,
1 69
Michael J Druminey,
Poor,
295 83
Suptofschs. John A Scott,
33 33
Electric light, BH4UR Power Co,
183 33
Water,
B H St U R Power Co,
1,000 00
Insane,
Me Ins hospital,
172 51
Eastern Me Ins hospital, 158 31
O W Tripp,
3 00
Fire dept,
Wallace Raymond,
45 00
Albert Hamilton,
45 00
Eddie Card,
1 65
Fred Moore,
16 24
N E Tel & Tel Co,
2 18
A H Joy,
10 44
A W Davis,
75
Andrew M Moor,
4 43

come

John D. Reed

saved!

were

a

Tuesday

Thus cried the hair. And a
hind neighbor came to the rescue with a bottle of Ayer’s
Hair Vigor. The hair was

accounts

160.

events

a

__

which

The bronco riding and fire scene furnished some excitement in the afternoon.
John O. Whitney, of the general committee, would oot rest easy until he saw a
hand-tab contest, and Ticonic and Dirigo
engines were lined up late in the afterndbu and manned by volunteer crews for
a try-out. Neither engine had been tuned
up for the contest, and was not up to
its usual standard. Ticonic, with Mr.
Whitney on dcek, threw a stream 178 feet.
Dirigo, with John K. Doyle and Charles
Pio on deck, fell far short of this.

Brewer Monday for

other page

versity, Nortbfleld, Vt., is spending bis
vacation with his mother, Mrs. L. M.
Arthur
Ginn
the
Fourth
with
enjoyed
DEPARTMENT.
Roberts, while his wife is with her parents,
friends in Southwest Harbor.
H. W. Sargent and wife, at Sargentville.
There was little business outside the
George Dorr and wife have returned to
A.
N.
H., after a two weeks’ visit here.
regular routine at Monday evening's meet- Guild,
WEST
STONINGTON.
Mrs. Maria Soper is still very ill. She is
ing of the city government. Mayor
Mrs. M. A. Sellers is in very poor health.
cared for by Mrs. Abbie
Wardwell, of
Simonton, Aid.
Stoekbridge,
Estey, East Orland.
Mrs. J. I. Stinson is visiting Josiah
Hagan and Jordan were present. Rolls of

to Ellsworth and
competitive drill, disappointed
the committee. The Ellsworth company,
however, gave an exhibition drill, which
was excellent.
The company in its new
and neat uniform made a fine appearance.
The company was awarded first prize of
were

ROUTINE.

—ROSTER OF ELLSWORTH FIRE

EVENTS.

rank

tee

ORLAND.

UNUSUALLY HEAVY ROLLS OF ACCOUNTS

ball games at Wyman

Ellsworth. Several of the events on the
program did not fill. The results of the
pointed.
minor sports were as follows:
,
The dam was illuminated by red, white
Potato race—Ralph Kief, first; Willie
and
blue
and
looked
lights,
very pretty.
Stuart, second; Evertft Royal, Earle
Many people visited the dam during the
Hark.
Spoon and egg race—Charles Dresser, day.
THE BALL.
first: Ballou Phillips, second; Teddy HalThe day closed with band concerts and
pio and Lawrence Bresnaban.
Hundred yard dash—Guy Albee, of a ball at Hancock ball which was largely
Machias, first; Willis Dunn, second. Time attended. Monaghan furnished music.
The general committee on the Fourth of
111-2 seconds.
Boys’ bicycle race—Harold E. Moore, July celebration deserves great credit for
first; Ralph Kief, second; Harry Fitts, the day. The members of the committee
worked hard and faithfully to give visitFrank Chamberlain.
Slow bicycle race—Harold E. Moore, ors to Ellsworth the promised program,
first: Harry Fitts, second; Ralph Kief, and they were more disappointed than the
public for the few' features announced that
Frank Chamberlain.
Sack

LAR

day. In the forenoon
Lakewood defeated Stonington by a scoae
of 13 to 3.
In the afternoon Stonington
and Ellsworth played a close game, Ellsworth w inning by a score of 8 to 7.
The

County Newt,

LITTLE BUSINESS OUT OF REGU-

BASEBALL.

There

went to

For additional

Fund.

between Rowe and Giles, and a special
purse equal to third money was awarded
to Low rie.
There

COUNTY NEWS. | visit.

CITY MEETING.

ROLL OF ACCOUNTS NO.

John Cook. 8 min.
M
Frank Rowe.7
14
Otis Giles.7
B. G. Archer.7l4
Robert Lowrie.7% 44
u
James Clark.8

ing

MINOR SPORTS.

course

one.

hand at the

carnival feature of the
parade. The “Merry Widows” filled a
buckboard driven by Pearl B. Day. and it
“The Newlywas a merry crowd indeed.
Weds followed, Charlea Peters being the
groom and F. C. Burrill the bride. It was
certainly an attractive couple. Fred E.
Cooke and Charles Card aa “John Bull”
and “Cncle Bam” rode in atate. The
make-ups were excellent.
An old-fashioned stage-coach filled with
way-back passengers was next in line.
Clifton Woodward was the star passenger.
Owing to a misunderstanding as to the
place and time of starting the parade,
several features which had been arranged
for the carnival display were not in line.
The “Old Lady that Lived in a Shoe”, sod
“The Lion-Tamer” were among these.
The shoe got in line toward the end of the
parade, and the lion's cage also, but the
tenants

shoals that made the

p.,n MONEY-MAKING FARMS

h

|l |

UUU

j

|

For ten

|

beautiful

days we will give a
picture in colors, 10

20,

with every dozen halfcabinet photos at $1.25 per
x

dozen; others
This

charge $2.5,0.

sells for from
at all art stores.

picture

55 to 50

cents

Your choice of 50 different

subjects.

Holtz & Stanwood,

PHOTOGRAPHERS,
MAIN ST.,
ELLSWORTH, ME.

Ellsworth.

for sale in Maine, New Hampshire and Massachusetts. Send

EDWARDS FARM
AGENCY, l’ortland, Maine.
for catalogue.

fiTommiaaian fRcrciianta.
SHIP YOUR
Potatoes, Onions, Apples, Eggs, Game,
Berries, etc., to
Chapin Bros., Boston, Mass.
Maple Sugar and Syrup mint be branded with
manufacturer’s name and P. O. address
ou ali packages.
Orders solicited for all standard varieties
*eed aud eating potatoes.

ot

YOC CAW IA91LY<
FIND THB# FAKMi

Cniii

through "8troo»'i MsMy-Mak

Puna* of Amine*,"our ———— »• il
—
lwmMaMMacuoorMrniM.wtWBUU
■mm. moiU P*U; *• poy E. I. for*;8,000 f»rra«
I. A. WEOCT 00 World*
foriUo Id 14 Sum.

U^MtPMvDMteM.mWMMB^AacwW.IU.

Amkricaic:

!

fftUETfcSS

COUNTY NEAv >%

Sbbrrtt»tmmti.

lS« American has subscribers at 107
C* the 211 post-offices in Hancock county.

•%r

All the other papers in the County
bined do not reach so many. The American i« not the only paper printed in
Hancock county, and has never claimed to
be, but it is the only paper that can properly be called a County paper; all the
rest are merely local papers. The circulaThe American, barring the Bar
tion
Barbor Record's summer list, if larger
lAan that of all the other papers printed
in Hancock county.

additional

AVv<

County

*c*

flMr

while

AMHER8T.
Several of the men in town have gone to
Clinton haying.
A little daughter came to the home of
Mr. and Mrs. George Williams recently.
S. E. Nickerson, who went to Hallowell
bn the boom, has returned home.

to work

Mrs. W. H. Hi la by has gone to Augusta
visit her husband, who is employed at
the state house.
to

FRANKLIN.

and the

Col. H. G. Wooster is having his buildings repaired.
Edward

Capt.
for the

Dyer

from

is at home

home

at

are

Miss Charlotte

Higgins

Aurora

score,

a

was

16 to 8.

good

up
game between
won by the

play

A

in the

at

a^’

Alvertle Gray, wife and little son Marare with Mr. Gray s father, Cole-

home

home

Gray,

man

to assist him

through haying.

Johnson’s pavilion on the Fourth
little Mark Ginn, son of Albert Ginn,

classical institute.

At

Mrs. Della Fickett, of Washington
Junction, was in town last week.
was up from Hall Quarry
spend the Fourth with hit family.
Burleigh Swan will spend the season at

KubyO.bh
superintendent. Mr.

choaen

was

Patterson, assistant, Mrs. Cor. D
secretary and treasurer. Teacher,
chosen at the meeting next
Snnds,J
o’clock.
July 6.
■■

1‘

B.

--

BASS HARBOR.
J. F. Cofflrf and family, of
arrived last week.

Y.,

Brooklyn

„

J

Henry Alhee and family and Les)ie Rj
were at borne the Fourth.

0

Lawson and family, of
Brighto
Mass., are here for the summer.
Charles

Chsuncey and Frank Rich. 0f Lv
are spending a few
week- at
e,r

the"’

Mass.,
camp.

Benjamin Murphy
ces,

shall

Macomber is

A Sunday school was
organised sunrt
at Carter’s schoolhouse bv
Charle.n « y
of Brewer a missionary of the
Sunday school union. Miss

Swan's

NORTH ORLAND.

Pittsfield during vacation.

from

boys put

afternoon

a

in the afternoon was witnessed by a
large crowd. Meals were served in town
hall. The day wound up with a ball in
town hall, with music by Wilson's orchestra.
O.
July 6.

Irving Gaspar, of Surry, was a recent
guest of Dr. S. S. DeBeck.
The foundation is laid for the enlargement of the Methodist vestry.
Bunker

the

hpll

relatives here last week.

and Harris

team;

k*

was

although

men,

summer.

Harry

men

game. In the
Amherst and

sea

Miss Cassilena Perry, of Caribou, visited

from

celebrated here, Good
having charge of the affair.
between the juvenile team
resulted in a victory for the

The Fourth
Will grange
A ball game

wifTa~^j^r~~~-

sympathy'S

com-

COUNTY NEWS.

wrestling

hissrm. The little fellow
bore
much fortitude, .ud he, the

p*§m

on

took

about twenty to
Island in hia naphtha
sloop Franthe Fourth.

Mitchell and wife, who
have
living in Rockland some time,
are
visiting hi, parents, John
William

been

Mitchell’,nd

wife.

•>u*y

»•

x. y.z.

Fred Donnell
to

By Their

Southwest Harbor in

charge of a store.
Rev. H. B. Haskell will conduct quarhere

terly conference

Friday evening,

July 10.
George Stark, wife and three children,
of Hall Quarry, spent the Fourth with
Harvey Bragdon and family.
Arthur Fernald, of Waltham, Mass,

Works Ye

Shall Know Them

is at the old homestead for his vacation.
His wife and little son have been here
several weeks.

chus?tts, are guests of Mr. and Mrs.
Timayenis at Kozinook.
Phillips Eaton and family arrived Friday from Winchester, Mass. Mrs. Eaton

Eugene Bunker,
ter

wife and young daughMarion have returned from Kingman,

superintend the regoods here.
The ladies’ aid society of the Methodist
church propose a moonlight excursion
down the bay, Thursday evening, if pleasant. Coombs’ launch will propel
the
whither

they

went to

moval of their household

mer

July

Men

were

much

H.

6.

Henry Young,

evidence

in

sum-

WINTER HARBOR.

scow.

The Red

remain for the
with Mrs. Bridgham.

and the children will

of Southwest

Harbor,

is

days.
cheers daring the
N. T. Bunker, wife and daughter spent
parade for their excellent “get-up”. The
Saturday with relatives at Prospect Harburlesque “illustrated pictures and moving bor.
songs,” was humorous. A closely played
Mahlon Hill, of Brooklin, was in town
ball game in the afternoon drew a crowd;
Sunday, the guest of his sister, Mrs. Ralph
score 13 to 11 in favor of the West Sulliat home for

a

few

the Fourth evoking

Crane.

The drama “Hickory Farm” drew
Mrs. C. J. Watson and
her support were fine.
vans.

COUNTY NEWS.
County .V«w>«.

For Additional

aee

ment

Kate Grath, with two children,
Jersey, is the guest of her sister, Mrs. George Jordan.
Mrs.

from New

HANCOCK.
A. I. Foss, of the yacht Wissoe,
spent Sunday at home.
Miss Marion Folsom, of Brewer, is visiting her aunt, Mrs. J. M. Oakes.
Madison Joy has gone to Milo, where he
has employment for the summer.

SCapt.

Wilson R. Butler and family, of New
Bedford, Mass., are at their cottage ou
Butler's point for the season.

Miss E.

Frances Bailey, who has been
guest of Miss Lula West the past week,
returned to her home in Olamon Friday.
W.
July 6.
the

Miss Hattie Blaisdell, of Franklin, was
guest at the Crabtree house Sunday.
W. H. Eaton, of Charleston, haa been a
recent guest of H. C. Crabtree and wife.

a

TRENTON.
Allen

friends here.

year, but she bore up bravely, having
been confined to her bed about two
months. She was a patient sufferer. By
a

kindly disposition and cheerful manshe made many friends. She leaves a
husband, one son, Harry, two daughters,
Ruth and Cora, who have the sympathy of
her
ner

Julj

The funeral services

S.

PARTRIDGE

COVE

Miss Laura Springer is at home from

were

Auburn for the

held from the church Thursday
Rev. Mr. Keyes, of Prospect

afternoon,
Harbor, offi-

ciating.

6.

brief

Pike,

logical seminary,
commenced his

of

Hartford, Conn.,

duties

churches in

this town

Mr.

a

character and

Pike is

as

pastor

for the

young

man

of

ability,

and

is

July 6.

Norris

summer.

Hodgkins,

of

Ellsworth, spent

part of last week at Latona farm.
Miss Sara McFarland was at home from
Northeast Harbor to spend the Fourth.

The profusion of flowers from
the relief corps, of which she was a member, and from relatives and friends, were
beautiful.
June 29.
H.

Clarence Salisbury, of

been a recent guest of Mrs. Welch Moore
and other friends here.

Ralph Moore and wife, recently arrived
from Waltham,
Mass., are at W. H.

the

Moore's for

excellent

visiting

his

grandparents,

Bar

Harbor,

E. L.

McFar-

land and wife.

WEST HANCOCK.

W. P. Hewins, of Boston, arrived with
family Thursday. Mrs. Charlotte
Hewins, Mr. Hewins’ mother, recently
from Hampton, Va. and
Washington, D.
C., is a guest at their cottage.
The children’s day concert draw a
large
crowd at the Methodist church
Sunday
The
evening.
consisted of
program
recitations, choruses and exercises by the
classes, all well selected and rendered, j
Rev. G. W. M. Keyes and wife added not
little to the musical part of the concert.
A collection went to aid the Sunday school.
June 29.
(;
his

C.

Warren Graves is building a new barn.
Newell Tripp, who has been employed
at Livermore Falls several
months, has

Edgar Springer and family, of Northeast
Harbor, spent Saturday and Sunday with returned home.
Mrs. Lydia Springer.
Mrs. Susie Salisbury and two
Miss Cowen, of Pittsfield, has been visityoungest
'Mr. Kimball, of Boston, was here las
children, of Skowhegan, have been visiting her sister, Mrs. A. E. Tracy.
week to attend the funeral of bis sister,
relatives
here
the
ing
week.
past
W. R. Butler and wife, of New Bedford.
Mrs. Nelson Young.
Mrs. Adella Berry w ill leave this week
Mass., recently called on friends here.
Mrs. Frank Burkhart and little daughfor Skowhegan. to make her home with
Harvey Colby and wife, of Bangor, are ter arrived last week from New Y'ork to
her daughter, Mrs. Hervey
at the Sherman Abbott bouse for the
Salisbury.
spend the summer here.
July 6.
y#
season.
Mrs. George Day, of Ellsworth, is visitSchool closed Friday. Miss Young, the
WEST
GOULD8BORO.
her
Mrs.
E.
E.
Tinker.
ing
She
daugnter,
teacher, did good work here, and was was
Miss Lucy Cummings is at work for
accompanied by Allan Tinker, who
much liked by parents and children.
has been attending school there.
Mrs. S. G. Wood.
Mrs. Mary R. Butler, of New Bedford,
School closed Friday after a long and
Mrs. Ira Tracy and children, of Steuben,
Ma«s., and Miss Evelyn Butler, of Philapleasant term taught by Miss Addie are visiting Mrs. Tracy's parents, W. W.
delphia, Pa., were guests of W. K. Springer Ingalls.
Pupils not absent one-half day Young and wife.
a few days this week.
They are now at were Perais and Kenneth
Mrs. A. H. Taft spent a few days last
Young, George
the Butler home for the summer.
McDonald and Frances Salisbury.
week with her sister, Mrs. E. E.
Bragdon,
July 2.
Scmac.
July 6.
in East Sullivan.
Miss

Myra Young

will be

Northeast Harbor this

employed

at

summer.

HOl'XH DEER ISLE.
Ira

Capt. A. J.
day here.

Bristol had a large number of guests
Sunday. Fourteen came from Ban-

visiting

The
over

gor.
Rev. H. H.
last

week.

Saunderson and wife arrived
Robert Lincoln came with

mer

Eustace Brown and son, of Olathe,
Kansas, are visiting Mrs. George Emery at
Mrs. Stimson's.
Frederick

H. Jones and

wife,

of

Massa-

Tbe Remedy That Does.
“Dr. King’s New Discovery is the remedy that does the healing, others promise
but fail to perform,’’ says Mrs. E. R. Pierson, of Auburn Centre, Pa. “It is curing
me of throat and lung trouble of long
standing, that other treatments relieved
only temporarily. New Discovery is doing
me so much good that I feel confident its
continued use for a reasonable length of
time will restore me to perfect health.’’
This renowned cough and cold remedy
and throat and lung Dealer is sold at E. G.
Moore's drug store. 50c. and fl. Trial
bottle free.

ing,
is

relatives here.

of

Bangor,

arrived

week, for the
June 29.

Inn last

H. D. Averill and son, of Salisbury
Cove, are guests of Edward Huckins and

at

the

|
|

B. W. Hancock is
to his stable.

|

work.

I

bor,

I

ker Harbor.

G.

E.

L.

building

an addition
Pettee is doing the

Raymond Joy’s family,
occupying their cottage

of Bar

are

Har-

at Bun-

R. A. Handy, with son Allen, of Waverley, Mass., is spending a few weeks at
his old

home here.

Mrs. Frank Huckins w'as called to Winter Harbor Friday by the serious illness of
her mother, Mrs. P. G. Torrey.
July 6.
C.
Re*. I. W. Williams Testifies.
Rev. I. W. Williams, Huntington. W. Va.,
testifies as follows: “This is to certify that I
used Foley’s
Kidney Remedy for nervous
exhaustion and kidney trouble, and am free
to say that
Kidney Remedy will do all
Foley’s
that you claim for it.”—G. A. Parches.

friends here.

Mrs.

F. A.

John Stanley spent Sun-

needed

painting
repairs.

his

sum-

house and

Ansel Stanley and wife, who have been
Swan’s Island, are home.
Austin Smith and Anthony Bye were in
Rockland Saturday looking for horses
with the intention of purchasing.
with friends at

Mrs. John

daughter
Bluehill,

Wayside

summer.

of Old

and

Austin Smith is

and
and

Tuft
her
a

is

entertaining her

two

is

visiting

j

George Linscott and family, of Lamoine,
are visiting at Charles J. Smith’s.

Mrs. J. E. Robbins, of Cambridge, Mass.,
opened her cottage here. Her daughters, Eva and Alice, w ho are in Paris, will

Miss Edith Clark has been spending
few days with friends in Seal Harbor.

|

come

i

on

pictures
right

small camera,

of

wa»

speak

Mr*. C. H. Crocker.

taken

The

one

at

left wastaken Oct. 7,

The two pictures, althou^li taken

louder than words.

nent relief. My suffering grew worse and
none of the local doctors seemed to be
able to
me.
I was advised to go to
Boston, where I consulted several specI
continued
to suffer and
ialists; still,
constantly grew larger and was told it
was enlargement of the liver.
After being treated in Boston some time I went to
Lowell, Mass., where I also consulted several physicials, but as I seemed to get no
better, I came to Portland and went into
the
the treatment at the hospital and the rest seemed to do me a little
good, but shortly I was as bad off as ever,
so went to Lewiston and again consulted
a physician, but they ail seemed to tell
me the same story
that I had an enlarged liver, a stomach trouble, kidney
trouble, together with a valvular heart
trouble that at times would throw me into
spasms which would last so long that my
husband and neighbors thought i would
never come out of them, as I would be
unconscious and cold as though
was dead.
I gradually grew worse and
kept bloating, as the doctors called it,
from gas im my stomach and bowels, until
about four years ago, w hen one of Bangor’s leading physicians made an examination and told me I had fibroid tumor.
This seem very strange after so
many physicians in Boston, Lowell, Mass.; Portland, Lewiston and Bangor, Me., had told
me it was my stomach trouble which affected my heart, causing those dreadful
headaches and numb spells. After being
informed that I had a tumor, I consulted
eight physicians and they all agreed that
it was a tumor and that the only relief
was an operation
at the hospital, but
reading in the papers of several tumors
that had been removed by Dr. Merrow
without the use of the knife, and after
writing these people and finding they
were very much
pleased with what the
doctor had done for them, my husband on
Oct. ith, 1907, took me to L)r. Merrow’s
office, without my telling him
anything
in regard to my case, he asked me how

help

hospital;

—

rjrfectly

long I had been suffering from a tumor,
ston ach and liver trouble, describing my
numb spclla and in fact ray general symptoms better than I could have done rayself.
This of course gave my husband
great faith in Dr. Merrow. and as be
assured me that he had cured many worse
cases than mine, I at once placed myself
under his treatment.
He asked permission to take a picture of me in his office,
saying that a few months later he should
want to take another one. so 1 could see
the great difference in myself, and as be
said he would not show the picture without my consent, 1 allowed this : be done.
I have been to his office regularly once a
month up to March 4th, and on that day
the Doctor took the second picture <>f me,
in which one can see the difference. Last
October I could hardly walk without belp;
my tumor seemed so heavy it weighed me
down, my bowels were constipated, my
kidneys bothered me very much and my
heart was so weak that I could hardly go
up rising ground or stairs withom a*«*i&ianee, but with five month*' treatment of
Dr. Merrow I am to-day w hat I ■•■nsider
in good health.
My tumor ha- disappeared. mv bowels are regular, my kidare
none of th* numb
I
base
normal,
neys
myself
spells with my heart, in fact 1
hair of
ev»
in perfect
bles*
and I
Dr. Marrow's hea<l.
He has
more than he said he would
and 1 have talked with many f hi- i*a*
tientsand find that nearly all '»r i- loud
in his praise as 1 am.
Dr Merrow is
losurely doing wonderful work ;n thisable
an
that
and I thank God
located in our
physician is
the
midst. 1
give these fact- for
l>enefit of other sufferers, *■> '’>ev may
ur-j.
a
know to not only find relief hut
■

health,

1

cality,

permanently
gladly

<

“Mrr. C. H. Crocker.

Mrs. C. H. Crocker and her husband
well and

favorably

known

u

Their post office address is R. F. i

Bangor,

a**

llangor.
-No-

'•

Me.

SPECIAL NOTICE
Dr. Merrow is permanently 1<>< at d at
Central Street, Graham building
office days for fjee consultation art Mondays, Wednesdays and Saturday*, ihowho cannot visit the doctor in
should send for his self-examining outfit at once and learn just what their diseases are

curable.

ured,
and what to do to be
Address, with stamp. J-

Merrow, M. D., Bangor, Maine.

Clarion Range Service
is

later.

Capt. Greenlaw,
daughter came
Saturday from Islesboro and opened
house here for the

summer.

Their

It Can’t Be Beat.
War Against Consumption.
The beBt of all teachers is experience.
All nations are endeavoring to check the
C. M. Harden, of Silver City, North Caroravages of consumption, the -white plague”
lina, says: “I dnd Electric Bitters does that claims so many victims each year
all that’s claimed for it. For
Stomach, Foley’s and and Tar cures coughs and colds
Liver and Kidney troubles it can t be beat. perfectlyHoney
you are in no danger of con1 have tried it and And it a most excellent sumption. Do not risk your health by taking
medicine.” Mr. Harden is right; it’s the some unknown preparation when Polev’s
Honey and Tsr is safe and certain in results
best of all medicines also for weakness, —G.
A. Parchbr.
lame back and all run down conditions.
Best too for chills and malaria. Sold Sisasne:
under guarantee at E. G. Moose’s drug
Good housewives prefer Gold Medal
store. SOe.
Flour.
Salomb.

unusual.

It is even—accurate—economical. All this because CLA«ION construction is exact,care*

daughter Lina, who teaches in MassachuHolcie Coombs, who has been employed setts, came Sunday, accompanied by a
at Hall Quarry, returned home last week. i friend. Capt. Greenlaw returned to IslesMisses Leila and Sophia Clark have gone boro Monday.
July 2.
h.

j

March 4, 1908.

wife and

their

a

a

two
at the

from
younger daughter from

has

Town,

with

are
one

children

Waltham.

L4

EGYPT.

Colby McGrath,

wife.

is at

Hatch is here to spend the
with friends.

making

Mrs.

them.
Mrs.

Everett Gross, of Stonington,

Mrs.

Sunset,

of

Grace

Mrs. H. L. Gridin and Miss J. Picker-

BIRCH HARBOR.

Mrs. Gilpatrick, of Steuben, is keeping
bouse for C. H. Preble.

Gross,

Pierce's.

_

SULLIVAN HARBOR.

few weeks.

a

few weeks to

NORTH LAMOINE.

is

1

E. D. Chase is taking a vacation of a
visit relatives in New Brunswick and Aroostook county.

in-

cock church.
_

guest at

Miss Dorothy Dresser, of Mil bridge, is
the guest of Mrs. L. P. Cole.
Miss Lucy Freeman, of Milbridge, has

Christian work, which facts
should insure a successful pastorate. He
will preach every Sunday
morning at
10.30 at North Hancock schoolhouse, Sunday afternoon at 2.30 at I’nion church,
and Sunday evening at 7.30 at South Han-

July 6.

a

the

Mrs. Crocker, when seen by the writer,
“I have worked very hard and some
fourteen years ago became run down in
health and strength and in fact 1 got so
weak that it was necessary to call a physician, who said that I had a very bad caae
of liver trouble, and an ulcerated stomach;
the ulcerated stomach is what caused me
so much
pain and mv liver trouble caused
my constipation and severe headaches. I
took treatment and followed it up for several months, but seemed to get no perma-

PROSPECT HARBOR.
Eliot Dorr, of Bar Harbor, is
A. H. Wasgatt's.

Above

1907,

AFTER

*

said:

May.
__

summer.

deeply

BEFORE

illness
of their
niece, Elinor
Brown.
The friends and neighbors of
Mr. and Mrs. Brown sympathize with
them in the serious illness of their only
child.

has

of

days

serious

student in Hartford theo-

a

few

a

George and Andrew Stafford, of Bar!
Harbor, were called here Thursday by the

visit.

David

spending

Mrs. C. C. Libby has returned from
Corinna where she has been visiting
friends. She will soon go to Ellsworth
as housekeeper in the
family of K. L.
Moore, sr.

terested in

all in their sorrow, also three sisters—Mrs.
Abby Hamilton, Mrs. Lena Shaw and Mrs.

Ids Hooper.

a

The friends of Mrs. C. D. Harrington,
Mrs. Ernest Torrey and Mrs. W illiam P.
Guptill celebrated the anniversary of their
birthday at the home of Mrs. Harrington,
June 29. Refreshments were served.

only

is

Mrs. William Hopkins was in Bar Harbor Thursday and Friday.
Mr. Hopkins
I spent the Fourth at home.

Arthur

crowded house.

Hopkins

Bar Harborr.

in

Dr. E. G. Abbott and wife, of Portland,
were guests of Galen
Young and wife

Tracy, who has been very ill with Saturday.
typhoid fever, is somew’hat improved in
Miss Gertrude Foss was in Ellsworth
health.
B.
July 6.
Friday and Saturday, the guest of Miss
Samuel Conners has begun the erection Bernice
Eldridge.
SOUTH GOULDSBORO.
of a house on the site of the one recently
Miss Hazel Young, who has spent the
Mrs. Southard, of Sorrento, is the guest
fire.
destroyed by
past winter at Mount Vernon, N. Y., is
of Mrs. Lucy Haskins.
Mrs. Kelley, of Philadelphia, is spend- home for the summer.
Miss Jessie Bunker, of Boston, is spending the summer with her sister, Mrs.
Capt. Boyd P. Foss, of the schooner John
ing a few weeks with relatives here.
James Broderick.
Maxwell, is at home for a visit while his
Miss Irene Hooper has been spending a
Capt. A. J. Gerrish went to Sorrento vessel is making a trip South.
few days with her sister at Mt. Desert
l Sunday to take command of the Slater
Paul Crabtree has gone to Northeast
Ferry.
i yacht for the summer.
Harbor, where he has employment at the
Miss Leone Hanna, of Bar Harbor, was
Dr. A. E. Small was at Bar Harbor Kimball bouse for the summer.
eailed here last week to attend the funeral
Thursday to attend a meeting of the HanMiss Ethel Crabtree, who has been
of her aunt, Mrs. Lois Hammond.
cock county medical society.
teaching in Manstleld, .'lass., is spending
Mrs. Lena Shaw, of Lake Sebago, has
Mrs. E. C. Hammond and daughter the summer vacation wiih her parents,
been spending a few days in town, called
Sybil, who have been visiting relative A. B. Crabtree and wife.
here by
the illness and death of her at
Harrington, returned home Sunday.
Mrs. Irving H. Coggins and children, of
aister.
»
Mrs. Clara Fos9 and Miss Edna HamilMalden, Mas9., came Friday to spend the
Lois, wife of James H. Hammond, died ton, of New York, and Mrs. J. B. Cole, of summer with her
mother, Mrs. Cynthia
of consumption Tuesday morning, June
Waterville, are visiting relatives and Laws. Mr. Coggins accompanied them for
23. Mrs. Hammond had been ill over a
a

Harbor, where they have employfor the summer.
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the imperial clarion.

I E4TA.|U?HED

fully planned, carefully cast ana
carefully fitted. CLARIONS
to
are

pre-eminently qualified

do your work well, just as tney
are doing in thousands of Mam
homes.
A great variety of patterns
but only one quality.
Ask your local agent about

CLARIONS,

or

WOOD o BISHOP CO-

Sold by J. P.

ELDRIDOE,

write
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^yidttion*I
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fount

hM gone to her reward. Funeral waa held
day at the house, Rev. A. W. Bailey,

NEWS.

V

June

for the season.

visiting
of East Boston,
w w west,
at Flye Point.
Opt E Wasgatt
of New York, ia viaiting
Boy A- Kane,
Mrs. Emma Kane.
6i,mother.
of Ilaverford, Pa., arThe Bonbrigbts,
at the Milton cottage Saturday.
ia

rited

"sliaaLirrie
^ guest

29._

Sub.

WEST BROOKLIN.
Mrs. C. D. Carter is visiting relatives
Deer Isle.

of C-h.tt.nooc. Tenn., l.at
Mias Key,

w'Vt

tor additional

officiating.

BROOK UN.
End
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to
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ir«

Arthur L. Sargent

COUNTY NEWS.
For

Mr#. Carrie E. Dodge, of Ogden, Utah,
formerly of this place, arrived last week
fora few week’s here. She was accompanied by her son Roland and family, of
Somerville.

SOUTHWEST HARBOR.
Mrs. Alice Gilley, of Baker’s Island,
spent the Fourth at Southwest Harbor,
the guest of Mrs. William Mason.
Mrs. R. J. Lemont is serving as librarian
in place of Mrs. Maud Trask, who has
been at Sorrento the past three weeks.

on

the motor boat

won

race.

other paju

additional

County

Nettie

nee

other page*

WEST TREMONT.

of

Mrs. A. E. Farnsworth.

who has been atMiss »|lie Cousins,
school in Massachusetts, is home.
tending
who has been visitMiss Nell Freetljjy,
baa returned to Ware,
ing her parents,
MassCole has returned from
Mi„ Rachel
where she has heen visiting

lackland,

|

j

for

a

glad

while.

bor,

Proctor Bridges has gone to New' York
be employed on the steamer
Frederick Peck.

old

where he will

j
I

July

sale
be
held Tuesday,
Aug.
The usual gifts from members of the
church and others interested will be
gratefully appreciated by the circle.
11.

B.
_

BLUEHILL.

George W. Parker
ton,
Cai

>s.,

on a

they

doline and

friends.

summer

wife.

6.

the past three weeks, is
I home.
H.
July 6.
Mrs. Jennie Dow left for Stonington
to-day to visit her daughter, Mrs. Ina
STONINGTON.
Mrs. Henry C. Smith and Mrs. Bert Bray Sawyer.
Mrs. George W. Lunt, with daughter
are on a visit in Portland,
has gone to Boston to visit her
Ed. L. Waite is here from Massachusetts Theresa,

Southwest Harwarmly welcomed by
to

are

last regular meeting of the Congregational sewing circle, held with Mrs.
James Crockett, it voted that the mid-

Eugene Seavey, with daughters Celestia
Florence, went to North Brooklin
Monday to attend the funeral of his
brother’s

where

At the

and

friends.

of Washington,
ft,! W. H. Thompson,
at West End for
D C., js at his cottage
the summer.
of Boston, is at her
Mrs. Georgia Foley,
View.” Miaa Austin, of
cottage. "Harbor
Boston. " her gueat.

and

Rev. E. M. Cousins, of Thoir.aston, with

Bert, is visiting his brother, O. W
Cousins. Sunday morning at the Congrehis

from Brockweek's vacation.
is home

son

j to spend
j

a

Master

James,

of

Boston.

week with his

family.
wife, of Portland,

Louis Cool broth and
guests of (.'apt. W. L. Greenlaw and

are

wife.

Walter L. Stone, A. B., Harvard 08, is
spending his vacation at Charles C.
Wood’s.

were

At

lily

Jerome H. Knowles and wife, of NorthHarbor, were guests of Mrs. J. &.
Powers Friday of last week.

east

Ashbury Lopausand wife are home from
Miss Luella F. Brow n, of Rockland busiDuck island where they spent a week.
ness college, is spending part of her vacaMrs. Maria L. Dodge, of Everett, Mass.,
tion. with her grandmother, Mrs. C. H.
is visiting her sister, Mrs. F. W. Lunt.
Sawyer. Miss Brown is accompanied by
Basil Lunt came home Thursday from Miss Corinne
Howard, of Rockland.
Portland to visit his sister, Mrs. Cora E.
July 6.
N.
Clark.
GOTT’S ISLAND.
Mrs. Nettie Rum ill, who has been at

Among late arrivals are W. C. Haskins
wife, H. H. Haskins and Rev. A. W.
Smith and wife, of Winchester; Mrs. O.
Mrs. Lizzie Murphy, of Stonington,
W. F. Hill and son, of Paris; W. C. |
visited hur mother a few days last week.
Rev. Mr. Archibald and wife, of BrockMosely and family, Clarence Sibley and
are
at
the
Fiske
again
Etta Bridges has gone to the White ton, Mass.,
cottage. Miss H. M. Cole, Needham; Miss Amy
last
season
where she will be employed Having spent
traveling, they Bacon, and Dr. Moore with Miss Gwen- Northeast Harbor
Harding,of Waltham, Mass., Mountains,
are
to come back
Mrs. Addie Gross, of Stonington, visited
friends and relatives here last week.

Mrs. Titley, of Ellsworth,
Lake house Thursday.

daughter.

Miss Zulma Norwood is
Harbor at work with her
Mrs. Eliza Norwood.
Mrs.

M. L. Dix

Henry J. Hall and wife, of Somerville,
Mass., will leave soon for Augusta.
A number from here spent the Fourth at
Atlantic and report a good time.
Rev. Caleb S. Dutton and wife, of
Brooklyn, N. Y., are here for the season

Edwin Mason and daughter Kate, ol
Gerraantow'n, Pa., are at the Rose, cottage.
at Southwest
M. V. Babbidge. who has been visiting
grandmother, relatives in Bar Harbor, returned home
the

Fourth.

and

Frank A. Babbidge and wife, with their
granddaughter,
Laura Murphy, have been on the point little son
Raymond, are visiting relatives
visiting Mrs. Dix’s aunt, Mrs. L. M. Lunt, at Seal Harbor.

church he delivered a tine sermon.
inckley has recently spent a week gational
and other relatives.
Rev. Charles Haynes will supply for the
with his sister, Mrs. Day, in Waterville.
Charles E. Goftch and Lemuel Dyer, of
The
schooners Margaret Ford and
next two Sundays, when the summer serThe Misses Rena, Emma, Millie and St.
Dr. Everett Hinckley and family, of
Paul, Minn., W. L. Bryant and wife, of
Borda are in the harbor waiting
Eugene
1
mons w ill begin.
The
schedule
of
preachLucy Reed, of Duck island, have gone to Bangor, in yacht Natawa, L. A. Coombs
Misses Idella Hill and Agnes McFarland, Bar Harbor, are visiting relatives in town.
to load stone.
will
soon
be
Seal Harbor, where'they have employment
ing
printed.
in West Springand wife, of Belfast, are the guests of
who have been teaching
There will be no meetings of James A.
Winfield Richardson’s new house is for the summer.
The Children's day concert at the MethoGeorge H. Kirkpatrick and wife, at the
jcld, Mass., are home.
Garfield W. K. C. until the first Saturday
and
he
will
move
in
the
nearly
completed,
June 29.
Thelma.
dist church Sunday evening, June 28, was
St. Paul cottage.
and children, in
of August.
Mr,. Nellie McPherson
September.
first
most excellent, and was enjoyed by an
J uly 6.
Chips.
are
visiting her
of Brookline, Masa.,
Charles
Miss Flora Hinckley, a nurse in the audience that filled the church to overP.
Lunt
arrived
home
from BelMiss Flora Williams, who is employed
mother, Mrs. Henry Allen.
fast
Massachusetts general hospital, is spend- flowing. A fine
in Jaynes’ drug store in Boston, is here on
Friday.
TREMONT.
program of recitations
Misses Nettie Clott and Mildred Smith ing her vacation with her parents, E. F. and singing had been prepared under her annual vacation.
Mrs. 8. A. Reed spent a few days recently
Mrs. Mary Rich went to Southwest
D. C., where
from
Washington,
and
home
wife.
sic
Hinckley
direction of Miss Lissa Mayo and Miss
Harbor Tuesday night to join the Eastern
Ralph Thurlow, night operator at the at Seal Cove with Mrs. Clancy.
they have spent the past year.
Misses Nellie Douglass and Elsie Phil- Jennie Dolliver, assisted, of course, by the central, spent the Fourth and Sunday
Arthur Norwood and wife, of Brewer, Stars.
and
a
friend, of ip are making! arrangements for a tine pastor. The young people’s choir added with Arthur
Miss Georgia Allen
Miss Ethel M. Falvey, of Haverhill,
spent the past week with friends here.
Dority, of Sedgwick.
Boston, returned Friday to their work, entertainment to be given in the town much to the service.
Miss Feel is the guest of Mrs. Sumner P.
Charles Lunt and wife, of Long Island, Mass., is visiting her aunt, Mrs. C. H.
in
town.
hall next week, for the benefit of the
liter spending their vacation
Fourth of July accidents are rare at Mills. She was sent by Mr. Hunt to fill are spending a few days with Mrs. W. E. Norwood.
Capt. Enos Wasgatt, C. V. Wasgatt and Congregational Sunday school library. Southwest Harbor, but one occurred here the pulpit of the Free Baptist church at Dow.
Mrs. Seth W. Greenlaw, with little son,
M.
July 6.
this year which nearly cost the life of West Stonington.
,nd son Harold, of East Boston, are at
F. W. Lunt and wife, and their guest, of Swan’s Island, is visiting her aunt,
for
the
reaat
Flye's
point
cottage
a
lad
of
One
fourteen
their
Henry Gilley,
years.
The marriage of Miss Grace Ware and Mrs. M. S. Dodge, of Everett, Mass., Mrs. Fred I. Rich.
EAST BLUEHILL.
of the deadly cannon crackers was lighted
son.
E. De Wolfe took place in Rockland July spent the Fourth in Ellsworth.
An entertainment was given at the
Miss
Lena
Wardwell
went
to
Northeast
failed
to explode. 2.
by a group of boys, but
Misses Lottie and Eva Ingalls, of NeMr. and Mrs. De Wolfe will make their
Mrs. Lizzie Thurston, with daughter church Tuesday evening by the ladies’
Harbor
in
Helen
a
small
cracker
was
inserted
the
Then
Saturday.
Stevens, of
home in New London, Conn.
poDset, Mass., snd Miss
Ruth, has gone to Deer Isle to visit her society. Reading, singing and tableaux*
P. R. Greene and wife went to Prospect end, and in spite of warning, young GilProvidence, R. L, are viaiting their grandand the dollar rhymes by P. W. RichardReuben Cousins carried quite a daughter, Mrs. George I). Walls.
Capt.
been
reley picked it up just as it had
mother. Mrs. Rachel Wells.
Sunday to visit their son Ross.
to Ellsworth Friday night for
son, were enjoyed by all. Much praise is
large
party
Nelson
wife
and
of
Thurston,
family,
Use Femme.
due Mrs. C. B. Stanley and Mrs. Hannah
June dh.
Miss Marjorie Long, of Bangor, spent lighted, with the result that it ^exploded the celebration, and also for the ball game
and
Mrs.
Carrie
who
Bangor,
Holden for their faithful work. Proceeds
Thurston,
and frightfully mangled his left hand,
list week with her fatner, S. A. Long.
between Ellsworth and Stonington.
has
were for the church.
been
arrived
here
visiting
them,
and badly wounded his arm, side and leg.
!
Mist* ]x>u Powers is spending two weeks
H. A. Wallace, of W’est Sullivan, spent
Albert Farr has invented a machine for Saturday.
Kim.
July 1.
He was taken to the office of Dr. Phillips,
in Boston.
the past week here calling on friends.
submarine observation, a model of which
Mrs. Z. 8. Clark on Friday received the
who with the assistance of Dr. Neal amhas
who
been
PRETTY
MARSH.
Wallace
Kane,
yachting,
be seen in Staples’ drug store window. sad news of the death of
|
Mrs. John Uharnley and daughter Agnes
her sister, Mrs.
putated the thumb and dressed the may
is at home.
Mrs. Nancy Freeman is visiting her sisHe has applied for a patent at Washing- Abbie N.
went to Northeast Harbor Wednesday.
wounded hand. Much sympathy is felt
Stanley, of Monhegan. She had
D.
C.
ter, Mrs. Walls, at WestTremont.
ton,
Roy Tolcott, wife and son, of Somerville,
been
a
The Degree of Honor|held an ice-cream for the suffering boy, and his parents,
great sufferer.
%
Mass., are at the Tolcott cottage.
Nihil.
Mrs. E. W. Freeman, of Boston, is at
July 6.
social Wednesday evening in A. O. U. W. sister and brother. It is feared he may
July 4.
Thelma.
her cottage, the Bijou, for the season.
R. R. Babson is home from Massaihu- hail.
lose his hand.
MEMORIAL RESOLUTIONS.
BUCKSPOHT.
setts, where be has been employed.
George H. Pepper and family are exWhereas, It has pleased Almighty God in
Mr*. L. B. Grindle, who has been visitDuring the last week of June a pleasant
Mrs. George W. Abbott died Thursday His kind
Miss Gertrude McFarland has gone to ing in Bangor and
providence to remove from our midst pected at their bungalow at the Point this
house
at
the
home
of
the
George
Gilley
party
Winterport
past
at
her
homeon
lower
Main
week.
morning
street, Bro. Enoch N. Moore, be it therefore
Herrick, where she will be employed.
was enjoyed by a number of young people
three weeks, is home.
Resolve*, That in the death of Bro. Moore
aged fifty-six years. Besides her husband
a few days by
Mr. and Mrs. Ashhurst, of Philadelphia,
Mrs. H. A. Grindle is home from MelMrs. George E. Hardy and family are who were entertained for
she leaves two sons—Montelle W., of Ells- Gott's Island and the Methodist Episcop
with their children, were at Allen FreeRebecca Gilley,
Flora and
rose, Mass., where she spent the winter.
church of Gott’s Island have lost a valued
spending a week with Mrs. Hardy’s sister, Misses
and
Herbert
and
one
L.,
daughter, and faithful
man’s Saturday.
assisted by their brother Philip and sister worth,
Mahlon Hill has gone to Bar Harbor, Mrs. V. Guptill, in West Ellsworth.
servant, a wise citizen and a
Miss Blanche Abbott.
Mrs. Cobb and Mrs. Mero, of Boston,
Marguerite. The guests were Miss Mary
w here be has employment for the summer.
loyal friend.
Mrs. Laura Sheaf and niece, Annie Kemp,
Mrs. George D. Crane died Thursday
Resolved, That the Methodist Episcopal with their children, are at the Cobb cotRaymond, of the Ellsworth telephone
of Jacksonville, Cal., are spendiug a few
Mr tall and family, of Hartford, Conn.,
office; Miss Jennie Ball, of Hancock afternoon, after a long illness, aged fifty- church and Sunday school has suffered an ir- tage for the season.
arrived at their cottage at Flye Point last
weeks with Mrs. Sheaf's brother, S. A.
Point; Walter Sargent, of Sargentville, a four years. She leaves besides her husband reperable loss, serving the latter as he did
V. D. Smith, Hollis Smith and Curtis
week.
for a period of over thirty years.
Long.
classmate of Phil’s, and Robert Kline, of one son, Dr. Harold H. Crane, of Bangor
Resolved, That we send one copy of these Young have been at home for a week-end
Harold Lopaus, of New York city, is
E. D. Stebbins has launched his schoon- New* York. Friday evening a moonlight and an adopted daughter, Mrs. Blanche
records to the bereaved family of the de- visit, returning to their work at Bar Harvisiting his grandmother, Mrs. Adelaide er, the James Manning, which be has sail up Somes sound delighted the party. Muir, of Boston. Mrs. Crane had been an
bor Sunday.
ceased, thereby extending to them our deep
Marks.
been repairing, and is now taking a pleasseveral
invalid
for
She
will
be
Clark
s
roast
on
a
years.
sadly
| Saturday evening potato
appreciation of the loss they have sustained,
G.
July 6.
ure trip among the islands.
lor her kind heart prompted her to
missed,
was
enMiss Harriet Kane has gone to Sargentenlivened
ghost
stories,
by
and that we feel their loss to be ours.
point,
R.
call
of
to
distress.
The
a
boatat
mill
July 6.
A
the
every
That
we
NORTHEAST
HARBOR.
respond
one
dam,
ville, where she will be employed at
Resolved,
our
joyed.
picnic
place
copy upon
i
Brook haven.
ing party to Greening’s island, and a jolly destitute cases in town were always known church records, send one copy each to the
There are dances every Tuesday and
SURRY.
1 tea
News and The Ellsworth
to
her.
Bangor
Daily
Mrs.
the
young
people
by
party given
A. E. Farnsworth and Capt.J U. W.
Saturday evenings at Brown & Gilley’s
American for publication.
The primary school, tauirht by Ella M. Thomas
I
filled
measure with
the
Lawton,
hall. Music by Monaghan's orchestra, of
Herrick attended the State convention at
M. V. B. B * BRIDGE,
Jarvis, closed July 3. Pupils not absent merry pleasure, the addition of home
SALISBURY COVE.
Ellsworth.
Bangor last week.
L. 8. Trask,
are Angie Treworgy, Earl Young, Augusa
dozen
to
baker’s
companions making up
John Stalford, of Bar Harbor, spent
Rev. F. L. Provan,
Miss Charlotte
MEMORIAL RESOLUTIONS.
Ridgeway and Miss tus Treworgy, Pearl Clough,Helen Crocker. take
part in the social festivities. The Sunday with his family at the A. B. Leland
Committee on resolutions of Gott's Island
Charlotte Everton, of Boston, are guftsts
Whereas, Death has entered our fraternal
School No. 5, taught by Lizzie M. Gray,
fine tenor solos of Mr. Kline added much
M.
E.
church.
cottage.
circle and the first link is severed from the
of Miss Mary Cole.
closed July 3. Pupils not absent are How- to the musical program.
chain which united us, and we are called to
An interesting children’s day concert
Mrs. E. E. Ingersoll and sons came from ard
6.
Spray.
Carter, Fred Cunningham, Alvah
mourn the loss of our beloved sister, Abbie
July
SEWALL.
was given at the Baptist church Sunday
Nepouset. Mass., Tuesday. Their furni- Leach, Christie Cunningham, Georgia
T. Walls, therefore be it
A
Mrs.
Lindell
was
well
Cleveland
has
her
evening.
pleasing
program
joined
ture will come later.
Resolved, That Asticou Kebe kali lodge has
NORTH CASTINE.
Saunders, Meryle Cunningham.
rendered to a large and appreciative aud- husband for the Summer.
They will lost a worthy and beloved member who will
Mr. and Mrs. St rout, of South FramingSpec.
July 6.
\yiliiam Dunbar is ill.
ience.
Walter Newman’s cottage as usual. he missed from our circle.
occupy
ham, Mass., are spending the summer at
James Martin has returned from a visit
June 29.
R.
Last Thursday night Capt. McKay
Resolved, That our sympathy be extended
Mrs. Julia Stanley and great-grandson
A. H. Mayo’s cottage.
started in to get up a little celebration, in Brockton, Mass.
Victor Young, of Auburn, are here for a to the bereaved family in this their great sorMrs.
Vinnie
is
her
sisSargent
visiting
Mrs. N. V. Tibbetts and Miss Dorothy,
and although it was a late day to begin,
Manfred Mixer has added an extension
visit at the old home. Mrs. Ida Mitchel, row, and we trust that their loss will be her
ter, Mrs. Chester Johnson.
of Washington, D. C., are at the Homeeternal gain.
he succeeded in raising money enough for i of several feet to his barn.
of Bass Harbor, with three children, is
C.
wife
and
C.
little son Robie,
stead for the summer.
Palmer,
Resolved, That in remembrance of our dehere with her now. They will go to Mrs.
prizes for quite a number of races as folBurton Wardwell is home from Newwife
and
parted sister our charter be draped in mournaccompanied by George Smart,
H. 0. Staples, of Bangor, who has been lows: Small boys’ race, won by Harold
Mitchel’s home the last of the week.
for thirty days.
ing
port, where he has employment.
w
o
of
t
children,
Dexter, have opened the
visiting nis sisters at North Sedgwick, is Carter; ten-year-old boys’ race, won by
Mrs. R. E. Newman, who returned home
Resolved, That these resolutions be spread
Mrs. Kate Wardwell, who has been vis- Locust Lane farm house for the summer.
spending the summer at the Wells house. Charles Treworgy, with Earl Young a
upon our records, a copy sent to the bereaved
Mr. Palmer is Btaff reporter of the Bangor from Libby island light station Saturday,
iting in Newport, came home Monday.
and also to the Ellsworth American
Mrs. Sarah Luscomb, of Salem, Mass., close second; twelve-year-old race, won by
reports tinding her daughter and grand- family
Mrs. Aroline Wardwell is the guest of Commercial.
won
for
Hattie D. Graves,
Edwin
publication.
Goodwin;
three-legged
race,
who has been the guest of her cousin,
son very much better.
While
on her wav,
in Verona.
Lrnest E. Smith and wife, of Harrisville,
Nellie A. Bartlett,
Mrs. R. c. Stuart, returned home Thurs- by Reuben Osgood and Ralph Torrey; Mrs. Ada Joyce at her cottage
Mrs. Newman spent one night at EllsDora Jordan,
wheelbarrow race, won by Ralph Torrey;
Owing to the scarcity of water the Hall R. I., have arrived at E. B. Hamor’s for worth, the guest of Mrs. B. H. Mayo.
j day.
Committee on resolutions.
sack race won by Charles Knowles; bicycle
lumber mill has not been in operation for the summer. Mr. Smith, who was for- Mrs. Newman
enjoyed her trip very much
Harry Neville, who has spent many
Spec.
July 6.
won by Dolph
merly principal of the Central school, is and liked the little island home.
Kane; boys’ swim- some time.
summers in town and is now at Gott’s race,
now filling the same capacity in a gramOCEAN V1LLE.
Mrs. Nellie Hutchins spent Ithe Fourth
Island fo" the summer, spent the Fourth ming race won by Paul Curtis; young
of
while
on
a
Myron King,
Ellsworth,
men’s swimming race, won by Arthur with her daughter, Mrs. George Wardwell, mar school in Harrisville.
here.
Miss Alice Lane is home from Hanson,
visit to his brother’s family here, went out
R.
There was a fine display of in Castine.
July 6.
Linneken.
one
Mrs. Walker Babson and children, Mrs.
cod-fishing
day last week, and caught Mass.
fireworks in the evening.
Miss Martha Wescott, of Boston, came
the largest mackeral Seen in these parts.
Richards and children, of Washington, D.
Mrs. B. Stone, of Washington, D. C., is
BEECH HILL.
S.
July 6.
It weighed four pounds, and measured at Rose Cole’s for the summer.
C., are spending a few days at the HomeFriday to spend the summer at the WesMiss Ella Mason lost a valuable cow last
inches.
is
cott homestead.
It
the
first
stead before going to Brooksville for the
mackeral
twenty-two
Miss Cameron and Miss Slowey, of New
WEST BROOKSVILLE.
week.
to be caught in these waters this year. Mr.
summer.
Mrs. Alice Smith, of Ellsworth, has
York, will spend the summer at Mrs. H.
Miss Grace Lord, of Bath, is visiting
who has been emGeorge
Richardson,
was
much
with
his
King
pleased
prize.
been the guest of her nephew, Capt. J. E.
M. Hatch’s.
Among the late arrivals at West End for relatives here.
ployed at the mill, is home.
June 29.
Dolly.
the week are John H. Allen and family,
Blodgett, the past week.
Oceanville saw its first automobile SunMrs. Ira Tapley and family, of Brooklyn,
Carter
and
wife
are receiving conJohn
of Cincinnati,
Merle Connor leaves to-day for IslesIt is owned by J. C. Harmon, of
E. Metcalf, of Providence, R. 1., is visit- day.
O.; Mrs. William Morris, N. Y., will arrive here Wednesday, July 8,
on the birth of a daughter.
gratulations
Mrs. W. C. Morris, jr., and children, Mr.
his brother, Elmer Metcalf.
boro, where he will work for Horatio Crie |
Stonington.
ing
for the summer.
B. B. Barton has moved his family to
Apps and children, of New York city;
tending his herring weirs.
Miss E. £. Fiel, of Waltham, Mass., will
Ralph Haynes, of Waltham, Mass., is
The schooner Nelson Y. McFarland,
Mrs. Spaulding and child, Mrs. Lair,
Mariaville, where he has bought a farm.
Warren Hooper, of Castine, is building a i
supply the pulpit here and at West Stonhas
sailed
with
visiting his sister, Mrs. Lena Dolliver.
William
Perkins,
Walter Clephane and family, Miss Mar- Capt.
who
has
been
teachMiss
Alice
Mason,
barn on the Veazie farm under the super- J
Mrs. Julia Stanley is at Bass Harbor ington this summer.
jorie Downey, Rev. J. E. Smith, D. D., and brick for Scituate, Mass.
ing at Seal Harbor, is spending her vacavision of Frank C. Withara.
Miss McDaniel, of Garden City, N. Y.,
visiting her daughter, Mrs. Charles
Miss C. E. Smith, Misses Morgan, of
The condition of Mrs. Lucy J. Jones
tion at home.
with her adopted daughter Elinor, is ocMrs. Roy E. Webster left Friday for a
Mitchell.
same.
A trained nurse
about
the
remains
of
D.
Rev.
Walter
Washington, C.;
Butler,
H. H. Blanchard and wife are visiting
visit with friends in Belfast, before reJohn Mooney, with a party of friends, cupying her cottage here.
Mr. Blanchard’s parents, Ambrose BlanchNorthampton, Mass.; H. B. Riggs and from Bangor is with her.
June 30.
A.
turning to her home in Bangor.
a few days recently with his father,
spent
family, of Newark, N. J.
The Fourth passed off quietly. The dinard and wife.
!
Mrs. Mary Wilson and daughter, Mrs. j
S. Mooney.
D.
ladies’
the
served
ner
at
the
“Doan's
Une Femme.
R.
Ointment cared me of eczema that
by
June 29.
chapel,
Abbie Buttman, of Orono, are guests of
Miss Thelma Dolliver went to Libby had annoyed me a long time. The cure was
circle, was well patronized.
! Capt. Bennett Duubar and family.
S. \V. Matthews, Commispermanent.”—Hon
BLUEH1LL.
Island
SOUTH
Mat-bias
Thurslight station*
bay,
The North Brooksville baseball team
sioner Labor Statistics. Augusta. Me.—Adit.
NORTH BROOKUN.
and Rose Cuicello, of
Misses Mary
The ladies of the Public Improvement day to visit her sister, Mrs. W. P. Kent.
was obliged to lower its flag Saturday afEddie Carter has been cleaning up the ternoon to the West Brooksville team.
! Sebastopol, Cal., are making an extended society will give a ball at South Bluehill
Mrs. William Stanley, of Monbegan,
here of land which he has sold to William
j visit with their cousin, Miss Estelle Perry. hall Wednesday evening, July 15. Music formerly of this place, died Friday mornRobert
and
Mills
Albert Wilson, Percy
Willeke.
Wilbert Ordway, postmaster, has sold to by Monaghan.
subscribers. Alsop Leffingwell, Douging after a long illness of cancer. The
Austin, belonging to the yacht Aria, which
las Leffingwell and Christophea Leffiugr s.
remains were brought here Sunday and THE
Hamilton, assisted by C. H. Young anchored in the river, passed Sunday night W. H. Hooper the building used for sevwell, hereby give notice that they have been
a
*‘th his
| eral years as a postoffice and has built
Cleaning Silk Fabrics.
placed in the Moore and Stanley burying duly appointed executors of the last will and
ox-team, has been building a with their families here.
testament of
Catharine B. Alsop Leffingb»d lor William Willeke.
! new and more attractive one, nearer his
“Silk of any kind or color may be ground by the side of her husband, who well, late of Eden, in the
county of Hancock,
Capt. Thomas Tapley celebrated his home.
died about three years ago. Mrs. Stanley deceased, uo bonus being required by the
cleaned
in
the
Edward Carter and Fred Candage have
manner,”
says
following
terms of said will.
eighty-third birthday on Monday, June
was about seventy years of age.
* n
his
“For
of
with
Woman's
Home
Herman
Paris,
every
Companion.
doing some carpenter work on Her- | 29. The captain is out in all weather lookWardwell,
!
Not being residents of the State of Maine
Dolly.
“ert
July 6.
they have appointed Mary Mutter Leffingwell,
family, is visiting his mother, Mrs. Doro- quart of water to be used in washing a
Candage’s barn at South Bluehill.
of Eden, Hancock county, Maine, whose postj ing after his cows, his garden and fowl. thy
Wardwell was a dele- dress, pare and grate one large potato.
Mr.
Wardwell.
office
address is Bar Harbor. Maine, their
Cap!. r«muej q pjal( died #t his home
SEAL COVE.
Capt. James Feargus Skewes, well and
agent for the purposes specified in K. s. Chap.
into the water,
to the State convention in Bangor Put the grated potato
17•
66, Sec. 43.
Capt. Hall has been in poor favorably known along the Maine coast, gate
Miss
Bernice
is
which
must
be
cold
and
let
stand
at
SeaAshley
last
soft;
employed
All
eulth (or some time. He will be greatly
Tuesday.
persons having demands against the esdied at his home in Devoran, Cornwall,
tate of said deceased are desired to present
L‘
two days without being disturbed in any side inn, Seal Harbor.
m‘ssed. Capt. Hall leaves a large circle o(
July 5.
the same for settlement, and all indebted
Eng., May 23, aged sixty-six years. He
then very carefully pour off the clear
way,
E.
L.
of
is
thereto
the guest
are requested to make payment imrelatives.
McLean,
Augusta,
leaves a wife, who had sailed with him on
SEDGWICK.
A. Leffingwell.
mediately.
liquid from the sediment into a large, con- of Miss Myra Powers.
Mrs. Celeste Seavey, wife of Adalbert all his voyages. Capt. Skewes sailed for
Douglas Leffingwell.
Lewis Means and bride are visiting his venient vessel, into which dip the pieces
Christophea Leffingwell.
Mrs. W. J. Harper is much improved in
vey, died at her homo J une 27, after a four years as chief officer with The
June 12.1908.
wife.
and
W.
N.
Means
silk
and
down.
of
up
l
and able to ride out.
ODg illness, aged sixty-three years. Her American correspondent, after which he parents,
healt^i
be
creased
“Of
the
silk
must
not
subscriber
is
visitcourse,
hereby gives notice that
of
Rufus M. Grant,
California,
“stand and
Miss Zulma Gott, of South Robbinston, THEhe has been duly appointed adminisdaughter Gracie most had command of the ships Normandy,
and drip nearly
ing relatives in this and adjoining towns. by wringing; let it hang
is visiting her cousin, Miss Grace Mur- trator of the estate of
enderly cared for her in her last illness, Invincfble and James Drummond.
then lay it Hat on the table and wipe
GEORGIE C. PERKINS, late of CASTINE,
Millard Leighton and family have moved dry,
Tomson.
.^good wife and mother, a just neighbor, July 6.
it first on one side and then on the other. phyin the county of Hancock, deceased, and
to Sargentville where he will assist his son
All
Col. C. C. Burrill, wife and daughter, given bonds as the law directs.
If necessary to press it, do so between
old
This is undoubtedly a dirty-looking
sons having demands
in the bakery.
',ust Exactly Right.
against the estau >f
flannel with a moderate iron.”
said deceased are desired to present tne
world to the man who is too lazy to clean
ve U9ed Dr.
EllsPills
of
New
Ufe
The
function of the kidneys is to strain out same
Schooner Otronto, Capt. Bellatty,
aud all indebted
for
King’s
for settlement,
the impurities of the blood which is con- thereto are requested to make payment imtn,MVwal years, and find them just his spectacles.
worth, arrived last week and discharged
them.
P.
of
KulMr. A.
Regulates the bowels, promotes easy, nat- stantly passing
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r'Siit,”

says

A. Felton,
Ufe Pills relieve
discomfort. Best rembiliousness and
.constitution,
26c. at E. G. Moobe’s drug store.

N. Y.
^‘S'l'lle,
thout the least

hniu.i?r
rsria.

New

laxative,
stimulates, but does not irritate. It is the
best laxative. Guaranteed ;or your money
back.—G. A. Pabcber.

Foley’s Orino Laxative, the

new

of coal for Smith Bros.
ural action, and cures constipation—Doan's
Quite a number went to Brooklin to I Regulets. Ask your druggist for them. 25
attend the celebration on the Fourth. cents a box.—Advt.
a

cargo

through

Foley’s

Remedy makes the kidneys healthy. They
will strain out all waste matter from the
blood. Take Foley’s Kidney Remedy and it
will make you well.—G. A. Parch er.
nev

mediately.
Castine, June 18,1908.
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Myra off to the dancing floor, but Sinclair remained in the conservatory and
made rude remarks to the tiny fountain playing in the fern lined basin.
All the season it had l>een a race between himself and Underby for Myra's
favor, and now the season wns closing
with the Dagmar dance, yet neither of
the two men had been skillful euough
to evade Myra’s innocent Stratagems
and make bis avowal of love.
Both had come to the dance determined to put his fate to the test, for
on the morrow Myra was to leave town
for a long visit to distant relatives.
Perhaps had there been but one suitor
his persistence might have been rewarded by opportunity, but Underby
and Sinclair unconsciously aided Myra
in her evasions by interrupting the other at crucial moments.
When the last
dance had been played and the guests
were departing Sinclair realized, with
sinking heart, that his opportunity was
lost.
Underby, too. was heart heavy with
disappointment, and chagrin still showed iu his face when be came to the
station the following afternoon to see

SHE WROTE OUT

A

ONE

WORD

MESSAGE, i

“YES."

Myra Trent off.

Sinclair was there,
but upon his face was a smile of such
satisfaction as made Underby wonder
If perhaps Sinclair had found his opportunity. after all.
There was a stir as the train pulled
In. and under cover of the confusion
Sinclair handed a package to Miss
Trent.
“It’s the newest detective story." he
explained. “I know that you like n 11
sorts of mystery stories. I have taken
the liberty of adding a homemade puzzle in case you find the book too short."
Myra smiled appreciatively. She preferred cryptograms to chocolates, riddles to roses. She had won many magazine contests of this sort in her youth.
She found Sinclair’s present more acceptable than Underby’s violets, and
as soon as she had settled herself in
ber Pullman section she unwrapped
the book.
As she ran over the pages an envelope dropped out It contained a single
sheet of note paper, and in Sinclair’s

copperplate handwriting

was this note:
Kara Myra—Eble. c*ch
kun helpo de
tin-chi shlosilo. vi trovos iom da malfacileco kompreni !a sencon de tin-chi
•enditajho. sed mi scias ke vi shatas
iabori je enigmoj. kay pro tio mi sendas
ai vi tuin chi letercton. Ghl sciigos al vi
tion kion vi ne pc-rmesas ke mi seiiju al
vi persone.
Mi vin amas. karulino. kaj
vi igos min la plej felicha viro e» la
mondo per la unu vorto “Jes.’’

Myra smiled as she studied the odd
jumble of words. Many of them looked
familiar.
There was no mistaking
“enigmoj." “Mondo" was clearly the
“world,” and “Iabori" was “labor.”
Other words were of familiar aspect,
and then there were some that were
totally strange.
It might be a combination of the
“hog Latin" of childhood days and the
real Latin of the college course, but an
hour's study showed many words not
to be accounted for on any such hypothesis. The more she studied the
more firmly convinced was Myra that
this was some new form of cryptogram
invented by Sinclair to divert her on
her two day trip.
She was still studying the slip of palter when the porter came around to
make up her berth, and in the troubled
Bleep which broke the night journey
Btrange combinations of letters danred
before her eyes.
When she came back from breakfast
In the diner the next morning the porter approa -hed with a small package.
“A gemman done tole me gib you dls
here in de ino'niu’," be announced as
he handed the package to Myra. The
girl’s face brightened as she recognized
Sinclair’s handwriting.
"This” evidently contained the key. She would
got have to puzzle longer.
From the package dropped a small
booklet with "Esperanto Key” on the
cover page.
Myra bad heard of the
“universal language” and had heard
•Iso that It required but half an hour
to become familiar with the grammar.
So. after all. her mystery was nothing
but a letter iu Esperanto, and tbe unraveling would come in a brief hour.
Bhe was half inclined to regret that tbe

Fbr Additional

upon ar-'ents as
essential to the underst »M.:y of the
words, and Sinclair's leircr was entirely wanting iu accents, nor could
she find some of his words in the dic-
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PENOBSCOT.
Miss Effle Bridges has returned to Boston after a few weeks here.
Mies Laura Lowell, of North Penobscot,
Dr. Wardwell for a few

is at the home of

day.’’

The book laid stress

“Our dauce. I believe, Miss Trent”
Dick Underby whisked Myra a way.
End to Fred Sinclair, with a declaration of love trembling upon his tongue.
It seemed that Myra went with ill
omened eagerness.
Under by hurried

COUNTY NEWS.

were sharpened to bear the
comments of the new boys.
••Who is she?” came an eager qnes! tion.
"Catherine Newlnnds.”
"She's a beauty’’—
"My dear Ivy. she is a tack nnmShe is twenty-eight if she’s a
l«er.
ner ear*

mystery would scire Itself so qulrttij
as she thought of the long day’s vide
before her.
But in this thought she was wrong,
for, although the key was accompanied
by a larger dictionary and she found
the few rules absurdly simple, these
were but part of the mystery.

It was the first note of disloyalty to weeks.
Blaine Perkins, of Bangor, spent the
her queenship. aud the man who had
said it for her to bear was sore over a Fourth with bis parents, Watson Perkins
When the hoys came back to college. i rebuff, but the light seemed io go out j and wife.
The old buildings |
tionary.
Catherine Newlands displayed rejuve- of the morning.
Stephen Salisbury, of Salisbury Cove,
I frowned grim and gray above the hol- spent Sunday at the home of B. H. Leach
It was not until late in the afternoon nated charms. The enforced
of
quiet
in
to
It
to
add
all,
and.
low square,
that she stumbled upon the explana- the summer season in
and wife.
the dull old town
“Shlosilo” she could not find,
tion.
; through the big gate came another
F. A. Miller, wife and daughter Marlon,
had rested her. had brightened her eye
of
fair
a
fluff
with
girl—a little thing
but under the accented S's she found
of Bluebill, spent the Fourth with John
and
a
of
her
color
to
given
tinge
with
heels,
on
her
liair. Tiptilted
high
“slos.” meaning a lock, and **ilo.*’ an
Littlefield and w ife.
her pink rutiles floating about her. she
Instrument, and decided that a lock in- cheeks.
George Knott and wife, of Everett,
she
rose.
As
crossed tlie campus that first was like a wild
With this clew
strument was a key.
The boys on the campus fence bent Mass., are visiting Mrs. Knott's grandas to the surplus h's which replaced
morning in a scarlet sweater and white
•
the accents on preceding letters she linen skirt, with her tawny hair in a
eagerly to watch the new arrival, ami mother. Mrs. Abbie Wilson.
Miss Nina Yarnum spent a few days last
debarred from the fence,
soon had the translation written out.
big knot low on her neck, a half dozen the freshmen,
week in Bluebill the guest of her cousins,
but hanging in groups about the big
It rend:
of the freshmen turned to look after
asked the question that had so Misses Joy and Madge Hinckley.
Pear Myra—Perhaps even with the aid
gate,
her.
of t.'iis key you will have some small difoften thrilled Catherine Newlnnds:
I Gilbert Leach is suffering from an
Catherine felt their admiration with
ficulty in getting at the sense oPthls let"Who is she?"
abscess of the arm and hand,
like
to
but
i
know
that
ter.
you
puzzle
l^is many
a thrill of gratification.
For ten years
the
a-flutter
with
all
Laughing a*yl
friends hope for a speedy recovery.
over enigmas, and it is for this reason
j
she
had
basked
in
the
makof
was
she
It is
delight
that I am sending you this note.
exciting,
joy of the attention
| Earle Billings, son of Mrs. Etta Billings,
to tell you what you will not let me tell
ing that first impression on the new the other girl came toward Catherine.
was seriously injured Sunday afternoon,
1 love you. dear, and you will
in person.
Newlnnds.’*
she
"Oh. Miss
gurgled, w hile
boys, and it was like a draft of eld
make me the happiest man on earth with
handling powder. It was in a glass
"don't you remenil'er me?”
the one word “Yes."
wine to a tippler.
bottle when a spark came in contact with
Catherine
“It's Gracie Allendale!”
Now anu then in her triumphant
Myra allowed the paper to flutter to
it, causing it to explode. The glass was
the floor ns she stared out of the win- progress a junior or a senior stopped said brightly. "Why, Gracie. when did blow n into his
face, and part of it went
|
you grow up?"
dow on the glory of the western sun- her and
greeted her with frank friend
through his cheek into his jawbone. He
Tlie other girl laughed delightedly.
set toward which they were flying.
was also severely burned about the face
linos*. That was one of the \advau
"Yesterday. 1 think." she said, “when
She was half pleased, half angry, at
tages of an affair with Catherine New- mother told me that I needn't go back and arms. At present he is doing as well
the declaration. This was her first seaas can be expected.
lands. She knew how to shade a love
I am going to be here all
to school.
son in society, and she was uot mindWoodlock.
July 6.
ed to give up her liberty so soon, and affair off into a good comradeship, and winter and have the time of my life.”
Her lips answered the older girl, but
for that reason she had evaded Sin- the boys, who in their freshman years
SOUTH PENOBSCOT.
clair’s declarations. She did not wish hau I keen her adorers, came for advice her eyes were on the boys. And sudR. A. Rhine! and family, of Bucksport,
In their later love affairs.
denly she was swept away, with a
to say yes so soon, and she could
#
For Catherine would have none of dozen laughing lads in her train, and are uf town fcr a visit.
not say him no.
Thomas S. Orindle, C. C. I., ’08, arrived
them. She liked to bask in the sunlight Catherine was left alone.
She remembered how Nancy Bald
home from Waterville last week.
One youngster ran back.
win had been the belle of one season of their admiration, she liked to be the
"You won't mlud." he said boyishly.
ami during the next had been almost queen of tlie junior promenade, she
Miss Nan Grindle is home from Haverhill, Mass., to spend the summer.
completely monopolized by Ben Trayer. liked the violets and the bide pennants "We want to show her things."
Catherine shook her head.
Myra had planned to have another year and the crowd of eager boys surroundWade L. Grindle is home from Carttunk,
dou’t
"No." she said slowly; "1
ing her at the football game. She liked
of freedom before she should be led
where he has been teaching in the high
mind.”
to sing “Down the Field" for them and
captive by Cupid.
school.
But when he had gone she went out
But iu the end an amused smile play- j to have them cheer her at the end
Roy and Ray Grindle came borne from
ed about her lips as she thought of j She liked to lead in their college yell, of the big gate with lagging steps and
Brockton, Mass., July 4, for a week’s vaSinclair’s strategy, and when the porter and the roar of their young voices was drooping head.
music in her ears. But that was all!
Late that afternoon Oswald Ware, cation.
came through the car to light the gas
Miss Bertha Perkins is home train
"You are too young." she would say bending over a pile of papers in the
she procured a telegraph blank and
frankly as some stricken youth would fusty, musty study, saw a vision of Cherrvfleld, where she has been visiting
wrote out a one word message, “Yes."
Her uncle was at the station the uext plead, "and, besides, if I married you. light as Catherine in a filmy flowered for a few weeks.
gown came in.
Most all the" farmers in this section are
morning to greet her and to band her what would the other boys do?"
A lot of her old friends crowded
She sat down on the other side of bis
a yellow envelope.
planning to begin baying this week, and
"This came just as I was leaving the around her as she reached the library desk.
are expecting a light
crop.
“Oswald.” she said, “the queen Is
house," he said. “I hope that it does steps, and there was n fringe of urn on
Among the people spending the Fourth
not contain bad news.”
quered freshmen i.i the background deaJ. I-ong live the queen!"
in town were David Perkins, Percy Per“What do you mean?" he asked.
Myra tore open the envelope and read But when she presently detached her
kins. Walton Grindle, of Bangor, Lucius
self from the group it was one of the «
“I am a back nuintier," she said wistthe short message.
Grindle, of Orono, Stillman Grindle, of
"I am coming on.” Sinclair wired,
faculty. Oswald Ware, who accompa- fully. "I heard a boy say it. And Frankfort.
Grade Allendale has developed Into a
nied her.
“to tell it over again in English and
Nemo.
July 6.
"Dear old boy," she said ns they
little beauty, and they are flocking to
pantomime.”
her."
“It’s good news—very good news." walked toward the great gate that led
SOUTH BLUEHIEL.
“She will never be ns beautiful ss
said Myra, smiling softly, as she looked out into the city street, "it's so good to j
Beulah Eaton is spending a few days at
you.” he said indignantly.
up into her uncle's anxious face, for. have you back.”
Bar island.
"Don’t call me old boy,” he flung out.
“Ah. but sbe bas youth.” The girl
after all. pantomime, not Esperanto, if
1
Mrs. Bradford, of Carmel, is working for
properly expressed, is the universal with a touch of irritation. "Heaven was sileut for a moment; then. “.Just
think of It" she said. “I am twenty- Mrs. L. H. Sibley.
language of love.
Miss Della Sullivan, of Stonington, is
eight."
"You are a mere child.” he stormed. visiting her cousin. Miss Marion Simpson.
Afraid ot Safety Pins.
It is not easy to realize the bondage
“Why. 1—I am almost forty. You are a
Mr. Swansey, of Somerville, Mass., has
mere child.”
to fear under which barbarous people
be^n spending a few days with L. H.
A smile broke the corners of her
live on account of their superstitious
Sibley.
mouth.
ignorance. Mrs. Theodore Bent tells
Mrs. Will Eaton and four children, of
“How nice it sounds to hear you say
in her book, "Southern Arabia.” how
Boston, are guests of Mr. Eaton's parents,
It. You are such a comfort. Oswald."
she tried to make a present of a safety
A. W. Eaton and wife.
"I wish you would let me show you
pin to a native woman and what a
About twenty-five of the grangers and
what there is in life for you. dear
storm of indignation was occasioned
heart; such big things as compared to their families went to Harriman’s point
by her act. Uu our arrival at our
for a picnic the Fourth.
the little life of the campus.”
camping ground and while we were
Frank Sibley, of Somerville, Mass., and
wait frig for our tents to be ready I was
“Ah, but youth is there." And her
Frank Smith, of Boston, are spending the
rarrouuded by women all masked
eyes wandered out to the suulighted
season at Allen Henderson's.
■pace under the elms.
They seemed highly astonished at a
“And love is here." be said.
safety pin which I was taking out so
Mrs. Nettie Day, of Somerville, Mass.,
Then her eyes came back to him.
I gave or, rather, offered It to an old
accompanied by her daughter Viola, has
“That is why I came.” sbe said tremwoman near me.
She wanted to take
opened her cottage for the season.
the pin, but several men rushed beulously—"that is why I came to you,
Mrs. M. A. Ferrin, of Somerville, Mass.,
tween us and roared at us both and
Oswald.”
is spending the summer with her son,
prevented my giving it to her. I stood
Charles Ferrin, and other friends here.
there holding it out and she stretching
A Trying Prescription.
Mrs. Bert Hendrickson and little daughout her hand, and one or two men then
There was little doubt In the doctor's
asked me for it for her. I put it down
mind that Mr. Lambkin's recovery ter, of Stonington, are visiting Mr.
on a stone, and she took it away and
from an attack of nervous exhaustion Hendrickson’s parents, Henry Hendrickseemed pleased, but a man soon
would he more rapid if Mrs. Lambkin son and wife.
July?.
Q.
were a less animated and constant
brought it back to me on the end of a
stick, saying they did not know these
talker.
NORTH
BLUEHILL.
Mrs. Lambklu had never felt that her
things and were afraid of them.
SHE BAT DOWN ON THE OTHER BIDE OP
husband's trouble was serious.
Her
Henry Hale, of Hampden, is stopping
HIS
DUSE.
with Mrs. Maggie Hale.
own health was In a far more precaThe Opium Habit.
In an article on Robert Louis Steven- knows I am old, but you needn't rub it rious condition than bis, she felt sure.
Annie S. Grindle and Alice
Hinckley
son’s horror of the opium habit the in.”
“We didn't need to come to the coun- left Monday for Southwest Harbor.
He was bareheaded, and Catherine try on his account any more than on
Rev. W. E. Clarke iu the chronicle ot
Mrs. Thomas Grieve and two
children,
the London Missionary society gives n glanced affectionately at his gray mine.” she told the doctor on his third of
Dorchester, Mass., are visiting Mrs. T.
letter which the novelist sent wlieu ou streaked temples.
visit. “As 1 say to Mr. Lambkin day- Grieve.
#
“You're just right,” she told him, and after day, if he'd rise above his feelthe island to the native king of Samoa
Mrs. Nettie Hill and little grandson, of
on
the subject, in which he said: then as her eyes swept the scene—the ings. as I do, and take an interest in
last
Bucksport,
week at P.
spent
J.
"Nothing is more quickly learned than suulighted square, the old buildings everything and ask questions and obthe opium habit. It passes from one to that seemed to breathe a benediction serve and draw people out he’d forget Qrindle’s.
Mrs. Mary Treworgy arrived home last
another like a song.
Nothing is so over the boys, the boys themselves, of himself. Now, 1 know perfectly well
pernicious; it feeds upon unaccustomed the best college type, graceful, lithe, that I have a high temperature this week from Ellsworth, where she has been
races like a fire upon dry wood.
And BtroDs young animals, ready for the morning, and I should like you to look employed at the Hancock house.
I assure your majesty no race appears training that should make men of them at my tongue."
Mrs. Addie Cummings, of
Portland,
less able to stand the results of this —she exclaimed: “Afea'tthey fine? It's
She thrust out her long and lively Orrin W. Leach and
wife, of Bangor, spent
drug than that tq which your majesty the spirit of the place that I love, Os- tongue for the doctor's Inspection and Saturdsy snd Sunday with Edwin Leach
and wife.
belongs and over so great a portion ot wald. and it’s the ideas of such men as waited for his answer.
which your majesty is called upon to you that help to bring out the best in
“I see, madam,” he said at last
Carroll Dunbar arrived Sunday from
them.”
rule.”
gravely, "that It Is sadly in need of Eagle and left the same
day for Orland,
"They are a lot of cubs,” gloomily.
Stevenson concludes a long letter by
exactly what I am prescribing for your where he will be
employed haying for
“Oswald!”
suggesting to the king that “any forhusband—perfect rest and quiet for at Ernest Marks.
“Well, they are. In the classes I least six hours a day for the next three
eigner other than a doctor or a misMiss Alice M. Wescott, of
Augusta, and
sionary acting as a doctor who shall don't feel that way. I know they are months.”
Eleanor G. Wescott, of the Maine
genersl
be found to have distributed the drug going to be men some time, and I
are
hospital,
want
them to be the right sort, but
Portland,
spending their
either for money or as a gift” should
A Rich “Find.”
vacations
with
their
C.
when
F.
I gee you frittering away your
Wescott
parents,
at once be deported from the islands.
The sensational discovery of buried
and wife.
time with them—you with ail your pos- Spanish treasure of
gold and jewels on
8.
July
sibilities”—
jj
the foreshore at Paradelha reminds one
A Nature Study.
‘*1 love it,” she asserted, "and when of the romantic
I like to watch the old fool hen that’s
discovery of the faBLCEHILL
FALLS.
I
can't have their admiration any more mous treasure of Guarrazar
tied beside my door. She has of little
under conThe Mill bridge has been
chickens ten and thinks she has three- I think the youth in me will die, Os
ditions almost identical, says the Westreplanked.
wald."
The Shower Sunday was a great benefit
score.
minster Gazette. Some peasants travOf all the blamed important
He
glanced down at her.
But there eling near Toledo one day In 1858 no- to the farmers.
things that ever fussed around she is
the worst
All day she sings and are other things worth while—love and ticed objects of gold and jewel work
The Misses Clark have returned to their
me and the needs of
claws the dirt around. She thinks she
which had been exposed to view by the home in Hampden.
humanity.”
“I
am
not great enough for thost
has the only chicks, and so she clucks
heavy rains. The peasants, ignorant
Mrs. Leslie Flye and son and
Wiley C.
and humps.
All other chickens are things,” obstinately. “Why didn't you of Its value, sold their treasure trove
Conary and wife spent the Fourth here.
fall
in
love
with some other girl. Os
for a trifling sum to a local resident,
gold bricks; all other hens are chumps.
Cecil Grey and family
She sees a foe in every friend and wald ?”
who fled with it to Paris and disposed
spent the Fourth
at the Falls,
"Because you are the one woman. of it to the authorities of
returning to the island Mondrives that friend away. Her feathers
the Musee
day.
And
I
know
you better than you do Cluny.
The objects proved to be of
always are on end; she’s mad the liveJuly
Crumbs.
long day. And so I watched the old yourself. Some day this will pall on rare antiquarian as well as intrinsic
fool hen. and still she seems to me you”—
value.
They were, in fact, eleven
She
CA8TINE.
interrupted him.
"I
shan't crowns which bad been worn
like many chuckle beaded men whom
by VisiCastine
old-fashioned celebraevery day I see. This life to them’s change,” she said flippantly, “but If I gothic kings who had ruled Spain 1,200
tion of the Fourth. The motor
should
I’ll
come
to that stuffy little,
not worth a cuss, no pleasure it Affords,
years previously. The largest of these
boat races
were
little
class
the
room of yours and tell
because they fume and fret and fuas mussy
principal feature of the morning,
crowns, a beautlfhl piece of workmanand
in
the various classes were close and
about their little hoards, with bile you”—
ship, has thirty large sapphires and as
They had reached Lampson hall, and many pearls of great size. Below It exciting. There were two races in the
and envy in their souls pursue their
one
he
was
and
forced to leave her.
one-half horse power
As she hangs a cross set with similar
narrow plan
and ever guard their
boats, the
precious
made her way slowly back across the stones, from which
dirty rolls and hate their fellow maa
bang Jeweled pend- winners being George Morey and Charles
her
Perkins.
In the three horse
campus
eyes were thoughtful, but ants.
Emporia Gazette.
power the
first race w as won by John Gross in
J. M.
I
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|
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REMARKABLE RECOVERY
THANKS TO PE-RU-NA.

Mrs. Frank 8troebe, K. F. D.l.jimu.
**
ton, \\ i*., writes:
“I twpan using Pernna a f»w
montlp
ago when my health and
Mr-ngthwe«
all pone, an.l 1 was
nothing bn,,
nervous wreck, con ,1 n.,t
sleep. eltor
rest properly, ami felt m> desire to
lit*
••Three bottles of Pernna made
m
at
life
a
look
in
different light,as lbs.
|
to
pan
regain my lost strength, Whil,
my recovery took nearly f,,ur month*
at the end of that tin; 1 w as
lielterthi*
I ever had l>eeu la-fore. I had
asplndid color and never weighed more ii
life.
my
“I certainly think IVruna is without
a rival as a tonic and
strength builder,
and it has my endorsement.*’
This lady entirely n-cvered from a
nervous breakdown,
she did not go
away to a sanitarium, and spend hundreds of dollars for a cure. She just
staid at home, took I'< run a. and in four
month* weighed more than ever in her
life, had a splendid color, life looked
Peruna <i:d all this for
bright to her.
her. What more cou:d he expected of

J

;

remedy?

Man-a-lin the Ideal Laxative,
Vogell’s boat.

The second

Ralph Wardwell. The
by Charles Lewis, the
Hooper, the doughnut
Sawyer, the potato ract

by

was

won

tut.

race

was*<»

foot

race

by Nc«k

by Harry
Harry Clifford
and the bag race by
Eugene Gray. A
baseball game between Bucksport and
Castitie was won by the home team; score,
tontvst
r\

14 to 3.
_

NORTH SEDGWICK.
Mrs. Ada Allen,
week, is better,

w

ho

was

quite ill list

I

Mrs. Clara Clapp, of Sargeiuvtfle, is visiting her brother, John Thurston.
Miss Bernice Carter, who has beenuschool at Tilden. is home.

tending
*

William Haslam, of Tilden, bis been
his son, A. C. Haslam, a few day*.

visiting

Mrs. Melvira Carter and grandson Raymond, of Brooklin, are visiting relative*
here for

a

few weeks.

Miss Abbie L. Elwell, of Portland, came
Saturday to spend the summer with her
mother, Mrs. R. A. Elwell.
Olarnon, who hu
with bis ion,
Rev. Eugene McPheters, returned home
Mr. McPheters,

spent

several

of

weeks

here

Friday.
July «.

Rae*

BAR HARBOR.

Capt. Samuel Head, for many yeas
bu
special patrolman on the shore path,
resigned owing to ill health.
The chief event of the Fourth was tke
Bar
by the gun club. The
Harbor gunners were again mtorious, redo
peating their victory over the Bangor
<«
on
Patriot*’ Day. The silver cap
visitor* for the best individual sbootiij
went to HasUn, of Boston, who, tbo*|»
remarkable
one armed, shot with
After the shoot the visitors were the go**
of the Bar Harbor gunners at a supper
A*
held on Rodick street. Dr. George
Phillips acted as toastmaster.
shoot held

WEST THEMONT.
*el1'
The bey fishermen are doing
0
tu
Daniel Dow caught, with rive
of hake and hi
trawl, 700

pounds

and

about 700 pounds of “Llewellyn*

July

7._

j-

Keeley Cure for drunkennessi
,,
drug-using is not a new thingown Keeley Cure is in l'1'11*'*',.,]
has had over 27 years' experience.,

t*1'',..,.,

many thousands have been
to manhood, and are tilin g l1®of honor and trust. Patients rece
at any

time.___
assrrt'xrnunis.

HEADACHE
see;
FOR

u

INDIGESTION

Monroe, Me.. Sept. ro, v
"I have used ‘L. F.’ Atwoods
tera in my family for years and
they are almost an instant cu,
1
headache and indigestion. I
keep them on hand.”
Youra truly. L. A. ColsonIf the stomach is allowed to P*

of

order,

the

whole

s>'st®m_,..t

m
enjoy life the stomach
tenderly cared for, and there

To

be

>

that acts so beneficially
Atwood’s Bitters. They
adjust the illness and set you rl8
all druggists, 85c.

J#

remedy

“L. F.

P

1

